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Balancing Spirit and Intellect

T
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eachers that balance spirit and intellect are truly a gift to the classroom.
They are a delight to listen to, and they shape lives in profound ways.
We’ve all been touched to some degree by a teacher, whether at the university, grade school, or church. Great teachers seek to improve, they study and
subsequently adjust their teaching style and approach, and they dig deeper
into the subject matter. This issue of the journal represents, in large part, the
efforts of faculty and administrators from Seminaries and Institutes to present a spiritually grounded and intellectually informed gospel message. The
majority of the essays arose out of a yearlong process of researching, writing,
and editing and then submitting that work for peer review.
The first two-thirds of the essays found herein envision a religion classroom with students growing in their understanding. They are built upon the
model that the teacher guides and directs students to truth, having already
partaken of the waters of life freely. The essays are therefore a study in the
quest to refine the teacher, who are in these essays the authors, while those
same teacher-authors seek to build faith for students who are eager to learn. I
believe they have presented us with some profound ideas. Highlights include
an interview that was conducted over a three-year period with Elder Kim B.
Clark, the Commissioner of the Church Educational System; a discussion of
the new Pathways program and the global initiative; and a thoughtful perspective on women and priesthood by the first female Mormon chaplain.
These essays are rounded out with a qualitative study of missionaries
who return from their service early for various reasons, including sin, health
challenges, and otherwise. The project grew out of an effort to help these
missionaries reassimilate into institute and Church activity after a period of
feeling disillusioned and marginalized. It is a fascinating study and will certainly help teachers grow in their understanding of the challenges faced by
early-returned missionaries.

Thomas A. Wayment
Editor-in-chief
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el der ge rrit w. gong

Elder Gerrit W. Gong is a member of the Presidency of the Seventy.

From an address to CES religious educators, Salt Lake Tabernacle, 17 February
2017.

© Intellectual Reserve, Inc.

D

ear brothers and sisters, it is a special privilege to gather this evening.
Thank you to so many of you for your kind messages of love and encouragement. This evening, as we talk of Christ, rejoice in Christ,1 learn of Christ,
I pray we may reverently draw closer to Him.
Family members and spouses, it is an honor to be with you. If the plural of “spouse” were “spice,” then the plural of “spouses” would be “spices.”
Spouses are the spices of our lives. You get up early, you stay late, and you live
with faith in every footstep. Thank you for all you are and do.
The assignment to participate in an “evening with a General Authority”
comes as a letter signed by President Thomas S. Monson, President Henry B.
Eyring, and President Dieter F. Uchtdorf. I feel the love of our First Presidency
for each of you as they ask the Lord to bless and inspire our efforts this evening.

Elder Gerrit W. Gong
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When I first received this assignment, I invited Elder Kim B. Clark and
Brother Chad Webb to teach me about you—our seminary and institute
teachers, missionaries, and CES employees across the world.
I learned 45,731 called seminary and institute teachers and missionaries
teach in 133 countries: 34,527 of you serve outside the United States; 11,204
of you serve in the United States. Collectively, you contribute 20,807,605
hours of gospel service each year. Thank you!
I learned 2,878 Seminaries and Institutes of Religion employees serve in
129 countries: 1,849 of you in the United States and 1,029 of you outside the
United States. You faithfully serve in countries literally from A (Albania) to Z
(Zambia)—with Botswana, Bulgaria, Hungary, Lithuania, and Mozambique,
among others, in between. Thank you!
Some of you have taught many years. For example, Sister Enid May, in
British Columbia, was recently released after teaching seminary for thirty-five
years. Sister May taught nine of her own ten children, two of her grandchildren, and her own current bishop. Sister May said she prayed her car would
make it through each school year. The last day Sister May was teaching seminary, as she was backing into her driveway, the transmission of her car finally
gave out.
Others of you are just beginning to teach. For example, Sister Jang
Dongran in Korea and Sister Johanna Mercader in the Dominican Republic,
who started teaching this year after being a Church member for only six
weeks. Sister Margaret Masai in Kenya began teaching seminary only a few
weeks after she joined the Church. Sister Masai modestly says her students,
many born in the Church, have taught her and helped create a gospel foundation that has blessed her seventeen years of teaching seminary.
You teach and serve in every clime, under every condition, with students
from every background, in classes large and small. Brother Benjamin Hadfield
teaches in North Pole, Alaska, and Sister Lorena Tossen teaches in Ushuaia,
near Antarctica, where the South Pole is. On Wednesdays at the Salt Lake
University Institute, Brother Jared Halverson teaches almost four hundred
students. I asked Brother Halverson how he does it, and he said, “I teach the
group but reach out to individuals, one text at a time.”
In Poland, Sister Dagmara Martyniuk, herself a young single adult, is
up early to work at the bakery, then stays late to teach institute. Sister Myra
Flores-Aguilar’s seminary class in Honduras starts at five in the morning, and
Brother Reuben Adrover’s institute class in San Juan, Argentina, begins at
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ten at night. You also teach and administer primary and secondary classes in
Mexico, Kiribati, Fiji, Tonga, and Samoa.
Because of you, more youth and young adults are reading the scriptures
and the words of the living prophets than ever before; because of you, more
youth are learning to acquire spiritual knowledge and answer their own questions by understanding the doctrine; and because of you, cornerstone courses
across our Church schools and institutes are bringing students closer to Jesus
Christ, the Chief Cornerstone.
Again, we admire who you are and how you serve. Wherever you are,
whatever your circumstances, thank you for gathering this evening with open
hearts and open minds—whether as one, two, or more in His name.2
Once, after a long assignment together, as we were coming to land at
the Salt Lake airport, with warm anticipation President Boyd K. Packer said,
“Gerrit, my wife, Donna, is putting the bread in the oven now. The bread will
be fresh and hot when I arrive home.” Can you imagine or remember delicious bread? Can you smell it—fresh and hot? Can you taste it—perhaps
a little sweet, a little salty? Bread is a universal staple food. People in every
age and every circumstance have eaten bread. Of course, with our worldwide
group, bread comes in every size, shape, and ingredient, even with different
names. Perhaps because all people everywhere understand and depend on
bread, our Savior declared, “I am the bread of life.”3
In this world, amidst thorns and thistles, we eat bread by the sweat of our
face, as did Adam and Eve. Moral agency comes with real choices, and spiritual growth comes from real challenges, but our Savior does not leave us to see
only this world’s sticks and stones, the limits and scarcities. Our Savior blesses
us with manna, daily bread, and His sacramental promise that we might have
life, hope, joy, and have them more abundantly.4
Our Lord declares: “I, the Lord, stretched out the heavens, and built the
earth, my very handiwork; and all things therein are mine. And it is my purpose to provide for my saints. . . . For the earth is full, and there is enough
and to spare.”5 In other words, His is not a world of sticks and stones. His is a
world of loaves and fishes.
Do you remember how Jesus fed the multitude with a few loaves and
fishes? Let’s watch and imagine we were there.
[Video]
Jesus: “Behold the multitude.”

4
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Disciple 1: “This is a desert place, and now the time is far passed. Send
them away that they may go into the villages and buy themselves bread. They
have nothing to eat.”
Jesus: “Give ye them to eat.”
Disciple 2: “Shall we go and buy two hundred pennyworth of bread and
give them to eat?”
Jesus: “How many loaves have ye?”
Disciple 1: “Five, and two fishes.”
Jesus: “Bring them to me. Divide the people into companies of fifty, that
they might be fed. . . . O Father, Lord of heaven and earth, I thank Thee for
thy bounties. Amen.”6
[End of video]
Four New Testament accounts7 describe our Savior feeding a multitude
of five thousand people. Two additional New Testament accounts describe,8
on another occasion, our Savior feeding a multitude of four thousand people.
Those large multitudes seem to include men with women and children in
addition.9
We sometimes say God is in the details. Recently, I combined the scriptural details of our Savior feeding the multitude of five thousand from the
Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, including Bible notes, into a
single, verbatim scriptural narrative.
Will you please invite the Holy Ghost to open our understanding as we
study scriptural accounts and gospel principles found in our Savior’s example? Our prayer is that increased appreciation of our Savior’s ministry will
draw us, our families, and our students closer to Him.
Here is our combined scripture passage:
“And the apostles gathered themselves together unto Jesus, and told him
all things, both what they had done, and what they had taught.
“And he said unto them, Come ye yourselves apart into a desert place [that
is, a secluded, or quiet, place], and rest a while: for there were many coming
and going, and they had no leisure so much as to eat. . . .
“And the people saw them departing, and many knew him, and ran afoot
thither out of all cities, and outwent them, and came together unto him.
“And Jesus, when he came out, saw much people, and was moved with
compassion toward them, because they were as sheep not having a shepherd.”10
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“And he received them, and spake unto them of the kingdom of God, and
healed them that had need of healing.”11
“And when it was evening, his disciples came to him, saying, This is a desert place, and the time is now past; send the multitude away,”12 “that they may
go into the country round about, and into the villages, and buy themselves
bread: for they have nothing to eat.”13
“But Jesus said unto them, They need not depart; give ye them to eat.”14
“And they [said] unto him, Shall we go and buy two hundred pennyworth
of bread, and give them to eat?”15
“One of his disciples, Andrew, Simon Peter’s brother, saith unto him,
“There is a lad here, which hath five barley loaves, and two small fishes: but
what are they among so many?”16
“He said, Bring them hither to me.”17
“And he commanded them to make all sit down by companies upon the
green grass.”18 “Now there was much grass in the place.”19 “And they sat down
in ranks, by hundreds, and by fifties.”20
“Then he took the five loaves and the two fishes, and looking up to heaven,
he blessed them, and brake,”21 “and when he had given thanks, he”22 “gave the
loaves to his disciples, and the disciples to the multitude.”23 “And the two
fishes divided he among them all”24 “as much as they would.”25
“And they did all eat,”26 “and were all filled.”27
“When they were filled, he said unto his disciples, Gather up the fragments that remain, that nothing be lost.”28
“And they took up of the fragments that remained”29 “and filled twelve
baskets with the fragments of the five barley loaves”30 “and of the fishes”31
“which remained over and above unto them that had eaten.”32
“And they that had eaten were about five thousand men, beside women
and children.”33
“And when he had [bid the people farewell], he departed into a mountain
to pray.”34
“Then those men, when they had seen the miracle that Jesus did, said, This
is of a truth that prophet that should come into the world.”35
What did you notice, or feel, or learn as Jesus feeds each of us and all of
us with five loaves and two small fishes? Were the loaves like manna, sweet as
coriander and honey?36 And how did two small fishes feed us—fill us—all?

6
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Here are nine things I notice and feel. Perhaps they can help us better
understand our Savior, draw us closer to Him, and invite us to become more
like Him.
Theme 1: Our Savior is moved with compassion.

Many of our Savior’s miracles begin with His understanding and compassion.
He knows our hearts and circumstances. He is filled with compassion for our
hopes and our hurts, our desires and our needs.
It has been an agonizing time. John the Baptist has been beheaded, his
head brought in on a platter, the result of a promise of a sorry king to the
dancing daughter of a spiteful mother. Our Savior and His disciples have
gone to a secluded place to rest, yet what does our Savior feel as He saw many
people? He “was moved with compassion toward them.”37 He receives them,
He teaches them, He heals them, and, in a very practical way, He knows “they
have nothing to eat.”38
Through His ministry our Savior is moved by compassion—compassion
for the leper,39 compassion for the man’s son possessed with a foul spirit,40
compassion for a widowed mother whose only son has died.41 Our Savior
teaches us to be like the good Samaritan who had compassion on the man
wounded and left for dead.42
Likewise, the father of the prodigal son had compassion and ran to his
son when his son “was yet a great way off.”43 Interestingly, speaking of bread,
when the prodigal son “came to himself,” his realization is “how many hired
servants of my father’s have bread enough and to spare.”44
Our Savior begins with compassion. He concludes with gracious kindness. The gospel accounts say that after Jesus fed the multitude, He “sent them
away,” but the footnote in Mark clarifies. Instead of He “sent them away,” the
footnote says He “bid the people farewell.”45 Can’t you hear Jesus compassionately bidding the people farewell as they leave after He has fed them?
Theme 2: Our Savior starts with what they have.

Wanting to feed the multitude, our Savior starts by asking His disciples what
they have. He is Creator of the world, Lord of heaven and earth, yet He starts
with what they have, from where they are. “There is a lad here, which hath five
barley loaves, and two small fishes.”46 Our Savior begins with what they have:
“Bring them hither to me.”47
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Do you ever look at who you are, at what or who you have to teach, and
wonder how what you have can possibly be enough? Perhaps, like the disciples, we look at our few small loaves and fishes and marvel, “But what are
they among so many?”48
As teachers, we invite each student to contribute in class, and some students offer more, some less. As learners and teachers (and we are both), we
begin with what we have, with who we are now. He can then magnify us and
multiply our efforts. The principle of growing from where we are reflects the
truth in the Book of Mormon that we are saved by His grace “after all we can
do.”49 He smiles as we bring what we have and who we are and come hither
to Him.
Theme 3: Our Savior proceeds in an orderly manner.

Have you ever been caught in a large crowd that is pushing and shoving and
grabbing for something? I have. The people in the front did not care about
the people in the back. I was afraid that if anyone fell, he or she would be
trampled.
In contrast, our Savior “commanded them [the disciples] to make all sit
down by companies.”50 These companies are organized “in ranks, by hundreds,
and . . . fifties.”51 In the Church, we speak of a pioneer company. We speak of
a company worshiping in the temple. To us, the word company denotes an
orderly group with a higher shared purpose.
And, while it is called a desert place, our Lord does not have the multitude sit on dusty, bare ground. He has the companies sit “upon the green
grass.”52 He has chosen a place where “there was much grass in the place.”53
Theme 4: Our Savior expresses gratitude.

He took the loaves and fishes, and “looking up to heaven, he blessed them,
and brake.”54
Creator of heaven and earth, the King of kings Himself gives thanks
before He divides the loaves and fishes and multiplies them among them all,
“as much as they would” eat.55
Theme 5: Our Savior feeds the disciples and has them feed the
multitude.

It is order, but it is more than order. It is strengthening the shepherds so the
shepherds can strengthen the sheep; it is teaching the teachers so the teachers
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can teach the students; and it is a divine pattern in the Bible, in the Book of
Mormon, and in His restored Church: and He “gave the loaves to his disciples, and the disciples to the multitude.”56
It is the great gift of spiritual giving and receiving. Knowing we will teach
helps us to learn. In teaching others to learn, we learn to teach. Our example
of learning and teaching helps our students know they too can learn and teach.
Theme 6: Our Savior feeds the five thousand and the one at the same
time.

In a miraculous way, the loaves and fishes are divided and then multiplied to
each person in the multitude: “And they did all eat”57 “and were all filled.”58
This is a miracle we teachers seek—to teach our whole class and each person in the class. This requires attending to the five thousand and the one. It
invites addressing general concerns and individual needs, and, beyond balance, it invites the spiritual miracle that with which we begin will become
enough.
Theme 7: Our Savior ensures nothing is lost.

“When they were filled, he said unto his disciples, Gather up the fragments
that remain, that nothing be lost.”59
Part of beginning with gratitude for what we have is ensuring nothing is
lost when we conclude. Heaven’s economy does not waste because everything
is drawn on in the beginning, and nothing is left to be lost in the end.
Elder Richard G. Scott shared how we can record impressions and learn
if there is yet more.60 This repeated process of asking, receiving, recording,
pondering, obeying, and asking if there is more reflects our Savior’s declaration that “unto you that hear shall more be given.”61
And there is more. In describing Himself as the bread of life, our Savior
notes: “And this is the Father’s will which hath sent me, that of all which he
hath given me I should lose nothing.”62 He keeps those given Him by the
Father, that none be lost. As teachers, missionaries, employees, we do all in
our faith and power to keep those entrusted to our care, that none be lost.
Theme 8: With our Savior, we end with more than we began.

Gratefully ensuring nothing is lost, the disciples realize another miracle: “And
they took up of the fragments that remained”63 “and filled twelve baskets with
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the fragments of the five barley loaves”64 “and of the fishes”65 “which remained
over and above unto them that had eaten.”66
A miracle of spiritual multiplication is that, with our Savior, we end with
more than we began. We end with more love, more learning, more inspiration, more kindness than when we began. Spirit-filled teaching comes back as
bread upon the water—like loaves and fishes, with more than we began.
Let us summarize our discussion thus far:
Our Savior understands our hearts and circumstances. He is moved by
compassion to bless and fill us in every way.
He begins from where we are, with what we have, even accepting the few
loaves and fishes from a lad.
He proceeds in an orderly fashion.
He is grateful. He looks to heaven before He blesses and breaks.
He shares first with the disciples and asks the disciples to give to the people. He knows how to care for and teach the five thousand and the one at the
same time.
He gratefully gathers what we have, that nothing is lost.
He helps us understand we have ended with more than we began.
And there is more. Feeding the multitude is neither the first nor the last
time our Savior uses bread and fish to teach and testify of His abundance,
thus our ninth and final theme.
Theme 9: For those with eyes to see and ears to hear, our Savior
teaches and testifies of sacramental abundance.

“Then those men, when they had seen the miracle that Jesus did, said, This is
of a truth that prophet that should come into the world.”67
Later, specifically referring to the loaves and fishes, our Savior asks His
disciples: “Do ye not remember? When I brake the five loaves among five
thousand, how many baskets full of fragments took ye up? They say unto him,
Twelve. And when the seven among four thousand, how many baskets full of
fragments took ye up? And they said, Seven.”68
To repeat: His is a world of loaves and fishes, of abundance.
To the woman at the well, with particular meaning in a dry land, our
Savior declared Himself as living water. Jesus said unto her, “Whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him shall never thirst; but the water that I
shall give him shall be in him a well of water springing up into everlasting
life.”69
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To those who ask Jesus, “Our fathers did eat manna in the desert, can you
give us bread from heaven to eat?”70 Jesus replies, “My Father giveth . . . true
bread from heaven.”71 “I am the bread of life.”72 “He that believeth on me hath
everlasting life.”73
There is nothing more basic, more essential, or more universal than bread
and water. What do we receive when the bread of life and the living water
come together? Of course, we receive the sacrament.
At the end of His mortal ministry, in a pattern the disciples had seen
before, our Savior “took bread, and gave thanks, and brake it, and gave unto
them, saying . . . this do in remembrance of me.”74
At the beginning of His resurrected ministry, again showing a familiar
pattern, our Savior instituted the sacrament among the Nephites, His other
sheep: He commands His disciples to bring bread and wine, has the multitude sit upon the earth, takes the bread and breaks and blesses it, and gives
to the disciples and commands they should eat. And when the disciples have
eaten and are filled, He commands the disciples to give unto the multitude.
The multitude eats and is filled.75
Later, our Lord again administers the sacrament with the Nephites, this
time miraculously providing the bread and wine: “Now, there had been no
bread, neither wine . . . ; But he truly gave unto them bread to eat, and also
wine to drink.”76 He promises that those who ate of the bread and wine to
their soul “shall never hunger nor thirst, but shall be filled.”77 Indeed, “when
the multitude had all eaten and drunk, behold, they were filled with the
Spirit.”78
This is fulfillment of the great sacramental promise to men and women in
all ages, in every circumstance, to each of us whose very lives depend on bread
and water: “Blessed are all they who do hunger and thirst after righteousness,
for they shall be filled with the Holy Ghost.”79
Brothers and sisters, thank you for being remarkable learners and teachers in a spiritually hungry and thirsty world! Thank you for making each
lesson, each student interaction, like unto a spiritual feast of loaves and fishes!
Brothers and sisters, I have felt a wellspring of living water overflow inside
me with a fullness of love for my Savior.
Recently, as I had the privilege to pass the bread and water, I felt our
Savior’s great love for those receiving those sacred emblems. I also felt great
gratitude to our Savior for instituting the ordinance of the sacrament.
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On occasion, as I reflect (including on the Sabbath day), I feel quiet
approbation that I am doing all I can at this point. More often, I feel hope
and encouragement that I can “come unto Christ, and be perfected in him,”80
despite my shortcomings.
I hope you will each see bread and fish, and bread and water, in new
ways.81 I hope you will find delight, adventure, and inspiration in the interweaving of scriptural accounts, gospel principles, and the words of the living
prophets and apostles as you fulfill your sacred trust to help our students better know our Savior and come reverently to Him.
I hope you remember “the earth is the Lord’s, and the fulness thereof.”82
His is a world of loaves and fishes, and His sacramental promise is there is
abundantly enough and to spare.
I gratefully testify of God, our Eternal Father; His Holy Son, our Savior,
Jesus Christ; and the Holy Ghost. I gratefully testify of the restored truths
and unbroken succession of priesthood authority from the Prophet Joseph to
President Thomas S. Monson today, of the holy scriptures, and of the comfort,
direction, and joy we receive as we have His Spirit to be with us as we always
remember Him.
No matter where you are, no matter your circumstances, no matter your
joys and challenges, I hope you have felt in our evening together how much
the Lord and His Church love you. He does. We do. In the sacred and holy
name of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, amen.
© 2017 by Intellectual Reserve, Inc. All rights reserved.
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his article is a four-part compilation of interviews with Commissioner
of the Church Educational System, Elder Kim B. Clark, that Barbara
Morgan Gardner performed from September 2015 to May 2017. In September
of 2015, Elder Clark was just beginning his tenure as Commissioner of the
Church Educational System. Therefore, the first interview focuses on his calling, experience, and expectations. In the second interview, held in August of
2016, nearly a year later, Elder Clark reflects on his first full year of service,
new experiences, innovations, and student struggles. The third interview,
conducted in February of 2017, was performed a couple weeks after the
announcement of BYU–Pathway Worldwide (BYU–PW). In the final interview, recorded in May of 2017, Elder Clark invites all CES faculty to engage
in deep learning with their students.
16 September 2015

Gardner: How were you called as a Commissioner, and what orientation
did you receive?
RE · VOL. 18 NO. 3 · 2017 · 15–27
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Clark: I was called as a General Authority Seventy in December of 2014.
In late January, President Eyring called and asked me to come and meet with
him. At that time, he called me to be the Commissioner. I was sustained in
the April general conference and set apart as a General Authority.
Following the sustaining, I was put into an intense two-month training
in which I was given a firehose introduction to the whole Church. I spent
time every day learning, hearing briefings, and participating in discussions. At
the same time, Elder Paul Johnson, then serving as Commissioner, reviewed
many aspects of the Church Educational System (CES) with me. I had an orientation which focused primarily on issues that were not discussed in board
meetings, such as operations, history, background, expectations, and problems. We did a lot of processing, and he shared a lot of counsel. We spent
probably fifty to sixty hours together. It was a fascinating experience.
Gardner: What experiences have you had that have prepared you most for
this assignment?
Clark: The most important experience I had to prepare me for this
assignment was serving as the president of BYU–Idaho for almost ten years.
During that time, I became very familiar with the Board of Education as
well as with CES. For ten years I sat every month in meetings of both the
Church Board of Education and the Executive Committee of the Board and
witnessed CES in action. I have sat in almost 220 meetings and have listened
to presentations from every Church education institution multiple times, discussed many issues, and carefully watched Paul Johnson, as the Commissioner,
and Chad Webb, as the administrator for S&I [Seminaries and Institutes of
Religion]. I have also met with and come to know well all of the presidents
of the Church’s institutions of higher education who attend the Board and
Executive Committee meetings. I’ve seen CES from the vantage points of the
Board, the universities, S&I, and the Commissioner. This has been a wonderful education.
In addition to these meetings, I have also been on all of the Church’s
higher-education campuses many times and toured many of the institute and
seminary buildings. I have participated in S&I faculty meetings, attended
classes, enjoyed student presentations, and met with area directors. This has
allowed me to get to know CES all over the world!
Being the president of BYU–Idaho also allowed me to get to know the
members of the Board, which include the First Presidency, two members
of the Quorum of the Twelve, a member of the Presidency of the Seventy,
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the General President of the Relief Society, and Mark Woodruff, who is the
secretary. I have had the opportunity to speak with them and talk privately
with them about BYU–Idaho issues. Sometimes these meetings are formal,
but often they are informal. It’s a wonderful thing to participate now as the
Commissioner, having already built a good relationship with the Board
members.
My experience at Harvard has also been beneficial for this assignment.
Being the dean of the Harvard Business School is like running a college. I was
responsible for every aspect of a college administrative system, including hiring faculty, promotions, and all the issues associated with students. We also
had all the infrastructure, including our own endowment, our own development organization, our own public relations, communications, fund-raising,
finance, buildings and grounds, food service, and housing. The only substantive things the central university did for us were payroll and legal support.
Sitting on the dean’s council was an important educational experience for
me as well because deans at Harvard report directly to and counsel with the
president of the university. The deans were also used as a policy- and strategymaking group, so I was heavily involved in all sorts of issues in different parts
of the university, including the process of hiring the new president. I learned
about the school of education, the law school, the school of public health, the
medical school, the graduate school of arts and sciences, and the undergraduate college. I was involved in strategy discussions and received an education
about how to run not only a college but a large research university.
Gardner: What does the Commissioner do?
Clark: The most important responsibility I have is to help the institutions
understand the Board and what the First Presidency wants to accomplish in
the Church and in CES and what their direction and guidance is. Sometimes
I need to help people remember the importance of the way they face and
guide them in the process. That’s extremely important.
Second, the Commissioner of the Church Educational System is a central
part of a really interesting and important process that goes on in the decision
making of the board. The Commissioner’s office serves as a witness for the
institutions. It’s one of the most important things that we do. For example,
it’s our role to know a lot about every institution and its budget and what it
is trying to accomplish so we can both guide the instituion and help shape
its budget. We can attest to the Board that the budget has been put together
carefully and that what the institution is proposing is closely aligned with the
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mission, and the intent of the Board. The Board looks to us to certify that we
have done that work and that we have thought it through. Our job is to tell
the board what we think as witnesses to the process and the result.
We also act like a check and balance. We tell the Board what we think,
but we also have a responsibility to make sure that the presidents and the
institutions are getting help. We work with the presidents to help shape
the proposals they bring forward to the Board, so that the institution can
accomplish its purposes. We counsel with the presidents on many issues, and
provide support and guidance.
The third role of the Commissioner is to look at the system as a whole
and take advantage of every component for the betterment of all. The
Commissioner has a vantage point to see all the institutions and schools and
all the opportunities that we can take advantage of and then do things to
improve them. There are some formal as well as informal processes to do that.
Unity is essential to the development of the kingdom and of CES. During
the time of Elder Neal A. Maxwell, in 1970, for example, unity between CES
and the Church was strengthened. It became Board policy that wherever the
Church was in the world, there would be a seminary and institute. That was
a huge decision. It took decades, but today, we have the seminary and institute programs around the world. We have tremendous people that have been
trained and educated and are now deployed around the world and a whole
infrastructure of human talent and organization to train and educate and
develop people. There are almost fifty thousand called teachers around the
world and people out there to train and organize them.
Because of that unifying decision, among other things, we were able to
create Pathway. It would have been impossible without that established structure. That unifying relationship has blessed many, many people. We have a
lot more people in institute in those areas that have Pathway and a lot more
people studying the gospel and a lot more people blessed by education. That’s
a great example of the pieces of the CES working together in order to bless
thousands of Heavenly Father’s children. We will see more of that.
Gardner: What is your emphasis as the Commissioner?
Clark: This job is much more spiritual than operational. I have used
the impressions and feelings I have been given and shared them with every
organization within CES. The principles I share apply to S&I as well as all
higher-education organizations of the Church. I have spoken to S&I, the
deans and department chairs at BYU; I spoke at LDS Business College at its
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annual conference; and I will continue to speak whenever there is an opportunity. The message is exactly the same, although slightly tailored to each group.
Gardner: With your experience at Harvard, what do you think of people
saying BYU is trying to become the Harvard of the West?
Clark: I’m going to put it in terms that are a little stark. There is no way
we would want to try, nor could we be, nor do we even have a desire to be the
Harvard of the West. Harvard is the world’s premier research university, with
a strong undergraduate college, but that undergraduate college operates in
a particular mode because it’s a part of a great research university. Harvard
has a 37-billion-dollar endowment. Harvard’s undergraduate student body is
much smaller, and teachers teach many fewer students and classes. Harvard
has remarkable schools, programs, and professors, but they have a very different role to play and it’s not for us. The entire mission of BYU is different
than Harvard. Research is number four on the BYU mission statement. It’s in
a supportive role to the core mission, which is to educate undergraduates, to
help our students become disciples of Jesus Christ. Well educated, and well
trained, yes. But overarching everything, disciples of Jesus Christ. That’s the
real focus.
Gardner: What would you say to CES teachers?
Clark: If the only thing our students get out of our institutions is a degree,
no matter how smart they are and how well they do, the Lord’s resources have
been wasted. The most important thing we do in CES—and that means BYU,
BYU–Idaho, BYU–Hawaii, LDS Business College, and S&I—is we help
young people become disciples of Jesus Christ, become converted unto the
Lord, prepared to be leaders in their families, in the Church and in the world.
Each of the institutions has its own role and approach, but the core missions
of the institutions are the same. The different roles are very important. We are
not trying to make the institutions all alike.
So to all the faculty and teachers at our institutions, I would say, “Go
teach, and teach well, with the Spirit of the Lord! Love the students and
inspire them and help them become disciples of Jesus Christ. Help them
become converted to the Lord and well educated, well prepared, according
to the mission and aims of your institution.”
17 August 2016

Gardner: Now a year into your assignment, what have you enjoyed the
most?
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Clark: I’ve learned that the Lord cares a lot about education, and therefore the Brethren, the First Presidency, and Quorum of the Twelve receive
revelation regarding the Church Education System. I have sat and watched it
happen before my eyes, and it’s a really inspiring, wonderful, and humbling
experience. I see the Brethren wrestling and pondering, counseling and thinking, praying and studying out the issues, evaluating data, and analyzing and
looking at previous decisions. Then the revelation comes. It’s amazing to see
the Lord in the finest details and watch His work.
Being the Commissioner is different than I expected. It’s an incredible
experience that I thank the Lord for every day. It is also challenging because
I have to think hard and communicate a lot and keep an eye on everything.
It’s imperative that we don’t get ahead of the Brethren, that we be on track in
terms of processes and that we follow their counsel. There is a clear and direct
line that is powerful that runs from the prophet of the Lord and the First
Presidency through the Board and all the way down through to the universities and S&I. It’s our responsibility that that line never gets bypassed or never
gets confused.
Gardner: What has impressed you the most about S&I?
Clark: First is the tremendous depth of gospel understanding among
the teachers and administrators. When tied to their depth in pedagogy and
curriculum development, that understanding is powerful. Second is the processes and people that it takes to run a global organization and to run it well.
It is not only interesting but inspiring.
Gardner: How would you describe your role as the Commissioner in regards
to S&I?
Clark: When I went to BYU–Idaho, the counsel President Eyring gave
me was “don’t mess it up.” My responsibility as a Commissioner is exactly the
same. I try to support Chad [Webb] and help him by talking with him, thinking and praying about the issues, and counseling with him, supporting him,
and guiding him, especially when things need Board approval. Sometimes it’s
best to just get out of the way.
Gardner: You will be speaking this year at the CES broadcast. Who is your
audience?
Clark: When I speak as the Commissioner, my audience is everyone who
teaches at any of the institutions of higher education as well as Seminaries &
Institutes. They are all part of the CES faculty. That includes professors in the
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university and the college; not only those who teach religion, but all areas of
instruction.
Gardner: How did doctrinal mastery come about?
Clark: Doctrinal mastery grew out of an assignment that came to us as
we thought about how we might create learning experiences for the young
people of the Church who are confronted every day with questions and issues
and challenges to their faith. Chad Webb started the first piece by writing an
essay about how to help students gain spiritual knowledge themselves, what
to teach them and how to help them. Many of us helped along the way. The
second piece grew out of the recognition that almost every issue that members of the Church confront has its roots in our belief in living prophets and
revelation. From those experiences came the idea of doctrinal mastery.One
day Chad said, “I have an idea!” He’d been thinking and praying; it came as a
revelation. He said, “What would you think if we took the time that we had
historically devoted to scripture mastery and we devoted it to something else
and focused on doctrinal issues and questions?” That idea sparked a whole lot
of work and conversation which led to doctrinal mastery.
Gardner: Some students are struggling with the idea that they went through
seminary, institute, or religion classes and never heard some difficult topics discussed. How would you address that?
Clark: The whole emphasis on doctrinal mastery is designed exactly to
address those questions. It’s understandable why someone would feel that way,
but what many don’t understand is that the issues they are concerned about
have been around a long time. When people wrote manuals in the past, they
were focused on trying to teach basic principles of the gospel, and their view
was that we need to help people come to an understanding of the plain and
simple truths of the gospel and develop a strong testimony of that because
that’s the core of what they need. It’s understandable that manual writers
wouldn’t address controversial topics that have been out there for years and
that have been dealt with over and over.
However, the environment is different. The difference is the Internet.
The Internet gives the critics and enemies of the Church a loud platform.
Although these questions and information were out there many years ago, our
students weren’t confronted by them like they are today. No one was hiding
them; they just simply were not central. The Internet was not omnipresent
like it is now. That is why we have introduced doctrinal mastery. We are saying, “We need to discuss some of these issues so our students are armed with
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the truth and know the history and doctrine.” This is also the main reason
behind the cornerstone classes as well as the Gospel Topics essays. Leaders of
the Church have responded to this concern and are instructing teachers and
leaders to be open and clear and informed. Rather than trying to answer the
one hundred most difficult questions of Church history, we realized that the
right way is to teach students how to acquire spiritual knowledge. That way,
we fortify our young students not only with the truth, but also [the ability] to
handle difficult issues. I hope our seminary teachers will invite the students
to come with questions, so that the teachers can create learning experiences.
I feel bad for those who are struggling, but the plain truth is Joseph saw the
Father and the Son, the Book of Mormon is true, and the Church is true. It’s
all true.
Gardner: What more can you tell us about the global initiative?
Clark: It is clear that the Lord is hastening His work. This last year I have
lived that, and you can see proof of it in the global initiative.
I had a feeling when I came that the Lord’s plan for His kingdom might
include more education than we were seeing in the Church, that education
was extremely important to the Lord. I recognized that we needed to work on
this. We are the CES and, therefore, are responsible for the Lord’s system of
education for His Church. In August, the university presidents, Chad Webb
and I started to think about taking education, not just religious education,
more broadly to Church members. We recognized that the need is great. We
started hammering it out, talking about principles, and sorted things out.
What became of it was the global initiative proposal that was taken to the
Executive Committee in October and approved by the board in November.
That’s fast! Clearly, the Lord is hastening His work.
20 February 2017

Gardner: You’ve been the Commissioner now for over a year and a half.
What are your thoughts?
Clark: My job as Commissioner has evolved and changed. We work a lot
more with other Church departments. It has gotten a lot more complicated
and things are moving a lot faster. We now have a global initiative and a new
organization, BYU–Pathway Worldwide, starting throughout the world. We
are also working on pilot projects in secondary education in the Pacific Area
of the Church.
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Gardner: BYU–Pathway Worldwide was just announced on 7 February
2017. Can you help us understand it a little better?
Clark: BYU–PW oversees Pathway and coordinates all other CES
online higher-education certificates and degree programs, including English
language certification programs, technical- and skills-based certificates, and
online degrees. It will be affiliated with all other CES institutions. The president of BYU–PW, Clark Gilbert, will report directly to the Commissioner,
and the headquarters will be in Salt Lake City.
BYU–PW will not seek institutional accreditation, since the certificates,
degrees, and programs they offer will be granted by one of the higher-
education institutions already in place. When a certificate is granted, it is
granted under the accreditation of the university that awards the certificate.
Many people have not pursued opportunities for higher education
because of cost or fear that they could not do the work or because other
responsibilities have made it impossible for them to access education. The
most important thing about BYU–PW is that it gives people hope. Tuition
will be kept low, so that it is accessible to everyone. Tuition will be tied to the
income of the country.
Gardner: What is the role, then, of BYU–PW?
Clark: The new organization will focus on two main areas of educational
activity: first, serving students through online courses and programs, and second, through managing local gathering activities and local student services,
including career services. BYU–PW will create an online system for student
services. The online system will help students receive information, apply,
register, take courses, and provide other resources in one easy-to-use online
location. This will evolve over time and with experience. One of the most
significant roles is to assess needs throughout the local areas of the world and
then to coordinate with the institutions and determine who will develop
what.
Another important responsibility of BYU–PW is the management and
care of the Pathway sites. There are already well over five hundred Pathway
sites of varying sizes worldwide. The location is usually a meeting house or an
institute. The site includes local leaders coupled with missionaries, students,
and other advisors all working together. BYU–PW will manage that. A key
feature of BYU–PW, therefore, is that students gather in approved Pathway
sites for religious education as well as academic assistance and workshops and
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other conferences. BYU–PW will work closely with Self-Reliance Services to
advise students and help them find local internships and jobs.
Gardner: What do you see as the big picture here? What do you envision?
Clark: We have learned that education in the Church grows and changes
and evolves in ways that are marvelous to behold. Although we plan and try
to anticipate new opportunities, the Lord guides us a step at a time. BYU–PW
felt like the next step we should take, and that decision has been confirmed
by prophets of the Lord. There are many people who need hope and need the
experience that comes from being involved in education that is sponsored by
the Church. It is a really potent combination that changes people’s lives. It’s
an exciting time.
Gardner: Is there going to be a high school Pathway Worldwide program?
Clark: BYU–Pathway Worldwide will not offer secondary education.
However, we are working on pilot programs, directed by S&I, to help students who have dropped out of secondary school to get back in, and to help
students to be successful in school. Our focus is on helping students be successful in their local schools by helping with homework, literacy, and math.
Gardner: Is there a difference between how decisions are made at Harvard
and at CES?
Clark: The biggest difference is that the Church Board of Education is
led by prophets, seers, and revelators. The Lord makes His decisions known.
He has said He is hastening the work, and you can feel it and see it. It’s astonishing what has happened in the last two to three years!
18 May 2017

Gardner: You are concluding your second full year as Commissioner. Is there
anything you would like the faculty at the universities and CES to think about?
Clark: Yes! Deep learning. It’s not very complicated, but extremely
important, especially when we are trying to help our students gain spiritual
knowledge. We need to get beyond the idea of transferring knowledge and
get to deep learning. The first level of deep learning is knowledge of the
mind and understanding of the heart. The students should be having a spiritual experience even at the first level. We want cognitive knowledge, but we
should be aiming for something much deeper than that. The second level is
effective righteous action, and the third level is becoming. That’s what I call
deep learning.
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If you establish from the beginning that deep learning is your objective,
it should change how and what you teach. You should become more intentional about teaching in the Lord’s way, which is laid out in section 88 of the
D&C, and other places.
The Lord does have a learning framework. It has three elements, the
first is active, diligent, systematic study. The second element is teaching one
another in the bonds of charity, attended by the grace of Christ. The Lord is
very clear: have a teacher, but everybody ought to talk and everybody ought
to interact. “Teach ye diligently,” He said, “and my grace shall attend you.” He
also says that we should “clothe [ourselves] with the bonds of charity.” There
is a lot of research that shows that students need to participate and be active,
especially the youth but adults as well. They also need to feel psychologically
safe. Therefore, as we teach with the bond of charity, the grace of Jesus Christ
will attend us and our students and the Holy Ghost will come and teach.
Gardner: What if you had a teacher that says this style doesn’t work for
them?
Clark: I know that this way of teaching may be hard for some, especially
if you have taught a very different way for a long time. However, the real issue
is: What is best for your students? Does this work for your students? This is
a framework for learning. I would encourage teachers to pray about it. There
is a place for the Sermon on the Mount, for times when a teacher lectures and
shares ideas, but I don’t think a teacher should do that for the entire semester.
Teachers and professors need to always remember that it isn’t about them.
It’s about students learning and becoming. The evidence is overwhelming if
you look at the research. If you don’t engage your students—not just in having them listen to you, but giving them opportunities to connect and speak
out loud and discuss—they simply will not learn as deeply. It is much easier
to go in and lecture than it is to go in and conduct a class in which you, as the
teacher, are the engaged listener and you try to help your students teach each
other. Too many of us like to share what we know by lecturing.
Gardner: What about the students who say they want to hear from the
professor and not students?
Clark: We are not here to have teachers stand up and lecture, and we
aren’t here to have students talk to one another about things they know nothing about. The teacher’s responsibility is to create learning experiences. The
teacher has to encourage students to prepare for class, and has to be able to
assess and make sure what the students are getting is true. The teacher is not
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absent, but rather has to be deeply engaged. The teacher cannot simply turn
the class over to the students. The teacher creates learning experiences and is
responsible to get students engaged in different ways.
If a teacher is really good at lecturing, I would make this suggestion:
Record yourself giving a lecture. Then, have the students listen to the lecture
before the class. When they come to class give them problems to work on,
case studies, or pose a question for discussion. Listen to them, engage them,
correct them if needed, guide them by your questions and your summaries.
There will be way more learning than if you just lecture to them in class.
Gardner: What is the third element for the Lord’s way for teaching?
Clark: The third element is revelation, inspiration, and the gifts of the
Spirit that come through the Holy Ghost. The Lord has three things going on
all the time at the same time. You learn deeply because you work and study
hard. You learn deeply because you interact with one another attended by the
grace of Christ, within the bonds of charity. You learn because you have lived
your life to qualify for the companionship of the Holy Ghost; He will guide
you and bless you with revelation. I have had some faculty express concern
that calling the Holy Ghost the true teacher minimizes their own role and
their own preparation. The reality is you have to know the Holy Ghost is the
true teacher to be effective. The Holy Ghost knows way more than we do
about everything we are trying to teach. Moreover, the Holy Ghost will teach
us too. The Holy Ghost knows us, the students, and the subject perfectly, and
we don’t. Seeking the blessings of the Spirit is important for both the student
and the teacher.
Gardner: Is this a soft way of teaching? Is this really academic enough?
Clark: Soft for whom? For your students? If I’m in a classroom and we
read a passage in the Book of Mormon and then I ask, “Why is this? Why
does the Lord do this?” and you have to answer, how is that soft? I am trying
to get the student to think and search and seek. Of course we have to assess
our students in the universities. The teacher chooses the assessment method,
gives them an essay, a short answer, multiple choice, whatever the teacher
feels is best. You have to choose the method of assessment based on what you
are trying to achieve. There are three parts to deep learning. You can assess
knowing and understanding pretty well, and you can assess the capacity to
take action, to do. But the third element, becoming, is a life test.
I taught Teachings of the Living Prophets at BYU–Idaho with Phil
Allred, a faculty member at BYU–Idaho. I will share with you what we did to
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assess the students. We had the students write a weekly essay and we assessed
class participation. Our classes were very interactive. We used a lot of different methods, including case studies, but our focus was on getting lots of
engagement of the students. Our final exam was a longer essay.
For the weekly essays, we asked questions like, “How does the relationship between Heavenly Father and His Son, Jesus Christ, illuminate the role
of love in the plan of salvation?” “What is the relationship between repentance and suffering?” “Why is repentance a cause for true celebration?” “How
can we use the gospel’s covenants and ordinances to obtain the faith in Jesus
Christ necessary to be happy in this life and achieve eternal happiness in the
next?” “What is the relationship between the Atonement of Jesus Christ and
the powers of godliness?” “Since we are agents and Satan can’t compel us, why
is he so effective? Answer it in 750 words.” We also gave the students essay
assignments in which we required them to use the Citation Index to find
words of living prophets that addressed the assigned topic. I didn’t think it
was very soft. They wrote an essay every week, and we had an English major
grade them, subject to faculty review. There was a tight rubric in which they
were graded on grammar, organization, and argument, and then we wanted
them to quote a certain number of prophets and draw from their teachings.
This is what I have learned from all my teaching experiences. When the
students come prepared, having studied hard, when we engage them in class,
using many different methods, when the students are involved and active in
class, when the Spirit of the Lord is with us and with them, when we and our
students bear testimony and we share with each other the things of our hearts,
no matter what the discipline is, deep learning takes place. Both we and our
students will become even more deeply converted to the Lord Jesus Christ, to
His doctrine and to His Church. That is deep learning in the Lord’s way, and
that’s what we should strive to do.
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By writing down what is learned, students are able to better recall the concepts when they need them.

hurch leaders have noted the challenges facing young adults today and
the need to raise the bar and prepare them better to meet these challenges. In May 2014, Elder M. Russell Ballard of the Quorum of the Twelve
Apostles explained, “The world today is more challenging than it was [years
ago]. . . . What we need now is the greatest generation of young adults in the
history of the Church.” Elder Ballard continued, “We need vibrant, thinking,
passionate young adults who know how to listen and respond to the whispering of the Holy Spirit. . . . It’s time to raise the bar . . . for your entire
generation.”1 In his August 2015 address to religious educators, Elder Kim B.
Clark, Commissioner of the Church Educational System, said, “You and I
need to be much better than we are now. . . . We need to educate the rising
generation more deeply and more powerfully than we have ever done before.”
Elder Clark added that “the young people will come and will want to receive
more.”2
Among the efforts to help young adults raise the bar, the Seminaries and
Institutes (S&I) have focused on ways to elevate learning experiences in institute. This article provides a global perspective on the experiences of students
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and teachers with the three Elevate Learning Experiences (ELE) options in
institute, namely (1) writing a course study journal, (2) responding to course
questions, or (3) completing a personal learning project. These learning experiences are designed to help institute students strengthen their faith in Jesus
Christ and deepen their conversion while also helping to “establish expectations and provide opportunities that inspire students to have meaningful
experiences with the word of God.”3
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Student ELE Participation
47% Completed ELE
0%

53% Did Not Complete ELE
100%

All US Institute Students

Why Students did not Complete ELE

Elevate Learning Experiences

To better understand the experience of institute teachers and students with
the ELE, in February and March 2017 the S&I Office of Research gathered
survey and interview data related to the three ELE options.4 While survey
data came primarily from institute students in the United States, interview
data was gathered from both institute teachers and students in and outside
the United States. The online survey was distributed to a stratified random
sample of institute students in fifteen states throughout various regions of
the United States. A total of 241 individuals responded to this online survey.
In addition, a purposeful cluster sample of 38 individuals outside the United
States provided additional feedback. These included 22 teachers (8 full-time
coordinators and 14 stake-called institute teachers) and 16 institute students
outside the United States.
Survey findings suggest that in the United States, 47 percent of institute
students completed the ELE and 53 percent did not. For those who did not
complete their ELE, 41 percent indicated they were not aware of the ELE,
28 percent did not care about receiving credit for the course, and 19 percent
noted other reasons (e.g., too busy, already graduated, or schedule changes)
(see figure 1).5
Moreover, 63 percent of survey respondents indicated they were allowed
to choose their own ELE, while 37 percent said they were told which of the
three options to complete. For those who chose their ELE, students’ choices
were as follows: 64 percent course study journal, 28 percent elevate learning questions, and 8 percent personal learning projects. For respondents who
were assigned their ELE by their teacher, teachers’ choices were as follows:
62 percent elevate learning questions, 30 percent course study journal, and
8 percent personal learning projects. Total distribution for all students were
as follows: 52 percent course study journal, 40 percent elevate learning questions, and 8 percent personal learning projects (see figure 2).6
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Figure 1. ELE participation.
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Course Study Journal

For the course study journal, institute students are asked to regularly record
what they are learning during their personal study or class discussion. They
write about their experiences applying what they are learning and how these
experiences help to strengthen their testimony and their faith in Jesus Christ.7
Elder Richard G. Scott of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles said, “Write
down in a secure place the important things you learn from the Spirit. You will
find that as you write down precious impressions, often more will come. Also,
the knowledge you gain will be available throughout your life.”8 President
Henry B. Eyring, First Counselor in the First Presidency, spoke about the
importance of writing down impressions. He said, “I wrote down a few lines
every day for years. . . . Before I would write, I would ponder this question:
‘Have I seen the hand of God reaching out to touch us or our children or our
family today?’”9 Most institute classes elect to use the course study journal to
elevate the learning experience for their students.
As noted in the survey findings earlier, given a choice, nearly two-thirds
of the institute students preferred to write a course study journal for the ELE.
These institute students indicated that their primary reasons for choosing the
course study journal were as follows: it helped them to remember spiritual
insights, they were already keeping a study journal, or they learned better
when they wrote things down (see figure 3).10
Brother Jan-Friedrich Hadzik, a coordinator in Germany, said that the
institute students in his area like their study journals because they can write
and then discuss their insights.11 This is also illustrated by Jayme Dhennz, an
institute student in Bacolod City, Philippines, who explained that using his
course study journal is a blessing and expands his learning. He said, “I can’t
really pass up writing passages and messages from the scriptures or talks of the
prophets . . . because it widens my gospel learning.”12
Another coordinator, Brother Tim Kwok, said that most of the institute
students in Hong Kong feel that writing a study journal is easy and enjoyable.
He added that the students like to “put their thoughts and ideas and insights
in their journal.” Kwok often asks his students to write down their thoughts
following a class discussion, and many of them “also like the idea that they can
keep [it] as a remembrance notebook.”13
Sister Mariateresa Santoro, an institute student in Southern Italy who
wrote in her study journal, explained, “I felt the desire and the need to write
down all my insights and the new concepts I learned during the lesson and in

It helped me to remember spiritual insights.
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experience with the scriptures.
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Figure 3. Why students completed course study journals.

my personal study.” She added, “The reason why I did it is because my journal
is something I can take with me, something I can look upon every time to
recall a specific spiritual concept or personal revelation.” Taisia Bartolomeo,
another institute student in Southern Italy, explained that his journal had
three parts: “my notes (from my personal study of the lesson), questions
(about the lessons), and the lesson notes (what the teacher said about specific
principles). . . . By writing down what I learn[ed], I am able to [better] recall
the concepts when I need them.”14
Brother Seiichi Takahashi, who teaches institute in Nagoya, Japan, said
students like “journaling” because it allows “the learning process to flow
smoothly by reading, then participating in class, and then writing down what
you have learned in class.”15 Brother Aleksandr Drachov, a coordinator in
Russia, said that asking his institute students to use “the personal journals
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during the lesson . . . [adds] to their spiritual experience and strengthen[s]
their faith.”16
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It helped me have a more meaningful experience
with the scriptures.

19

Elevate Learning Questions

For the elevate learning questions, institute students have the opportunity
to ponder, study, and answer course study questions to elevate their learning
experience. Institute students attending one of the four cornerstone courses
respond to specific questions related to those courses. Those attending
other institute courses answer questions from the general elective questions.
Institute teachers provide these questions to students at the beginning of
the course. This helps to prepare students, set clear expectations, provide
follow-up, and allow for review and revision before they submit their work.
Although teachers are encouraged to provide feedback, this is not mandatory
and may depend on teachers’ time and class size.17
As noted earlier, ELE course questions are the most preferred choice of
teachers, but the second most preferred by institute students. The top two
reasons why institute students complete the ELE course questions are that it
helped them have a more meaningful experience with the scriptures or that it
was required by the teacher (see figure 4).18
Brother Ettore Valentini, who teaches in southern Italy, invited his institute students to select their option for their learning experiences, and nearly
all of them chose to answer essay questions. He said that it was easy and
that “their experience in answering questions was very positive. Most of the
students really opened their hearts and explained the concepts well in their
questions.” Sister Ilaria Bellomo, an institute student in his area, explained,
“Even though they seemed simple, the questions made me reflect on myself
and on the fact that what I study for institute helps me know Jesus Christ better.”19 Brother Ricardo Cobing, a coordinator in Bacolod City, Philippines,
sees that “students are progressing in their gospel knowledge as they write
down their insights to the questions.”20
Brother Hyunseung Kim, a coordinator in Korea, explained that “the
questions helped the students think deeply about what they studied and
drew testimonies in their hearts.” Kim also noted that “the process of finding answers through the scriptures, lessons, and testimonies of classmates was
meaningful” for the students in his area. “Two students submitted their essays,
and it was a great experience for me to read and learn the testimonies and
thoughts of the students,” said Sister Seonsim Kang, a stake institute teacher
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Figure 4. Why students completed the ELE questions.

in Korea. Brother Jinseop Jeong, a Korean institute student, said, “The questions helped me think deeply about and review what I learned. . . . It was an
important time to review, contemplate, and internalize what I learned.”21
Personal Learning Project

The personal learning project is also an option available to complete the ELE.
For this option, students propose and complete a personal learning project
that has been reviewed and approved by their teacher. Through this project,
students demonstrate learning and application of what they are learning during the course, which has helped them strengthen their faith in Jesus Christ.
This project should be approved by their teacher, be relevant to the course
of study, and include personal application and a report of what was done.
Although a variety of projects could be created, some examples may include
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studying a gospel topic from the course, identifying a real-world situation
and making a case study of it, or creating a resource based on the course content (e.g., social media, graphic art, music, and so forth). Other ideas may be
considered as students seek suggestions from their teacher, Church leaders,
classmates, or family members. Students should prayerfully consider a meaningful project that will be of value to them or others.22
Although most institute teachers and students prefer the course study
journal or the course questions, a personal learning project has also been used
by a few students to enhance their gospel learning experience. Even though
only 8 percent of students chose a personal learning project for their ELE,
those who did believe that it was a good option that helped to accommodate their unique learning style and allowed them to focus on what was most
important to them (see figure 5).23
It accommodated my unique learning style.

It allowed me to focus on what
was most important to me.

2

Other.

2

Photo by Iakov Filimonov.
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It helped me have a more meaningful
experience with the scriptures.

It was easier
than the other
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4

1

One student chose to paint a portrait of the Savior based on one of the lessons and multiple principles

0

4

Figure 5. Why students completed the personal learning project.

One student chose to paint a portrait of the Savior, based on one of the
lessons and multiple principles from the institute course on Jesus Christ
and the Everlasting Gospel. Another student attending the Eternal Family
course chose a project related to family history and temple work, which
included 30 hours of family history research. She added that her personal

from the institute course on Jesus Christ and the Everlasting Gospel.

project “culminated in a temple trip with my grandmother and immediate
family members in which we completed together over 40 temple sealings that
had been prepared throughout the semester. This brought our family closer
together and I feel (and my teacher agreed) that it was an appropriate project
relative to the course content.”24
Brother Seiichi Takahashi, who teaches institute in Nagoya, Japan,
feels that students who choose the personal project could very well have a
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semester by making the course more relevant, allowing sharing between students, facilitating daily reading and regular journaling, providing actionable
invitations, and frequently asking about their progress throughout the course.
Moreover, more meaningful experiences came as their institute teachers communicated the purpose of ELE and explained the options and expectations
more clearly. Responding to the question whether they plan to complete an
ELE in a future institute class, students who completed learning experiences
in previous courses were significantly more likely to complete one in their
next institute course (see figure 7).28

100%
Every day

Few times a week

Once a week

Few times a month

Once a month

Less than once a month

Figure 6. Frequency of work for various ELE options.

life-changing experience, as they come up with their own theme to work on
for several weeks.25 Brother Joseph Peralta, an institute teacher in Valenzuela
City, Philippines, said that the “personal learning project is my favorite . . . to
help us personally experience the gospel in our lives” because “it invites the
students to act on the things they have learned in class.” Sister Cenia Avila
Organis, an institute student in Bicol City, Philippines, prefers the personal
learning projects, because it provides her flexibility.26
Most Helpful and Meaningful

Institute students who responded to the online survey indicated that the
greatest impact of these learning experiences was on “strengthening their faith
in Jesus Christ.” Survey respondents also indicated that they most frequently
worked on the course study journal, about a few times a week, compared to
only once a month on the ELE course questions (see figure 6). These respondents also noted that institute teachers can most help students complete these
learning experiences by “encouraging them to work on the ELE throughout
the semester.”27
Institute students in the survey also explained what would make these
learning experiences more meaningful to them. They noted that teachers could encourage greater collaboration and engagement throughout the
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Do you plan to complete an ELE in future institute classes?
Completed
past ELE

86% Yes

Didn’t
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14% No
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61% No

0%

100%
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Figure 7. Impact of past ELE on future ELE participation.

Summary

Whether institute students chose to write a course study journal, respond to
course questions, or create a personal learning project, their additional effort
helps them to elevate their learning experience and deepen their conversion.
According to Brother Rogelio Montemayor, a coordinator in Dumaguete
City, Philippines, as a result of the learning experiences in institute, he has
seen more in-depth discussions in institute classes because the students are
reading and sharing their learning experiences.29
President Thomas S. Monson said, “As with anything in life, much of
what you take from your seminary [or institute] experience depends on your
attitude and your willingness to be taught. May your attitude be one of humility and a desire to learn.”30 As institute students “more fully understand, apply,
and share the teachings of Jesus Christ,” they will draw closer to the Savior.
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The purpose of the ELE is to facilitate providing students “with the opportunity to have meaningful experiences with the word of God.”31
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In 1888, when the Bannock Stake Academy at Rexburg was established, President Thomas E. Ricks said, “The seeds
we are planting today will grow and become mighty oaks, and their branches will run all over the earth.”

ith the announcement of BYU–Pathway Worldwide on 7 February
2017, President Dieter F. Uchtdorf identified the occasion as a “very
special day for the Church Educational System (CES), and a day of hope
and joy for many of our young people worldwide who are seeking to educate
themselves and to prepare for successful livelihood.”1 This new higher education online organization continues to revolutionize the way in which the
Church provides opportunities of higher education to an increasing number
of individuals around the world. At the heart of BYU–Pathway Worldwide
is the BYU–Idaho Pathway program that has for the last eight years bridged
opportunities toward college education for individuals who otherwise would
not have them. It also serves as a “pathway to opportunities for successful
livelihood.” Pathway has combined online learning and religious education
within a household of faith while being grounded in the gospel of Jesus Christ.
“The program inspires increased hope and faith in the Lord and opens up new
opportunities in higher education to ‘learn by study and by faith.’”2
The name “Pathway” has become a buzzword among members of
the Church around the world, but few members are as familiar with the
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protracted efforts and vision that formed and paved the program’s course.
This article begins by illustrating the Church’s attempts to provide both religious and secular education to its members beginning in the early days of the
Restoration. The focus of this article then shifts to the creation and evolution
of the BYU–Idaho Pathway program originating with the roots of BYU–
Idaho as an institution. The story of Pathway’s creation is told through the
lens of its architects and administrators, providing a window into the minds
and early discussions of CES leaders in their efforts to seek the Lord’s will to
provide education to a greater number of his children.3 The focus then converges on the creation of what is now a twenty-first century global education
initiative and a new CES higher education organization.
Foundations of Church Education

The beginnings of Church educational philosophy were given by the Lord in a
revelation in which he said, “Teach one another the doctrine of the kingdom”
(D&C 88:77). Furthermore, the revelations are lined with admonitions to
“seek ye diligently and teach one another words of wisdom; yea, seek ye out
of the best books words of wisdom; seek learning, even by study and also
by faith” (D&C 88:118), and to “teach . . . that you may be instructed . . . of
things both in heaven and in the earth, and under the earth; things which
have been, things which are, things which must shortly come to pass” (D&C
88:78–79).
Joseph Smith embraced these revelations by establishing schools in towns
scattered across the Midwest. Wherever Latter-day Saint communities were
organized, among the first institutions to be provided were places of learning.4 In 1833, the School of the Prophets was created and schoolhouses for
general elementary education were also established during these early days.
Church leaders organized the University of the City of Nauvoo to oversee a
system of schools established throughout the city.5 Upon the Saints’ arrival in
the Salt Lake Valley, the Church followed the same general structure and plan
when establishing the University of Deseret—that ultimately became known
as the University of Utah.
On 16 October 1875, Brigham Young established the Brigham Young
Academy in Provo with hopes of implementing a model of education as a
forum where fundamental subjects and courses could be taught within an
environment of faith. When Karl G. Maeser was sent to Provo in 1876 to
run the new academy, he was instructed by Brigham Young that he “ought
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not to teach even the alphabet or the multiplication tables without the spirit
of God.”6 Church leaders continued to encourage the prompt creation of
stake academies “where the principles of our religion may form a part of the
teaching of the schools.”7 As a result, the Bannock Idaho Stake organized an
academy that would eventually play a foundational role in “reinvent[ing]
undergraduate education.”8
Seminaries and Institutes of Religion

In 1911, the seminary program was introduced as a form of religious education for high school–aged students. By 1919, it was clear that the seminary
program should become “the great agency of the Church for promoting religious education on the high school level,” and seminary buildings began to be
constructed adjacent to public high schools where there was a large body of
Latter-day Saint youth.9 The public school system in Utah saw rapid expansion during this period, drawing enrollment away from Church-operated
academies. Within only a few years, it was decided that Church-operated
academies were a financial burden, and as a result leaders sought to divest
their interest in the academies. Nearly all academies were successfully transferred to local state governments with the exceptions of Brigham Young
University (formerly Brigham Young Academy) and Ricks College (formerly
Bannock Stake Academy).
Church leaders observed the success seminary was having at the high
school level. They desired to find a way to provide LDS college students with
religious education. Unlike the high school seminary program, these new
“Institutes of Religion” demonstrated the possibility of helping a small cohort
of LDS students form into a faith-affirming community at the university
level.10 This allowed the institute program to eventually spread worldwide,
with buildings constructed or rented adjacent to many institutions of higher
learning around the world. In a sense, the program’s spread took religious
education to the people wherever they lived—a concept and pattern that
would also play a primary role in the eventual expansion of secular learning.
Although Latter-day Saint scripture includes the clear injunction to increase
in both secular and spiritual knowledge, the recommendation at the time was
that the obligation of the Church was to provide spiritual education rather
than secular.11 Congruently, this recommendation allowed the Church to
expand the Seminary and Institute program to all countries, as a groundwork
for religious education that would reach every member.
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Synchronous to the phasing out of the Church’s international primary
and secondary schools in the 1970s, religious education successfully spread
around the world. Seminary and institute programs had expanded to dozens of nations, and by 2016 these programs were available in 155 countries.12
In the years surrounding the turn of the century, other efforts were made to
expand secular educational opportunities to Church members beyond the
borders of the United States. Among them, BYU experimented with pilot
outreach learning centers for young adults in various locations—though the
pilot never took root. A more lasting effort at the time was the Perpetual
Education Fund. Though many attempts were made in the twentieth century
to globally expand Church education, making it available to all members,
only the direct extension of religious education was successful. Initiatives to
take secular education to all Church members were rooted in the doctrine
of learning; however, these efforts lacked the necessary tools, funding, and
vision to breed success broadly. Yet the seeds that would eventually germinate
to more effectively achieve that objective had been planted more than one
hundred years ago, in the soil of Rexburg, Idaho.
From Bannock Stake Academy to BYU–Idaho

On 12 November 1888, President Thomas E. Ricks of the Bannock Idaho
Stake and Karl G. Maeser of the Church Board of Education opened the
Bannock Stake Academy at Rexburg, Idaho. Maeser, who was superintendent
of Church schools, “promised [the students] that their new school should
one day be a great educational institution.”13 Ricks additionally stated that
“the seeds we are planting today will grow and become mighty oaks, and their
branches will run all over the earth.”14 As the academy evolved, it took on
several names and roles within the Church Educational System. The school
eventually received the name “Ricks College,” and despite efforts to turn the
college over to the state of Idaho in the 1930s due to steep financial burdens
on the Church, the school succeeded in becoming a first-class junior college.
In July 1971, the school inaugurated Henry B. Eyring as its tenth president. In his inaugural response, President Henry B. Eyring espoused the idea
of Ricks College reaching far beyond the campus in Rexburg. He stated, “We
must also find ways for this college to serve young people whose needs are
shaped by a great variety of cultures and situations, and who may not be able
to come to this campus. We will find direct ways to move the blessing of education . . . from this campus out into the lives of men and women everywhere.”15
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Enrollment at Ricks grew to exceed its then existing enrollment cap
until 1997, when the enrollment ceiling was removed. Focused on admitting
as many students as possible, a fast-track program was developed. Available
campus space limited admissions at that time to about 8,250 students. When
David A. Bednar was appointed as president of Ricks in 1997, he quickly
began requesting recommendations from the faculty to rewrite the school’s
key goals and mission, with particular consideration to serve more students
at an affordable cost.16
During the dedication of the John Taylor Building on Ricks campus, Elder Henry B. Eyring, now the Church Commissioner of Education,
expressed personal concerns to President Bednar about the reach of Church
education. Having just returned from a trip to South America, Elder Eyring
remarked, “I am thinking about how much we do for so few and how little
we do for so many. The tithing of the people I just visited in South America
and from good people all over the world paid for this facility. And most of
the people who have made this beautiful facility possible will never see or
step foot in a building like this.” These words left an indelible impression on
President Bednar that influenced his entire presidency.17 The impact of that
statement was felt in his inaugural response where he stated the following:
“All worthy youth of the Church deserve a [BYU–Idaho] experience, yet an
increasingly smaller percentage of them will ever have that opportunity. . . . It
will be necessary for us at [BYU–Idaho] to serve ever better the thousands of
students we have on campus while simultaneously reaching out to bless the
lives of tens of thousands of young Latter-day Saints throughout the world.
We must learn how to assist and bless institute students and other LDS youth
in Rhode Island and Rome while effectively serving our students on campus
in Rexburg.”18
President Bednar challenged the faculty to change their paradigm and
consider how the school might serve fifty thousand students globally and
impact the entire global Church membership.19
Early in 2000, after a meeting of the Church Board of Education (hereafter board), President Gordon B. Hinckley invited Elder Eyring to his office
and asked, “Hal, couldn’t we serve more students at a lower cost by making Ricks a university?”20 Furthering the possibility of realizing this vision,
a ground-breaking announcement came to the Rexburg campus on 21 June
2000 declaring the creation of BYU–Idaho. The communication stated
in part that “the school will have a unique role in and be distinctive from
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the other institutions of higher education within the Church Educational
System. . . . BYU–Idaho will operate on an expanded year-round basis, incorporating innovative calendaring and scheduling while also taking advantage
of advancements in technology which will enable the four-year institution
to serve more students.”21 Looking back sixteen years later, details of this
announcement were prophetic, though at that time the impact was not
immediately understood.
“Rethinking Education”

When he joined the administration as the fifteenth president of BYU–Idaho
in 2005, Kim B. Clark stated with some vigor, “We are going to reinvent
undergraduate education out there.” He continued, “I get a chance to really
think about creating the future because I am going into an environment where
we are going to take on undergraduate education and do some new things.”22
This future would be realized through rapid innovation, change, and growth.
Germinating in President Clark’s mind prior to arriving at BYU–Idaho
was the needful feeling to take education to all Church members in all areas
of the world. As he prepared his inaugural response, President Clark recalls
seeing an image of children across the world who would make and keep covenants with the Lord, and he knew that the Lord desires to bless them with
educational opportunities. He felt that it was BYU–Idaho’s responsibility to
take education to them. 23 In his inaugural response, President Clark said:
We will find new ways to use information technology to reach more students and
to deepen the learning experience of those we touch. In a day not far from now, we
will be able to break down the barriers of time and space and connect our students
on internships or between semesters to the university and to each other and, in that
way, create outstanding, interactive educational experiences for them. In these experiences students will teach one another in new and powerful ways.
I believe that at BYU–Idaho we must learn to use new technologies and
develop methods, materials, programs, and concepts that not only can be applied to
our students on and off our campus, but also can be effectively and efficiently applied
by others across the Church and, indeed, across the world. I am convinced that this
university is in this valley where our pioneer heritage is deeply ingrained, where the
people are humble and faithful, so that we can be a proving ground of great fidelity
for education that will bless the young people of the Church worldwide.24

In 2005, Henry J. Eyring (son of President Henry B. Eyring) was
named associate academic vice president at BYU–Idaho, with responsibility for online learning and instructional technology. Eyring explained that
for him, the online learning initiative began on a hilltop in Rio de Janeiro,
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Brazil. Visiting the country in 1998 in search of prospective MBA students
for BYU’s Marriott School of Management, Eyring discovered that one of
the problems he faced was finding applicants who were able to qualify for
MBA study and leave their homeland. He found himself on the top of a hill
that stood above one of the world’s largest slums. A close observation of the
temporary shanties below revealed satellite dishes on the rooftops of a neighborhood with open sewers. Certain that something could be done to use
technology to reach even into the slums, Eyring envisioned the possibility of
using technology to offer quality education even to the impoverished. 25 He
would later fill a significant role in realizing this vision.
Advancing toward global education, Henry J. Eyring formed a team in
2007 to explore opportunities for BYU–Idaho to expand online education
beyond the Rexburg campus, even reaching young people who were often
seen as unfit for college. When Clark Gilbert became involved in leading the
university’s online learning efforts in 2008, he continued to make the online
offerings a meaningful learning experience. To do so required innovative
course designs and hybrid strategies that engaged students in a combination of online and in-class settings. Aiding him in this effort was Gilbert’s
authentic experience in applying Harvard professor Clayton Christensen’s
theory of “disruptive innovation.” Regarding online education, Christensen
also contended that online technology in education should be utilized so as
to enhance the learning experience and not simply to “cram” computers into
existing educational models.26
The BYU–Idaho Learning Model eventually became a key component
in expanding global Church education. The learning model was an active
learning pedagogy that focused on improving a student’s learning experience by engaging him or her in the teaching process. It endorsed the notion
that teachers become facilitators of learning rather than merely dispensers of
information.27 Gilbert and his team recognized the value of the BYU–Idaho
Learning Model and sought to design the online courses following the principles outlined in the model to maximize student engagement and the overall
student learning experience.
In his inaugural address at BYU–Idaho, President Kim B. Clark
declared, “I am convinced that . . . we can be a proving ground of great fidelity
for education that will bless the young people of the Church worldwide.”28
He further explained that a test of good fidelity is one that yields results on
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a small scale that accurately reflect—and thus predict—performance on a
much larger scale.29 Vice President Henry J. Eyring also observed that
as we build an ever-better university, we can be a proving ground for education of
great fidelity relative to the needs of all Church members, including the poorest.
Somehow, our deeply ingrained pioneer heritage, manifest in humility and faith,
will allow us to discover means of learning here that will work everywhere. The cost
of this education will be low enough and the quality high enough. And we will
prove it here first. The path to Rio, as it were, somehow runs through Rexburg.30

By 2008, BYU–Idaho had capitalized on technology to enhance the oncampus learning experience and had designed and made available dozens of
innovative online courses—including an online baccalaureate degree program.
The university was changing through processes of disruptive innovation to
“reinvent undergraduate education.” At the time, BYU–Idaho faculty could
dream of the day when the university’s online learning capabilities would
merge with peer instruction, the work of the Perpetual Education Fund, and
Church Institutes of Religion internationally, though at the time the path
from Rexburg to the rest of the world was only visible as far as Rigby, Idaho.
The university’s efforts were close to home, “reaching methodically beyond
the confines of the campus” through an innovative model that generated high
quality at a low cost. This innovation and change would not end. “The phrase
‘rethinking education’ is not to be only a slogan for the transformation from
a two-to-four-year status, the school is to be a place of educational innovation—permanently.”31 The next phase of innovation was already in the works.
“Technology and Institute Buildings”

While serving as president of Ricks College in 1972, President Henry B.
Eyring led a committee for the Church Educational System (CES) to examine the long-term future of higher education in the Church. Fundamental to
the committee’s purpose was the question, “How can we extend the reach and
increase the impact of the Church Educational System’s post-secondary education?”32 Committee discussions included the potential role of Institutes of
Religion and technology to further the reach of Church education. Institute
buildings would provide an enormous capital resource that could allow such
a program to expand worldwide.33 They had envisioned faith-based learning that would take place in CES campuses, institute campuses, chapels, and
homes. The committee stated: “The primary limits on our reaching people
are the high cost of bricks and mortar for campuses and the scarcity of great
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teachers who can and do teach through study and faith. The way to break
these limits is to make it possible for a student to have the benefits of the great
teacher without having to sit with thirty to three hundred students in a room
enclosed with walls built on land purchased with tithing funds.”34
The committee’s work was visionary, though decades ahead of its time.
Henry B. Eyring recalls that “it was more a feeling of what ought to be than
what would be.”35 His vision of that future did not seem to change as he
addressed the BYU faculty in 1993:
Ricks College will respond to the admissions pressures caused by the growth of the
Church and their enrollment limit in a way also made possible by its roots. . . . The
faculty drawn there have, with only rare exceptions, put their whole hearts into the
proposition that what a student has done in the past is no limit on the future. . . . It
is hard to see how they will do it, but even as a smaller and smaller fraction of the
Church can attend Ricks College, it will find a way to admit students in whom
other faculties might not see the potential.36

Fifteen years later, in April 2008, President Kim Clark decided that with
a model in place, it was an appropriate time to forge a program that would
allow the university to reach individuals across the globe. He ran projections
of the LDS population of eighteen-year-olds in North America that forecasted a decline that would bottom out in 2011 followed by a substantial
spike beginning in 2014.
Regardless of the then-decline in college-aged LDS students, BYU–
Idaho’s enrollment was on the rise. The fear was that if enrollment was
increasing with a regressive populace, there would not be enough space in
2014 when the trend would reverse and thousands and thousands of LDS
eighteen-year-olds would graduate from high school every year. President
Clark and other Church administrators hoped to address these educational
needs. President Clark’s intent boldly determined that if the students would
not be able to attend in Rexburg, the university would go to them. President
Henry B. Eyring agreed that questions should be asked and that more could
be done in utilizing Church resources to carry education to the people.
President Clark then expressed the poignant feeling he had that “there is
something with institute buildings and online education,” and commissioned
BYU–Idaho employee J. D. Griffith to find out what it was.37
Within two weeks, all the pieces came together to form the initial seeds
of what would become the Pathway program. Griffith and Gilbert rigorously
worked on a proposal that was presented to the CES Executive Committee
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on 17 December 2008. The proposal, titled “Expanded Educational
Opportunities,” suggested a two-pronged approach: to offer online courses
through BYU–Idaho and to“[couple them] with religious education and
gathering opportunities available at local institutes.” President Clark considered the weekly gathering critical to providing “assurance, encouragement,
social interaction, and a sense of purpose for students who traditionally
would not seek a higher education experience.” Also hoping to tap into the
spiritual benefits of such a program, the proposal suggested that “providing
expanded academic options would increase the motivation for these students
to gather—thus creating an additional avenue for spiritually strengthening
these young people.” 38 Approval of the pilot program was given by the Board
of Trustees on 14 January 2009. Griffith and Gilbert then looked to the
Seminaries and Institutes (S&I) program as a partner for the spiritual growth
of the students and asked for their help to allow use of institute buildings
for the students to gather each week. S&I’s worldwide infrastructure could
potentially provide facilities for Church education in every area of the world.
Focus Groups

Focus groups were held at three pilot sites in Nampa, Idaho; Mesa, Arizona;
and Manhattan, New York, in February and March of 2009. Attendees
declared three principal reasons for not being enrolled in college: financial
concern, lack of self-confidence and hope, and lack of accessibility to higher
education.39 The observation was quickly made that there existed a massive
population that would never have enrolled in any college. A realization came
that this new initiative is not about reaching out to the world but rather
about reaching down and lifting up—serving the underserved. Their conclusion was that this new program would need to be affordable, build hope
and confidence, and prepare individuals for a college education. They further
concluded that this program, which was originally intended for young adults
between eighteen and thirty years old, should also seek to make education
accessible to individuals who are over the age of thirty.
The decision was made that there would be no ecclesiastical endorsement required for the first year of the program. This would bless the lives
of thousands of individuals and would open up the real possibility of using
the program as a ministering tool to bring individuals back into full Church
activity. Gilbert and Griffith also came to understand the need for bridge
courses that would prepare students for a college-level experience. This led
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to the development of an “academic path” that they began to call “Academic
Start.” Underlying the entire program were the goals of providing religious
education, helping people learn how to learn, and giving a foundation upon
which they can build to obtain more skills and become of value in the job
marketplace.
Students enrolled in Academic Start were to move through the threesemester program with a cohort of local students who would each be enrolled
in a three-credit-hour Academic Start course while concurrently attending
a two-credit-hour institute course. The three academic courses consisted of
basic math and English courses, as well as a life-skills course developed from
the Heber J. Grant Life Skills course previously offered at BYU–Idaho to students in disadvantaged situations.
In the preliminary focus group discussions, it became clear to Gilbert
that a bachelor-centric curriculum would not work for these individuals.
They knew they needed to orient the curriculum to be applied right away, and
that they needed to have sequential offerings. Henry J. Eyring describes this
concern using a Boy Scout metaphor: “We need to have people working on
their Tenderfoot, not their Eagle. But they need to know that if they work on
their Tenderfoot it will apply to their Eagle.”40
Level one of the academic path included the Academic Start program—a
one-year program for nonmatriculated students who pass through a reduced
application process and advance through 15 credit hours together with a
local cohort. Level two of the academic path was a professional certificate,
requiring an additional 12 to 15 credits after matriculating to a BYU–Idaho
online or on-campus program. Level three consisted of an associate degree
with 60 credit hours, and level four was a bachelor’s degree after completing
120 credit hours and a supervised internship.41
Administrators understood that not all students would choose or even
desire to complete the requirements for a bachelor’s degree. It would never be
the program’s purpose to ensure a bachelor’s degree for every student. Rather,
the program existed to help students build academic and professional confidence while working to develop marketable skills in a household of faith.
Academic Start held as an objective to maximize the marketability of its students at all stages and ensure valuable “off-ramps.” It was to be an approach
that “created paths” that would for some lead to a bachelor’s degree, and for
others toward an associate degree or even technical certificates. By July 2009,
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the word “Pathway” had been used to refer to the program, and it became the
official name of the distant-site initiative.42
With the hopes of an eventual worldwide influence, Griffith recalls
being encouraged to create a program that would be scalable—a franchise
packet. He felt it necessary to create a program that could be taken anywhere
in the world and local missionaries would easily know how to open and run
a Pathway site.43

On a visit to BYU–Idaho as a member of the Quorum of the Twelve, Elder
David A. Bednar said, “The spirit of gathering brings assurance, encouragement, and a sense of purpose greater than self.”44 Pathway’s distant-site and
online learning program has held true to the principle of gathering. In addition to online coursework, each cohort of between ten and thirty students
was expected to gather together once each week to instruct and learn from
each other. Pathway adopted a “lead student” model in which each week a
new student from the cohort led the gathering discussion. A locally called
missionary couple was present for the gatherings, but all teaching and learning was done by the students themselves.
The spirit of gathering, combined with a learning model that places students in the teaching role, established astounding confidence in the hearts of
Pathway students. The gathering element of the cohort model has allowed
students to feel a sense of family among their peers. They stand up for each
other, and they seek to build and help each other succeed.45 The sense of community led to higher student satisfaction and retention. Pathway became
more than a program that simply enabled global Church members to earn
college degrees from BYU–Idaho but “export[ed] the spiritually transformative experience that students were having in Rexburg and on other Church
college campuses.”46
Extending the Pilot

In their travels as members of the Quorum of the Twelve, both Elder Henry B.
Eyring and Elder David A. Bednar grew increasingly uncomfortable with the
idea that the Church Educational System was chiefly serving students from
North America.47 Reflecting on the source of his insight to entertain a worldwide program, Elder Eyring admitted, “I didn’t have a vision; I had a feeling.
I had a feeling, and I got it from a prophet, I didn’t get it from myself.” He
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Weekly Gathering

On 7 February 2017, the Church announced the creation of BYU–Pathway Worldwide. From left to right:
Elder Dallin H. Oaks, President Dieter F. Uchtdorf, President Clark G. Gilbert (president of BYU–Pathway
Worldwide), and Elder Kim B. Clark (Commissioner of the Church Educational System).

recalls how President Gordon B. Hinckley would verbally “pound” him saying “Why do you think about the haves instead of the have-nots? Why aren’t
you worried about the have-nots? This is a Church of the have-nots.”48
On 28 October 2009, when the first semester of Pathway students was
approaching the midterm point of their first semester, President Kim Clark
entered the Executive Committee meeting with a proposal to expand Pathway
by ten sites, with two additional international sites in Puebla, Mexico, and
Accra, Ghana. Without any hard data or information about whether the program worked—whether the students attended or even stayed or benefited
from the program—the proposal to research international expansion was
approved by the board on 11 November 2009.
Rapid expansion seemed a top priority, and President Henry B. Eyring
had recently confirmed both the desire and the need to take education to
the world only days before at the inauguration of the new president of LDS
Business College. He stated that change in technology will accelerate and that
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excellent education will be delivered in new ways and at unprecedentedly low
costs. “Education will not be confined to classrooms or even to campuses as
we have come to love them. . . . The changes in technology will make it possible to reach any student anywhere in the world.” He continued, “I can’t see
the full vision of that yet, but I know it is coming. It will allow us to make
changes, both within a campus and across the Church, to extend the blessings
of learning, of warm associations, and the influence of the Holy Ghost.”49
President Henry B. Eyring urged Pathway administrators to be cautious
in how they measured success: “Pick the Lord’s metric. If you choose that, you
won’t just succeed, you’ll see miracles.” And he promised that the Lord would
direct their efforts if they sought his guidance: “He will run the Church—
and your effort—if you’ll let Him. It’ll have to do mostly with this change
inside people. God’s in the people-building business.”50 A three-fold focus of
Pathway later evolved with a focus on helping students embed the gospel of
Jesus Christ deep into their hearts, become lifelong learners, and support and
lead their families in a more productive way.
Approval to ultimately expand to international sites was given on 14 April
2010. The program’s international expansion was met with both excitement
and anxiety. President Henry B. Eyring asserted, “This isn’t about education. It’s education as a way to take the gospel down into kids’ lives. That’s
the purpose of every Institute or Church school. It’s faith-enhancing education.” President Henry B. Eyring further added, “We need to learn to help
[students] but not too much. By making it too easy to keep going, they’ll
never change. You’ve got to find some way to strengthen their capacity. Find
some way so the students can see that they’re really getting somewhere—and
not by making it easier. Find some ways not to lower the bar, but to help them
recognize progress. . . .What you’re on the edge of is huge.”51
The board granted approval in April 2011 for Pathway to shed its “pilot”
tag and become an official BYU–Idaho program. Clark also took the idea to
the board to expand the program to include those who were older than thirty.
This proposal was approved by the board on 25 May 2011. Within two years,
students from this age group made up 54 percent of all Pathway students
worldwide. A later study would find that this age population was the highest
performing group of students enrolled in BYU–Idaho online courses.52
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Global Expansion

It became clear that this needed to be a program where the university supported Church leaders in their ministry. President Clark knew that “Academic
Start works really well where priesthood leaders embrace the program, make
it theirs and it becomes part of their ministry.”53 When the program became
official, he charged the Pathway team to work more efficiently with priesthood leaders. The biggest lesson learned in the pilot phase was that the success
of a site depended entirely upon priesthood engagement. A site with a really
good institute director could prove successful for a time, but the really successful sites had priesthood leaders who were engaged in the program. Clark
Gilbert observed that “Pathway is inherently a spiritual-based program and
when the local priesthood is supporting those students and helping them
along, the students do better—they grow more spiritually and they grow
more academically.”54
The effort to make Pathway a ministering resource for priesthood leaders was attributed for the program’s explosive growth. By the time Pathway
was experiencing larger growth in the fall 2012, the majority of all Pathway
sites were self-selected by priesthood leaders who requested that Pathway be
brought to them. Priesthood leaders saw Pathway as a tool to rescue and lift
individuals in their own neighborhoods. Pathway became an instrument in
not only assisting Church members in becoming self-reliant but also helping
them build testimonies of the gospel of Jesus Christ and habits of righteousness within their own homes. Beginning in fall 2012, a small number of
individuals who were not members of the Church were also allowed to enroll
in Pathway at its Boston site. This pilot has continued to expand and during
fall 2016 was employed in thirty existing sites, with plans to expand internationally in future semesters.
Enhancing Certificate Offerings

By spring 2016, between BYU–Idaho Online students and Pathway students,
more than half of the students enrolled in the university were online students.
In order to provide effective academic advising and certificate offerings for
Pathway and BYU–Idaho online students, the university set up an online
organization that thought only about online students.
During winter semester 2016, 56 percent of BYU–Idaho’s students were
enrolled exclusively in online courses. President Clark Gilbert estimated that
the number will increase to 75 percent. With this ratio of online students, and
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a well-organized online organization, no longer would the university be saying, “‘This is what we offer on campus—we think it will help you.’ [They’re]
now saying, ‘In Mexico, or Albania, or Russia, or Brazil, these are the needs.
These are the career opportunities. How can we give the students an educational experience that will help them get these jobs locally?’”55 Professional
certificates are designed after local market research and counseling with individual students and Church Self-Reliance Managers around the world. A key
element in Pathway’s success is the BYU–Idaho Online academic programs—
including certificates and degrees. If the online programs did not exist,
Pathway students would have limited options when they finished Academic
Start. Without Pathway, the online programs would not experience burgeoning enrollment they way they do—the two are symbiotic.
Through Pathway, BYU–Idaho began to serve as a “dual-purpose asset
in the kingdom.”56 On campus, disciple-leaders were being created through
foundational, integrated courses and a student-leader learning model that
promoted learning “by study and also by faith.” Second, this success oncampus was also creating the means, material, ideas, and course structure that
would allow the university to educate thousands more off campus than would
ever come on campus.
When focus groups were held in Mexico, Brazil, and Ghana, it was apparent that demand for Pathway was high. Internationally, the need and desire
for quality education had intensified, and opportunity and accessibility were
important to these students. As of spring semester 2017, Pathway now operates in all fourteen administrative areas of the Church.
To accommodate students who otherwise would need to travel great
distances to a Pathway site, and to address strict government limitations in
some countries, approval was given in April 2014 to offer a virtual Pathway
pilot, where cohorts could participate in weekly gatherings through video
conferencing. By fall 2016, the virtual pilot had expanded to all countries in the Church’s Europe and Europe East Areas where Pathway sites
had been approved, as well as to the Caribbean. On 2 April 2014, Church
Commissioner of Education, Elder Kim B. Clark, announced that Pathway
was transitioning from a successful start-up to a large organization. Clark
stated that even though Pathway had already experienced significant growth,
greater demands and development were on the horizon.
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Pathway: A Program for the Kingdom

After serving as president of BYU–Idaho for five years, Elder Kim B. Clark
recalled observing members of the Church Board of Education over the course
of approximately sixty board meetings who had caught a vision of Pathway
that was far beyond the scope of the then current program. He describes their
sentiments of Pathway as a “palpable feeling of inspiration.” Clark was also
known to repetitively assert that “Pathway is not for the University—Pathway
is for the Kingdom”—a phrase he coined from President Russell M. Nelson.57
Clark Gilbert, who became president of BYU–Idaho in 2015, remarked
that “in addition to developing strong academic options, the greatest benefit is perhaps an ecclesiastical one—Pathway students grow spiritually and
become more committed to the gospel of Jesus Christ. Pathway not only
helps teach students how to learn and prepare to provide for their families,
but it also helps deepen [their] discipleship.”58 Embedded within the cohort
model is the ability to develop a sense of camaraderie where students help
each other to succeed. This allows them to receive a true BYU–Idaho experience without visiting campus. Elder Kim B. Clark has said, “When you go
into an area and offer people a church-based educational opportunity they
have always wanted and at an affordable rate, they begin to feel hope and to
feel God’s love for them in a new way. The people are thrilled and start believing in themselves and gain confidence. Their faith begins to increase and their
activity and involvement in their faith grows.” Elder Clark further observed
that “long term impact of Pathway in a family is enormous—setting examples
for children, bringing family closer together and stronger in their faith. They
become an asset to their neighborhood and community and also to become
a leader in the Church.”59
President Gilbert acknowledges the students’ overwhelming gratitude
for Pathway and retells of an experience about a young man who at his first
Pathway gathering lacked the confidence to continue and announced his
intentions to not return. Having later successfully completed Pathway, the
student said, “The whole group rallied around me, and they would not let
me fail. I knew if I wasn’t there, I would be letting someone down.”60 The
cohort model proved to build confidence in a boy that did not believe in
his own abilities. With a cohort-based model, a weekly gathering, and the
BYU–Idaho Learning Model built into each online course, administrators
saw the ability to do more than simply transmit information—they sought to
fundamentally change the life of every student.61
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In one of his last interviews in his role as Commissioner of Church
Education, Elder Paul V. Johnson reflected on the progress of CES during his
service: “Probably the most remarkable thing in the last few years has been
the [Pathway] program.”62 The spirit of Pathway lies in what it does for and
to the students. It seems that anyone who touches a part of Pathway tends
to become electrified with vision and excitement for what it is doing to the
hearts and in the lives of the students. Though for some, matriculation is
considered a key metric for Pathway’s success, matriculation was never the
exact purpose of Pathway. Most important to Pathway has been embedding
the gospel deep in the students’ hearts and research among Pathway students
suggests success in this regard.63 “An overwhelming majority of Pathway students surveyed indicated that the Pathway Program inspired them to make
improvements in their lives ranging from praying with greater faith to attending Church more regularly to improving personal scripture study and family
prayer. Ninety-four percent indicated their testimonies had grown stronger;
ninety-six responded that they were applying principles learned in Pathway
in their daily lives. Ninety-five percent indicated that their confidence in
the Lord’s ability to help them in their lives had increased as a result of their
participation in Pathway.”64 President Henry B. Eyring repeatedly stated
to President Clark, “We don’t really know what this is going to be. But we
know it’s the right thing to do.” President Clark’s instruction was to be ready
for inspiration. “We know what it’s going to look like for the next couple of
years. . . . But we have to be ready to be inspired by the Lord because he’s in
charge, and we can’t see everything he sees.”65
Accelerated Growth

During fall semester 2015, Pathway reached an enrollment record of 14,983
students. The number of students who have participated in Pathway now
numbers 58,655, representing sixty-seven countries and forty-two US states.
Pathway has opened a total of 537 sites around the world with forty-eight
sites opening in April 2017. As of August 2016, Pathway had a site within an
hour’s drive of 87 percent of all of the stakes in the United States.66 Including
potential future sites that have been identified and are being opened, that
number could increase to over 92 percent.67 What began as a small pilot has
grown since 2009 into a worldwide organization of more than thirty-four
full-time employees, dozens of part-time employees, five hundred online
instructors, and a legion of over two thousand service missionaries.
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Growth and potential in Utah is nothing short of explosive. Utah sites
have historically enrolled up to more than five hundred students at a single
site, and enrollment at most Utah sites consistently outstrips that of every
other Pathway site worldwide. The first four Utah sites composed 15 percent
of all domestic Pathway enrollment.68 As Pathway sites continue to open for
the over two million members in Utah, future growth of Pathway in the state
is practically unbounded.
Nearly twenty-three thousand of the 41,067 students who have enrolled
in Pathway’s one-year Academic Start program through fall semester 2016
have completed it.69 That is a completion rate of 53.4 percent.70 Approximately
60 percent of the first-semester students continue on to the second semester. Retention from the second to the third semester historically increases to
approximately 80 percent. Attrition among this group of students is often a
result of relocation, change in employment, illness, lack of interest, or other
life factors. Approximately 80 percent of Pathway students who complete
the program have matriculated into a BYU–Idaho online program.71 By fall
semester 2016, over twelve thousand Pathway students had matriculated to
enroll in online programs. Roughly 9 percent of these students have already
been awarded either a certificate or a degree. As of January 2017, Pathway
students had been awarded 444 bachelor’s degrees, 701 associate degrees, and
285 certificates—250 of the certificates being awarded since December 2015.
The total number of students currently affiliated with BYU–Idaho has skyrocketed from just above 17,000 in 2004 to 67,905 during summer 2016.72
This program is a pathway of “learning, hope, commitment, and conversion.”73 Pathway has taken education to the people in an intimate mode of
delivery that opens up opportunities and addresses a need that had not been
filled before. It has brought hope to those whom for whatever reason have not
felt they had access to a higher education.
At the first focus groups, three problems were identified that kept potential students from pursuing a higher education: confidence, cost, and access.
Quantitative data points toward Pathway’s abilities to provide an accessible,
affordable higher education. Metrics for creating confidence are more difficult to ascertain. Nonetheless, an exit survey requested of every student as
they complete their first year of Pathway reflects that 92 percent of all Pathway
students report increased confidence in their ability to succeed in college.
Furthermore, the average GPA of domestic matriculated Pathway students
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has climbed and for the last three years has outperformed all other categories
of online students in equivalent online classes.74 Elder Kim B. Clark observed:
This is classic “Church of Jesus Christ” where you take something relatively simple
and you add to it the Savior, His love, His Spirit, faithful Latter-day Saints who
are willing to work, tithing funds of the Church—which allows you to build institutes—and you put it all together and add the gospel and it is just amazing. But if
you strip it down, it’s a very simple, straight-forward curriculum. There is a life skills
course to help people learn how to budget, how to study, how to learn, and how to
organize. You teach them math and English, and you do it in the English language
and that’s all it is, but it has an enormous impact on people.75

In addition to increasing the spirituality and self-reliance of faculty
members and students, Pathway is also building and preparing teachers and
leaders who do and will yet serve in the Church. In an interview, Elder Clark
emphasized with some vigor the vast number of Church leaders around the
world—including bishops and stake presidents—who for various reasons
enroll in Pathway and then use it to benefit both their families and the thousands of people they serve. Pathway, it seems, is for the kingdom.
A Gateway to the CES Global Education Initiative and BYU–Pathway
Worldwide

Pathway has been an instructive model for delivering education across the
earth in a framework that can be applied in many settings other than just
Academic Start. It has been a test bed for ideas and it has been a teacher.
Pathway Academic Start revealed that there is a way to successfully combine
online learning with a face-to-face learning component in a way that allows
education to be distributed broadly across the world and yet still keep it intimate and low cost.
In the fall of 2015, Elder Clark and members of the Board of Education
discussed how Church leaders could reach out much more broadly across the
Church to offer many more members the kind of educational opportunities
that could be provided through CES. In November, a proposal was approved
by the board for the Church Educational System to “seek to provide opportunities for education to the members of the Church wherever the Church
is organized.”76 The result of this effort has been called the CES Global
Education Initiative.
The initiative, presented by Elder Clark to BYU–Idaho employees in
February 2016, would include religious education as a foundational part of
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every program that BYU–Idaho would offer. Offerings would include secondary education; English-language instruction; Pathway Academic Start;
technical and skills-based certificates; undergraduate degrees; and graduate
degrees. It was anticipated that this initiative would collaborate with SelfReliance Services and the Perpetual Education Fund to help students gain
access to needed education.
The Global Education Initiative buds out of the existing branches of the
BYU–Idaho Pathway program. Nearly all those who benefit from the global
initiative will enter their education through Pathway Academic Start.77
Pathway Academic Start is the gateway to taking advantage of all additional
online degree programs offered through CES—the only exception is if a
student has taken fifteen or more credit hours on a Church-school campus.
With the global initiative, the number of Pathway sites and cohorts across the
globe will increase dramatically. Pathway has set a precedent that will allow
the Global Education Initiative to experience unbounded execution. This
innovative program is transforming the model of education worldwide.
In February 2017, the First Presidency held a press conference to
announce the creation of an unprecedented official Church-wide highereducation online organization called “BYU–Pathway Worldwide.” This new
CES entity grows out of BYU–Idaho’s Pathway program and is responsible
for BYU–Idaho Pathway78 as well as coordinating all other CES online higher
education certificates and degree programs including English language
certification, technical and skills-based certificates, and online degrees. BYU–
Pathway Worldwide is affiliated with all other CES institutions and reports
directly to the Church Commissioner of Education. Its focus is to serve students, manage gathering activities, and provide students with advising and
career services. BYU–Pathway Worldwide is responsible for determining
what courses and programs are needed throughout the world, and coordinating their development and implementation by CES institutions of higher
learning. BYU–Pathway Worldwide will also create and manage an online
system as the principal point of access for students desiring to enroll in online
programs through CES. Students currently enrolled in these online programs
number 37,000.79
BYU–Idaho Pathway’s growth continues to accelerate, and its enrollment will continue to grow and expand for years to come. The words revealed
so long ago to seek learning by study and also by faith are now becoming a
genuine reality for many worldwide Church members—and even non-LDS
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individuals—as BYU–Idaho Pathway assists them in finding their own academic path.80 As BYU–Idaho Pathway continues to progress along its designed
course, it will continue to change untold lives and as a result, families will be
fortified, faith will flourish, and a people will be prepared. “[BYU–Idaho]
Pathway is a miracle, it’s just amazing.”81
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common argument in an increasingly secular world today is that religion
poses a threat to world peace and human well-being. Concerning the
field of religious education, Andrew Davis, an honorary research fellow at
Durham University, argues that religious adherents tend to treat others who
do not agree with them with disrespect and hostility and states that efforts
to persuade them to behave otherwise would be “profoundly difficult to
realize.”1 Consequently, he believes that religious education should consist
only of a moderate form of pluralism. Religious education classes, in his view,
should not make claims of one religion having exclusive access to the truth.
Others argue that religious education should consist only of teaching
about religion in order to promote more democratic ways of being.2 Their
perception is that religion is yet another distinguishing and divisive tool used
by those who seek to discriminate against others, thus impeding the progress
of pluralistic democracies. Further, those perceived as religious zealots, so the
argument goes, are the least apt to give critical thought to either their own
beliefs or the beliefs of others.3 This reasoning, in which religion and critical
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thinking are viewed as antithetical, is especially prevalent in popular culture,
outside the measured confines of peer-reviewed publishing.
Reasons for why religion and critical thinking might be viewed as incompatible are as varied as the authors who generate the theories. They include
the following: religions often claim to contain some amount of absolute truth,
an idea in itself that critical theorists oppose; individual religions generally
do not teach alternate views, a requisite for critical thinking; and, in critical
theory, truth is comprised of “premises all parties accept.”4 Theorist Oduntan
Jawoniyi reduces the argument down to the fact that religious claims of
truth “are empirically unverified, unverifiable, and unfalsifiable metaphysical
truths.”5
One explanation for variations in opinions concerning the place of critical thinking in religious education may be that no consistent definition exists
for critical thinking, a concept that stretches across several fields of study. For
instance, the field of philosophy has its own nuanced definition of critical
thinking, as does the field of psychology. My first aim in this article is to survey a range of definitions in order to settle upon a functional definition that
will allow for faith while still fulfilling the objectives of critical thinking, and
my second aim is to explore how this definition can apply to religious education in The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Defining Critical Thinking

The first definition under consideration comes from a frequently cited website within the domain of critical thinking. Here critical theorists Michael
Scriven and Richard Paul endeavor to encapsulate in one definition the wide
expanse of critical thinking’s many definitions: “Critical thinking is the
intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully conceptualizing,
applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information gathered
from, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief and action. In its exemplary form, it is based
on universal intellectual values that transcend subject matter divisions: clarity, accuracy, precision, consistency, relevance, sound evidence, good reasons,
depth, breadth, and fairness.” 6
Assessing the definition in parts will allow for a thorough examination,
beginning with a look at critical thinking as being active and intellectually disciplined. Such admonitions are repeated often in the scriptures. The
thirteenth article of faith teaches that members of the Church “seek after”
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anything that is “virtuous, lovely, or of good report or praiseworthy.” The
Prophet Joseph Smith borrows terminology here from what he calls the
“admonition of Paul”—from the book of Philippians, where Paul lists many
of the same qualities and then suggests, “Think on these things” (Philippians
4:8).
Common scriptural words that suggest active, skillful, and disciplined
thinking include inquiring, pondering, reasoning, and asking. Additional
scriptures suggest such things as “study it out in your mind” (D&C 9:8) or
“seek learning, even by study and also by faith” (D&C 88:118). Assuredly, the
portion of the definition of critical thinking pertaining to intellectual discipline fits well within the objectives of the Church’s education program.
The next part of the definition given by Scriven and Paul includes
“conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information.” The Gospel Teaching and Learning handbook, used by teachers and
leaders in the Seminaries and Institutes of Religion program of the Church,
sets forth the “fundamentals of gospel teaching and learning.”7 Included in
these fundamentals are (a) identifying doctrines and principles, (b) understanding the meaning of those doctrines and principles, (c) feeling the truth
and importance of those doctrines and principles, and (d) applying doctrines
and principles. Comparing the definition for critical thinking to the fundamentals of gospel teaching and learning, one can argue that conceptualizing
is akin to identifying and analyzing, both of which require the understanding sought for by the previously mentioned fundamentals. Synthesizing and
evaluating can be a part of understanding and feeling the importance of a
concept. Also, application is found in both the definition and the fundamentals of gospel teaching and learning. It is an integral part of critical thinking
and effective religious education within the Church.
Finally, according to this definition, critical thinking assesses “information gathered from, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection,
reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief and action.” This portion
of the definition seems equally suited for religious education. So much of
religion is based on personal experience and reflection on those experiences.
Owing to the personal nature of religious observations, experiences, reflections, and reasoning, adherents often find them difficult to fully explain. This
personal experience may be compared to a baseball player who has mastered
the art of batting. Intellectually, the player may understand perfectly what
must be done, as he or she may have practiced it innumerable times, but when
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asked to explain it to someone else the player is unable to do so. Such a situation does not detract from the fact that the batter has mastered the art,
yet the explanation remains difficult. Additionally, religious experiences are
often very personal in nature. Due to the value attributed to those experiences, a person may not choose to share them frequently because of a fear that
others will not understand or may even attempt to degrade and minimize
those experiences and the feelings associated with them. Thus, even on the
occasion when someone attempts to articulate such experiences, they remain
unexplained.
In a religious setting, information derived from observation, experience,
and communication may come from meeting with others who share religious
beliefs. Moroni 6:5 touches on this idea. “And the church [members] did
meet together oft, to fast and to pray, and to speak with one another concerning the welfare of their souls.” Congregating has long been a cornerstone of
religious experience. Doing so provides members opportunities for observation, experience, reflection, and communication, all of which make up the
delicate tapestry of religious belief and behavior.
Adding to the definition given by Scriven and Paul, college professor and
author Tim John Moore asserts that another quality important in critical
thought is skepticism, verging on agnosticism, toward knowledge—calling
into question whether reality can be known for certain.8 This skepticism carries with it immediate doubt prior to being presented with knowledge. Others
have termed it as a “doubtful mentality.”9 This definition does not seem able
to coexist with faith-motivated critical thinking. Many scriptures teach about
the importance of faith trumping doubt, the most recognizable among them
likely being James 1:5–6: “If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that
giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him. But
let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a wave of
the sea driven with the wind and tossed.”
Concerning the type of doubt that arises even before learning facts,
Dieter F. Uchtdorf of the Church’s First Presidency said, “Doubt your
doubts before you doubt your faith.”10 This admonition indicates that there
is an ultimate source of truth, and when our doubts loom large it is better to
doubt those doubts instead of doubting God. The Doctrinal Mastery: Core
Document, a part of the S&I curriculum introduced in the summer of 2016,
states that “God . . . is the source of all truth. . . . He has not yet revealed all
truth.”11 Thus, doubt should be curbed at the point when we do not have all
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the evidence or answers we seek. Such is the case in the scientific method:
a tested hypothesis leads to a theory, and confirmed theories lead to laws.
Fortunately, neither hypotheses nor theories are abandoned for lack of proof
or the existence of doubt concerning them.
Some within a religious community may be hesitant to apply critical
thinking to their own religious beliefs, believing that doing so could weaken
their faith. Psychologist Diane Halpern, however, suggests that critical thinking need not carry with it such negative connotations. “In critical thinking,
the word critical is not meant to imply ‘finding fault,’ as it might be used in a
pejorative way to describe someone who is always making negative comments.
It is used instead in the sense of ‘critical’ that involves evaluation or judgement,
ideally with the goal of providing useful and accurate feedback that serves to
improve the thinking process.”12 Applying critical thinking need not indicate
a lack of faith by a believer—an important point to consider when applying critical thinking to religious education. Critically thinking Christian
believers are adhering to the Savior’s commandment to “ask, and it shall be
given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you”
(Matthew 7:7).
Religious believers may be concerned that other critical thinkers have
reached an opinion different than theirs. This concern can be addressed by
the way critical thinking is defined. Professor of philosophy Jennifer Mulnix
writes that “critical thinking, as an intellectual virtue, is not directed at any
specific moral ends.”13 She further explains that critical thinkers do not have a
set of beliefs that invariably lead to specific ends, suggesting that two critical
thinkers who correctly apply the skills and attitudes of critical thinking to
the same subject could hold opposing beliefs. Such critical thinking requires
a sort of mental flexibility, a willingness to acknowledge that a person may
not be in possession of all the facts. Including such flexibility when defining
critical thinking does not disqualify its application to religious education. A
religious person can hold beliefs and knowledge while remaining flexible, just
as a mathematician holds firm beliefs and knowledge but is willing to accept
more and consider alternatives in the light of additional information. In other
words, being in possession of facts that a person is unwilling to relinquish
does not mean that he or she is unwilling to accept additional facts.
Elder Dallin H. Oaks spoke about the idea of differing conclusions when
addressing religious educators. “Because of our knowledge of [the] Plan and
other truths that God has revealed, we start with different assumptions than
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those who do not share our knowledge. As a result, we reach different conclusions on many important subjects that others judge only in terms of their
opinions about mortal life.”14 Each person brings different life experience and
knowledge, which they call upon to engage in critical thinking. While both
are employing critical-thinking skills, they may be doing so with different
facts and differing amounts of facts. All of the facts in consideration may be
true, but because of the way those facts are understood, different conclusions
are reached. Still, the thinking taking place can be correctly defined as critical.
Another belief included by some in a definition of critical thinking,
though at odds with the edifying instruction presented in LDS religious
education, is addressed by Rajeswari Mohan, who suggests that to teach
using critical thinking would require “a re-understanding of the classroom.”15
Generally, the understanding that currently exists of the classroom, both
inside and outside of religious education, consists of creating an atmosphere
of respect and trust, a safe place to learn and grow—something that Mohan
calls “cosmopolitan instruction.”16 In its place Mohan advocates that the
classroom become “a site of contestation,”17 which connotes controversy,
argument, and divisiveness. Of course, it is possible to contest a belief, debate,
and even disagree while still maintaining trust and respect, but such a teaching atmosphere is what Mohan considers cosmopolitan and, as such, it would
require no re-understanding to accomplish it.
Elizabeth Ellsworth described her experience when attempting to employ
the type of approach Mohan suggests in her own classroom.18 In reflecting on
the experience, she noted that it exacerbated disagreements between students
rather than resolving or solving anything. She summarized what took place
by saying, “Rational argument has operated in ways that set up as its opposite
an irrational Other.”19 Rather than having her class engage in discussion and
learning, Ellsworth witnessed students who refused to talk because of the fear
of retaliation or fear of embarrassment.
Such a situation does not align with D&C 42:14, “If ye receive not the
Spirit ye shall not teach.” Additionally, this confrontational atmosphere in
the learning environment seems to run counter to the doctrines taught by the
Savior. Consider the words of Christ in 3 Nephi 11:29: “I say unto you, he
that hath the spirit of contention is not of me, but is of the devil, who is the
father of contention, and he stirreth up the hearts of men to contend with
anger, one with another.”
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Many authors who offer definitions of critical thinking discuss how critical thinking leads to action; one author states, “Criticality requires that one
be moved to do something.”20 President Thomas S. Monson, while a member
of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, said, “The goal of gospel teaching . . .
is not to ‘pour information’ into the minds of class members. . . . The aim is
to inspire the individual to think about, feel about, and then do something
about living gospel principles.”21 This application is the foundation of the
teachings of Jesus Christ, the very purpose of his Atonement, to allow for
individuals to change. This change does not solely consist of stopping some
behavior but also includes starting new behaviors. Elder Neal A. Maxwell, for
example, suggested that many of us could make more spiritual progress “in
the realm of the sins of omission . . . than in any other place.”22
Critical Thinking Exaggerated

President Boyd K. Packer taught that “tolerance is a virtue, but like all virtues, when exaggerated, it transforms itself into a vice.”23 This facet of critical
thinking whereby critical thinking prompts action must be explained carefully, as it can be exaggerated and transformed into a vice. Mohan described
this aspect of critical thinking that moves individuals to action outside of the
classroom as having a “goal of transformative political action” aimed at challenging, interrupting, and undercutting “regimes of knowledge.”24 Pedagogy
of the Oppressed author and political activist Paulo Freire taught that this
action brought about the “conquest”25 of an oppressed class in a society over
its oppressors. Some would argue that if it does not lead to this kind of contending, transformative action, critical thinking is incomplete.26
Transformative action taken by individuals to change themselves is necessary. Yet the idea that one can effect change within the Church, for individuals
or the organization itself, by compulsion or coercion in a spirit of conquest
can lead to “the heavens [withdrawing] themselves; the Spirit of the Lord
[being] grieved” (D&C 121:37). Critical thinking defined to include this
contention does not have a place in religious education within the Church.
A balanced definition of critical thinking that allows for faith in
things which are hoped for and yet unseen (see Alma 32:21) may look something like this: Critical thinking consists of persistent, effortful, ponderous,
and reflective thought devoted to concepts held and introduced through
various ways, including experience, inquiry, and reflection. That person then
analyzes, evaluates, and attempts to understand how those concepts coincide
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and interact with existing knowledge, ready to abandon or employ ideas
based upon their truthfulness. This contemplation then leads the person to
consistent and appropriate actions.
Because of the benefits of critical thinking, some have taken its application to an extreme, allowing it to undermine faith. Addressing a group of
college students in 1996, President Gordon B. Hinckley said, “This is such a
marvelous season of your lives. It is a time not only of positive thinking but
sometimes of critical thinking. Let me urge you to not let your critical thinking override your faith.”27

28, 34

Swelling motions, enlarge my soul,
enlighten my understanding, mind
doth begin to expand

34

Your knowledge is perfect in that thing

36
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“Enhances rationality,”30 “serves to
improve the thinking process”31
Employ any idea depending on its
truthfulness

Neither must ye lay aside your faith

Persistent

37–38

Nourish it

Persistent, interact with existing
knowledge

41–42

Diligence, patience

Persistent, ponderous

Figure 1. Alma and Critical Thinking.

Examples in Doctrine

Despite a potential to undermine faith when applied incorrectly, critical
thinking holds too much promise to be abandoned. This is particularly the
case for religious education in The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Not only do questions and critical thought have an appropriate place
in the Church, but as President Dieter F. Uchtdorf has pointed out, the
Church would not exist without it.28 He explains that the doctrinally loaded
and foundational experience of the First Vision came as the result of Joseph
Smith’s critical thought toward existing churches and a desire to know which
he should join. Knowing for ourselves if the church that was restored through
Joseph Smith’s efforts is truly the “only true and living church” (D&C 1:30)
can be done only by following his lead and “ask[ing] of God” ( James 1:5).
“Asking questions,” President Uchtdorf said, “isn’t a sign of weakness; it’s a
precursor of growth.”29
This concept of critically thinking while still acting in faith is illustrated
in Alma 32:27–43, when Alma teaches a group of nonbelievers who nonetheless want to know the truth. Table 1 compares Alma’s words with concepts of
critical thinking.
Verse

Critical Thinking in Religious Education

Scriptural Phrase

Critical-Thinking Counterpart

27

Awake and arouse your faculties

Effortful thinking

27

Experiment upon my words

Analyze, evaluate, attempt to
understand

28

Give place for

Understand how concepts coincide and
interact with existing knowledge

28

Do not cast it out by your unbelief

Ready to abandon or employ any idea

The necessity of exercising faith is a major component of all religion. “For
my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, saith the
Lord. For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher
than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts” (Isaiah 55:8–9). “Now
faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen”
(Hebrews 11:1). “I was led by the Spirit, not knowing beforehand the things
which I should do” (1 Nephi 4:6). “Look unto me in every thought; doubt
not, fear not” (D&C 6:36). The skeptical critic of religion could assert that
these statements amount to blind faith or towing the line without a rational
or logical reason to do so. Applying critical thinking to such assertions may
disclose, ironically, that such approaches are no different than using rational
thought.
In Educating Reason, author Harvey Siegel responds to a criticism sometimes waged against critical thinking called the indoctrination objection.
His argument provides a means for reconciling faith with logic. In short he
observed that critical thinkers have traditionally been opposed to indoctrination of any kind. Over time much has been applied to the perception of, and
even the definition of, indoctrination, which now carries with it highly negative connotations of teaching content that is either not true or is taught in
such a way that the learner is not provided a way to measure the truthfulness
of what is being taught. Yet the fundamental definition of indoctrination is
simply to teach.
The indoctrination objection is based on the idea that critical thinkers want to reject all indoctrination, but they cannot do so because critical
thinking itself must be taught (indoctrinated). The definition he gives to
indoctrination is when students “are led to hold beliefs in such a way that they
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are prevented from critically inquiring into their legitimacy and the power of
the evidence offered in their support; if they hold beliefs in such a way that the
beliefs are not open to rational evaluation or assessment.”32 Siegel delicately
defines an indoctrinated belief as “a belief [that] is held non-evidentially.”33
It must be acknowledged that children are not born valuing rational thought and evidence; those values must be taught, or indoctrinated.
According to Siegel, “If an educational process enhances rationality, on this
view, that process is justified.”34 He later adds that such teaching is not only
defensible, but necessary. “We are agreed that such belief-inculcation is desirable and justifiable, and that some of it might have the effect of enhancing the
child’s rationality. Should we call it indoctrination? This seems partly, at least,
a verbal quibble.”35
A teacher is justified in teaching students and a learner is justified in
studying if doing so will eventually enhance rationality and if students are
allowed to evaluate for themselves what is being taught.
There may even be a period when rationality is put on hold, or the lack
of rationality perpetuated, temporarily for the sake of increasing critical
thought in the end. This concept of proceeding with learning without first
having an established rationale for doing so is the very concept of faith. Just as
“faith is not to have a perfect knowledge of things” (Alma 32:21), reasons may
not always be understood at first, just as a rational understanding for accepting a teaching is not always given at first. The moment when a learner must
accept a teaching without first having a sufficient reason for doing so is faith.
Students who continue to engage in the learning process are acting in faith. If
the things being taught are true, those things will eventually lead those students to increased rationality and expanded intellect. Such teaching should
not detour the student from seeking his or her own personal confirmation.
Teaching in a manner that discourages students from establishing their own
roots deep into the ground is antithetical to both critical thinking and the
purposes of LDS religious education.
Teaching in a way that encourages and invites students to think critically
about doctrines reflects not only teaching practices encouraged in today’s
religious education within the Church but also doctrines of the Church.
The culture and doctrine of the Church seeks to avoid indoctrinating members in the negative or pejorative sense. On the Church’s official Newsroom
website is an article explaining what constitutes the doctrines of the Church.
Included in that list is this statement: “Individual members are encouraged
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to independently strive to receive their own spiritual confirmation of the
truthfulness of Church doctrine. Moreover, the Church exhorts all people
to approach the gospel not only intellectually but with the intellect and the
spirit, a process in which reason and faith work together.”36 More than solely
a statement of doctrine on a newsroom website, this concept is bolstered by
the words of canonized scripture: “Seek learning, even by study and also by
faith” (D&C 88:118). “You have not understood; you have supposed that I
would give it unto you, when you took no thought save it was to ask me. But
you must study it out in your mind; then you must ask me” (D&C 9:7–8).
And finally, from the admonition of Paul, who, after speaking of doctrines,
counseled believers to “think on these things” (Philippians 4:8).
The Prophet Joseph Smith addressed the relationship between faith and
intellect. “We consider,” he said, “that God has created man with a mind
capable of instruction, and a faculty which may be enlarged in proportion to
the heed and diligence given to the light communicated from heaven to the
intellect; and that the nearer man approaches perfection, the clearer are his
views.”37 In other words, acting in faith, or giving heed and diligence to light
communicated from heaven, can enlarge the intellectual faculty and clarify
views. Diligence and heed are required in religious education, in which the
content being taught is considered irrational by secular society. Amid ridicule by the irreligious, when the intellect is enlarged, the faithful recognize
enhanced rationality and clearer views that are never realized by those who
are ridiculing. This process continues until full rationality is achieved and the
promise of God is fulfilled: “Nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any thing hid, that shall not be known” (Luke 8:17). What a
promise for a critical thinker!
Conclusion

Critical thinking has the potential to be a powerful tool for educators; that
potential does not exclude its use by teachers within the Church. When used
appropriately, critical thinking can help students more deeply understand and
rely upon the teachings and Atonement of Jesus Christ. The testimony that
comes as a result of critical thought can carry students through difficult times
and serve as an anchor through crises of faith. As Elder M. Russell Ballard
teaches,
Gone are the days when a student asked an honest question and a teacher responded,
“Don’t worry about it!” Gone are the days when a student raised a sincere concern
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and a teacher bore his or her testimony as a response intended to avoid the issue.
Gone are the days when students were protected from people who attacked the
Church. Fortunately, the Lord provided this timely and timeless counsel to you
teachers: “And as all have not faith, seek ye diligently and teach one another words
of wisdom; yea, seek ye out of the best books words of wisdom; seek learning, even
by study and also by faith.”38

Critical thought does not consist of setting aside faith, but rather faith is
using critical thought to come to know truth for oneself.
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S

Adam and Eve were created and placed within a paradisiacal setting to begin their earthly sojourn. In the
Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve enjoyed the privilege of God speaking directly with them.

ymbolism is one of the teaching methods frequently employed by our
Heavenly Father and his Son, Jesus Christ—types and images to help the
finite, mortal mind comprehend eternal doctrines and principles. The apocryphal Gospel of Philip emphasizes this truth: “Truth did not come into the
world naked, but she came clothed in types and images. One cannot receive
the truth in any other way.”1 Through the use of symbols, the Lord reveals
meaning and understanding to intangible concepts that would otherwise
remain ethereal and intangible.
In his effort to prepare his people to understand and apply the teachings
of Isaiah, the Book of Mormon prophet Nephi taught them about the symbolic nature of Isaiah’s writings. After reminding his people that “all things
which have been given of God from the beginning of the world, unto man,
are the typifying of [ Jesus Christ],” Nephi invited them to not simply read the
words of Isaiah, but to “see [his] words.”2 Gospel principles are taught plainly,
and straightforward gospel instruction occupies an important place in the
Lord’s Church, such as in general conference, for example. However, there is
a great deal of symbolic teaching given for the spiritual benefit and blessing
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of those with eyes to see.3 To truly understand gospel principles which are
conveyed through symbolism, one must first learn to “see” the symbol and
then recognize how it teaches about the Savior and his plan. Elder Bruce R.
McConkie taught that this method allows individuals to truly comprehend
and remember the truths of eternity:
To crystallize on our minds the eternal verities which we must accept and believe to
be saved, to dramatize their true meaning and import with an impact never to be
forgotten, to center our attention on these saving truths, again and again and again,
the Lord uses similitudes. Abstract principles may easily be forgotten or their deep
meaning overlooked, but visual performances and actual experiences are registered
on the mind in such a way as never to be lost. It is one thing to talk of faith as an
abstract principle, another to see the Red Sea parted by its power. It is one thing
to talk of the word of God coming down from heaven, another to actually gather
and taste the angelic manna. It is one thing to teach that God is our Father in an
abstract and impersonal way, thus expecting all Christendom to envision that he is a
personal being in whose image man is created. It is another thing to say: Here is his
Son; he is in the express image of his Father’s person; he is in the similitude of the
Father; observe what he does and see how he acts and you will know what the Father
is like, for God is in Christ manifesting himself to men. . . .
He uses ordinances, rites, acts, and performances; he uses similarities, resemblances, and similitudes so that whatever is done will remind all who are aware of it
of a greater and more important reality.4

Perhaps the greatest treasure trove of symbolic gospel teachings is found
in the house of the Lord, the holy temple. The magnitude of the truths which
are transmitted in the temple regarding the plan of happiness and our Savior’s
redemptive role in that plan is such that an individual may go a lifetime without beginning to plumb its depths.5 However, every effort should be made to
understand as much as possible. To aid his covenant people in their efforts to
understand and apply the richly symbolic teaching of the temple, the Lord
has provided scriptural symbols of the temple itself. The recognition and
study of sacred locations as described in scripture will engender greater comprehension of and appreciation for the temple and its functions and blessings.
The purpose of this paper is to briefly consider ways in which some of these
sacred locales are types of the latter-day temple and how those connections
might aid one’s temple worship.
The Garden of Eden

The first of these holy locations is the Garden of Eden. Adam and Eve were
created and placed within this paradisiacal setting to begin their earthly
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sojourn. It was the place that God had prepared for them to live before they
chose to fall and move his plan forward. In the Garden of Eden, Adam and
Eve enjoyed the privilege of direct communication with Deity. God spoke
directly with them, blessed them, and gave them assignments and instructions
relative to their condition therein.6 As a result of the Fall, however, Adam and
Eve suffered spiritual death and were removed from the Garden of Eden, losing the privilege of direct communion with the Father in his presence.
While the separation from his presence that is spiritual death precludes
mankind from the constant presence of God, the temple is a place wherein
the Savior can reveal himself to his people as they worship and learn of the
Father. The Garden of Eden serves as a type of such association. In the dedicatory prayer of the Kirtland Temple, the prophet Joseph Smith commented
on the role of the temple as a sacred place similar to that of Eden wherein
the Saints could be with their God: “For thou knowest that we have done
this work through great tribulation; and out of our poverty we have given of
our substance to build a house to thy name, that the Son of Man might have
a place to manifest himself to his people. That thy glory may rest down upon
thy people, and upon this thy house, which we now dedicate to thee, that it
may be sanctified and consecrated to be holy, and that thy holy presence may
be continually in this house.”7
Just as Adam and Eve enjoyed personal interaction with God in the
Garden of Eden, Latter-day Saints are privileged to enjoy a like spiritual closeness with him. President Howard W. Hunter taught similarly regarding this
sacred purpose of temples: “It is in the temple where things of heaven and
earth are joined. Temples are sacred for the closest communion between the
Lord and those receiving the highest and most sacred ordinances of the holy
priesthood. It is in the temple that things of the earth are joined with the
things of heaven.”8
Another way the Garden of Eden serves as a symbol of the temple is by
what the Lord placed in the garden for Adam and Eve’s benefit. The scriptures
note that the Creator foresaw the needs of our first parents and organized
the first abode with all that they needed, remarking, “even all things which I
prepared for the use of man.”9 In the garden, all things served to bless our first
parents. In a like manner, all things in the temple, be they form, function, or
furnishing, serve a sacred purpose: to teach and testify of the plan of happiness and the Savior’s redemptive role therein.10 President Spencer W. Kimball
emphasized this principle regarding the temple: “The house of the Lord is
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functional. Every element in the design, decoration, atmosphere, and program of the temple contributes to its function, which is to teach. The temple
teaches of Christ. It teaches of his ordinances. It is filled with his Spirit. There
is an aura of deity.”11
Lastly, the Lord “caused a river to go out of Eden to water the garden”12 to
give life to the Garden of Eden. Correspondingly, the temple is a sacred place
in which we can drink from the “living waters”13 of the gospel. The prophet
Ezekiel prophesied of the healing waters that “issued out from under the
threshold of the house [of the Lord]”14 in the last days. Ezekiel waded into
these waters—whose depth continued to increase, just as understanding of
the temple teachings deepens as we immerse ourselves in them—and saw that
they provided life, even to the Dead Sea. The messenger leading the prophet
through this experience commented that “every thing shall live whither the
river cometh.”15 The living waters that spring forth from the latter-day temples also provide this healing influence which is made available through the
Atonement of Jesus Christ.
Noah’s Ark

The prophet Noah lived in a time of intense wickedness. The depravity of
those for whom he had stewardship was described in absolute terms: “Every
imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually,” with even
the earth being “corrupt before God” and “filled with violence.”16 Noah’s best
efforts in teaching and testifying to combat the flood of wickedness were
unsuccessful and the Lord chose to wipe the earth clean with a flood of his
own. Noah was commanded to build an ark to preserve his family from the
destructive effects of the Lord’s cleansing flood. This ark is a beautiful symbol
of the temple. The temple is a place wherein God’s covenant people in these
“perilous times”17 of wickedness preceding the Second Coming can also find
refuge and safety from the filth that threatens to engulf.
The Hebrew root from which the English word “ark” is translated, tebah,
is also used in reference to the vessel in which the infant Moses was floated
down the Nile to safety subsequent to Pharaoh’s decree of death. The word
tebah in these contexts can symbolize a literal lifesaver. These waterborne
vessels, having been prepared with an outer covering of pitch for increased
protection against the elements which surrounded them, preserved the lives
of those who found refuge therein. The temple serves the same purpose, protecting and safeguarding the Saints as storms of wickedness rage and floods
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of temptation rise. The prophet Isaiah prophesied that in the last days the
temple would fulfill this defensive function, serving as “a shadow in the daytime from the heat, and for a place of refuge, and for a covert from storm and
from rain.”18
The true source of the temple’s protective power can be seen in the typological design of the ark. Noah’s ark had three levels with a window at the
top.19 The Hebrew word tsohar is the source of the English word “window” in
the story. However, the other twenty-three times the word tsohar is found in
the Old Testament, the King James translators rendered it as “noon” or some
variation thereof.20 The symbolism is beautiful. Within the ark, at its highest point, was a light as if it were the noonday sun. The Savior, whose “luster
[is] above that of the sun at noon-day,”21 lights the lives and actions of those
who faithfully worship him is his holy house. Noah’s covenant with the Lord
regarding the ark saved him and his family.22 Likewise, the covenants made
with the Lord in the temple serve to help individuals and families qualify
for and lay claim on the protective and sanctifying power of Jesus Christ’s
Atonement.
In his panoramic vision of the Lord’s dealings with mankind, the prophet
Enoch witnessed the Lord’s safeguarding of Noah’s family within the ark:
“The Lord smiled upon it, and held it in his own hand; but upon the residue of
the wicked the floods came and swallowed them up.”23 Elder Neal A. Maxwell
echoed that principle regarding temple worship in these last days: “Let the
winds and the storms beat and pound upon such faithful Saints; they will
overcome the world—not vice versa. Let others falter; these will not! Let others pout and doubt; these will not! Let some noisily mock the temple; these
will quietly flock to the temple, to do the work of Him whose house it is!”24
Mount Moriah

Mount Moriah, the location where the prophet Abraham went to sacrifice
his son Isaac, serves as another poignant symbol of the temple. In perhaps
the greatest single lesson on the atoning sacrifice of the Savior, Abraham was
tested by the Lord in the commandment to sacrifice the son who fulfilled
God’s covenant to Abraham regarding seed. Abraham willingly complied
with the divine directive, being stopped by an angel just prior to actually
taking Isaac’s life.25 Who can measure the depth of the lesson learned by
Abraham regarding not only the sacrifice of the Only Begotten but also the
need for personal sacrifice as we worship and serve?26 In our day, the temple
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serves a similar purpose, teaching about Jesus Christ’s Atonement and of the
requirement of personal sacrifice in living the gospel. Elder Neal A. Maxwell
explained that the temple teaches of and impels toward personal sacrifice:
“While the temple is a place of service, work done there is not a substitute
for Christian service in the outside world. It can be a powerful spur thereto,
however, by reminding us of the need for sacrifice—not the giving of just our
means but also of ourselves.”27 This sacred purpose of the temple to teach of
the Savior’s sacrifice and persuade individuals to make personal sacrifices was
outlined as follows by Elder Dennis B. Neuenschwander:
The blessings of the temple are intertwined and inseparable from significant sacrifice. The ordinances performed therein provide access to the full expression of the
Savior’s atoning sacrifice. This alone would qualify the temple as holy and sacred.
However, personal sacrifice is also required. We sacrifice time in search for our
ancestors and time to attend to our temple responsibilities. We also strive to live the
highest standards of personal worthiness, which qualify us to enter the sacred space
of this most holy place.
In holy places and in sacred space we find spiritual refuge, renewal, hope, and
peace. Are these not worth every necessary personal sacrifice?28

Furthermore, Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice prepared him for greater
blessings and opportunities. The Lord renews his covenant with Abraham
because of faithfulness and selflessness: “By myself have I sworn, saith the
Lord, for because thou hast done this thing, and hast not withheld thy son,
thine only son: that in blessing I will bless thee, and in multiplying I will multiply thy seed as the stars of the heaven, and as the sand which is upon the sea
shore; and thy seed shall possess the gate of his enemies; and in thy seed shall
all the nations of the earth be blessed; because thou hast obeyed my voice.”29
Likewise, sacrifice in the preparing for, making of, and obedience to sacred
covenants, particularly those of the temple, will qualify individuals and families to receive the blessings of Abraham. Elder Jeffrey R. Holland testified of
the power and efficacy of these covenants: “We have the most reassuring of all
final promises: The power which binds us together in righteousness is greater
than any force—any force—which might try to separate us. That is the power
of covenant theology and the power of priesthood ordinances. That is the
power of the gospel of Jesus Christ.”30 Mount Moriah is a tender symbol of
the power and importance of personal sacrifice, the Savior’s infinite sacrifice,
and covenants. The temple stands preeminent as the embodiment of that
symbol, teaching those who worship therein the eternal significance of those
principles.
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Mount Sinai

After having led the children of Israel out of bondage in Egypt, Moses was
commanded by the Lord to prepare himself and his people and go up onto
Mount Sinai. Jehovah desired to bring Israel into his presence and make
himself manifest unto them. The Lord invited them to make special preparations—washing, cleansing, sanctifying, and establishing of personal
boundaries—and make the effort to climb up. Sadly, Israel, because of fear
and unrighteousness, forfeited the privilege of beholding the face of God
and being blessed by his presence.31 Also among the Lord’s divine purposes
in inviting Moses to that place was that he might teach Moses, providing
him “a law, and commandments which I have written; that thou mayest teach
them.”32
In a like manner, the Lord invites all individuals to make the necessary
spiritual preparations that they might enjoy the blessings of the Lord’s presence, that they might receive commandments and be instructed by God. We
have the privilege, according to President David O. McKay, of making the
spiritual ascent to be with our God in the “mountain of the Lord’s house”:33 “I
believe there are few, even temple workers, who comprehend the full meaning
and power of the temple endowment. Seen for what it is, it is the step-by-step
ascent into the Eternal Presence. If our young people could but glimpse it, it
would be the most powerful spiritual motivation of their lives.”34 On one of
the occasions in which Joseph Smith was commanded to build a temple, the
Lord enumerated these principles as among the divine purposes:
Behold, this is the tithing and the sacrifice which I, the Lord, require at their hands,
that there may be a house built unto me for the salvation of Zion—
For a place of thanksgiving for all saints, and for a place of instruction for all
those who are called to the work of the ministry in all their several callings and
offices;
That they may be perfected in the understanding of their ministry, in theory,
in principle, and in doctrine, in all things pertaining to the kingdom of God on the
earth, the keys of which kingdom have been conferred upon you.
And inasmuch as my people build a house unto me in the name of the Lord,
and do not suffer any unclean thing to come into it, that it be not defiled, my glory
shall rest upon it;
Yea, and my presence shall be there, for I will come into it, and all the pure in
heart that shall come into it shall see God.35

One of the blessings enjoyed by Moses in his interactions with the Lord
on Mount Sinai was the privilege of coming to know Jehovah more closely,
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which thereby better enabled Moses to be like him.36 The Lord and his
prophet spoke “face to face, as a man speaketh unto his friend,” during which
exchange Moses requested of the Lord, “Now therefore, I pray thee, if I have
found grace in thy sight, shew me now thy way, that I may know thee, that I
may find grace in thy sight.”37 The Lord honored Moses’s request and invited
him to the top of Mount Sinai again, whereon the Lord proclaimed his name
and taught Moses about those attributes that he, the Lord, embodies perfectly,
such as mercy and grace.38 As the symbol of Mount Sinai teaches, those who
serve and worship in the temple also come to know their Savior to a greater
degree and are strengthened in their efforts to live like he lived and serve like
he served. Elder Carlos E. Asay affirmed this principle of knowing our Savior
better as a result of service in his temple: “No one can really know another
unless he has seen him in his home and visited him in familiar surroundings.
In intimate settings, pretenses are dropped, things are seen as they really are,
and true perspectives are obtained. So it is with friends or neighbors in their
homes, and so it is with God in his place of abode—the temple.”39
The Threshing Floor of Boaz

The story of Ruth, Naomi, and Boaz is one of great devotion and loyalty.
What appear to be sacrifices are in the end wonderful opportunities that
result in generational blessings. The latter half of the book centers on Ruth’s
efforts to lay claim, through Naomi’s help, on a kinsman, that she might be
redeemed from her current condition as a widow.40 These efforts culminate
on the threshing floor of Boaz. The threshing floor was a place of separation,
just as the temple separates worthy Saints from the world. Additionally, much
can be learned by studying Ruth’s preparation to meet Boaz and her efforts
to enter into a covenant relationship with this kinsman who could become a
savior to her.
Ruth, prior to going to Boaz on his threshing floor, prepared herself by
washing, anointing, and changing her clothing.41 Having prepared herself
for the encounter, Ruth went to the threshing floor and found Boaz sleeping.
She uncovered his feet and lay down. This startled Boaz and he asked who
was on the floor. Ruth identified herself and made this request of her potential redeemer: “Spread therefore thy skirt over thine handmaid; for thou art
a near kinsman.”42 In essence Ruth asks Boaz to marry her, to enter into a
covenant relationship with her that she might be redeemed. Because of the
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qualities she possessed—kindness and virtue specifically—Boaz agrees to the
relationship and makes the necessary preparations that he might marry her.43
The story of Ruth and Boaz illustrates one of the high and holy purposes of the temple. Each of us is in a pitiful condition because of mortality.
Consequently, each of us is in desperate need of a Redeemer. We seek to
separate ourselves from the pains and stains of mortality and qualify for a
covenant relationship with One who can save. Through similar processes, we
demonstrate divine qualities and are cleansed and sanctified and made worthy
to enter the Bridegroom’s presence and enter into the covenant relationship
that will redeem. These exalting actions are part of the temple experience. The
love of the Savior and his eagerness to enter into this relationship with the
worthy was taught by the prophet Ezekiel: “Now when I passed by thee, and
looked upon thee, behold, thy time was the time of love; and I spread my skirt
over thee, and covered thy nakedness: yea, I sware unto thee, and entered into
a covenant with thee, saith the Lord God, and thou becamest mine. Then
washed I thee with water; yea, I throughly washed away thy blood from thee,
and I anointed thee with oil. I clothed thee also with broidered work, and
shod thee with badgers’ skin, and I girded thee about with fine linen, and I
covered thee with silk.”44
Conclusion

As we understand more deeply the purposes and functions of the temple,
we are better able to apply that which is taught and expected of its patrons.
Comprehending the symbolism of the temple—both the symbols that are
specific to the temple and those that symbolize the temple itself—enhances
the experience and aids in our efforts to so live. Ultimately the temple enables
the righteous to know the Savior, to learn and walk the path that leads back
to his presence, and to make the covenants that will allow us to remain with
him and our Heavenly Father through eternity. God has given us these great
opportunities and has encapsulated them in a form, even symbolism, to make
them richer and more meaningful. His love and his efforts to teach us these
principles relative to the temple are stated beautifully by the Psalmist:
Thy mercy, O Lord, is in the heavens; and thy faithfulness reacheth unto the clouds.
Thy righteousness is like the great mountains; thy judgments are a great deep:
O Lord, thou preservest man and beast.
How excellent is thy lovingkindness, O God! therefore the children of men
put their trust under the shadow of thy wings.
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They shall be abundantly satisfied with the fatness of thy house; and thou shalt
make them drink of the river of thy pleasures.
For with thee is the fountain of life: in thy light shall we see light.
O continue thy lovingkindness unto them that know thee; and thy righteousness to the upright in heart.45
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T

he history of the Church1 is recorded not only in the words and events
of the past but also in the artifacts left behind by previous generations.
Artifacts serve as tangible reminders of our memories and add a sense of reality
to our history.2 The Church History Museum seeks to collect, preserve, and
interpret the artifacts that illustrate the history of the Church. As windows
to our past, artifacts enhance personal insight and understanding that in turn
enlighten our appreciation of our history. The purpose of this discussion is to
examine the historical context of recognition jewelry in the Church’s seminary and institute programs during a fifty-year period (1930–80). The history
and context of this practice provides a useful perspective on the development
of the Church’s seminary and institute programs.
The First Seminary Graduation Pins

For more than fifty years, students received a jeweled pin in recognition of
their graduation from the Church’s seminary program. Parents and students
alike valued these pins as evidence of individual achievement in an important

This practice was common during the fifty-year history of seminary pins.
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Church program. The practice of distributing graduation pins began in 1928
and ended in 1981.
The history of seminary pins began in 1927, when William T. Tew Jr.
served as the seminary principal for students attending Springville High
School (Utah).3 The seminary began in 1924 with the first meetings held
in a local chapel during the construction of the new seminary building. In
1928, the seminary moved to the new building adjacent to the high school
and honored forty-four graduates.4 In some ways this graduating class was
typical of those who came before, but there was one difference. For the first
time, seminary graduates received from their seminary principal a pin in recognition of their efforts. This practice would continue in the Church for over
fifty years, with thousands of seminary students receiving a graduation pin.
Because this practice was never an official program of the Church’s seminaries
and institutes,5 it is worthwhile to understand the beginnings of this practice
and the cultural context that enabled it to continue over the years without
direct sponsorship from the Church.
The idea of a seminary graduation pin originated with discussions
between two young seminary teachers, William T. Tew Jr. and Obert C.
Tanner, who in 1927 taught in the Springville and Spanish Fork (Utah) seminaries, respectively. 6
In the fall of 1927, knowing of Tanner’s work in Schubach Jewelry store
in Salt Lake City before his mission, Tew asked Tanner if there was some type
of recognition pin that might be used as a seminary reward. He felt that seminary should have a pin like the other high school groups and clubs. Tanner
was sure that there would be something that would work.7 He approached the
Dennis Company in Salt Lake City to determine the feasibility and cost of
manufacturing seminary pins. From the variety of possible designs they provided, Tanner selected one consisting of a “gold block letter” with an attached
guard signifying the year.8 As a trial, he ordered fifty pins and discussed with
his friend Tew a plan to sell seminary recognition pins to the 1928 class of
graduating students. Together they agreed to sell the pins to students at the
Springville seminary, where Tew was principal. Tanner considered his first
business attempt successful when he sold the pins for $2.25 each, resulting
in a twenty-five cent profit from each sale. While Tanner continued to teach
seminary for several more years, his first business venture proved to be a turning point in his life.
Fig. 1. William E. Tew Jr. Springville High School Yearbook, 1929.
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After this initial success, Tanner recognized the potential of his venture and decided to leave his seminary position and start what later became
known as the O. C. Tanner Company. His first efforts would focus on selling
school class rings and pins as well as the seminary graduation pins. He asked
his friend Tew to join him as a business partner.9 Although interested, Tew

Fig. 3. Purported seminary pin, 1927. Courtesy of Church History Museum.

Is this the first seminary pin?

Because the donor designated this as a seminary pin and dated it 1927,
it merited careful examination as a possible candidate for Tanner’s first
seminary pin. He described his first pin as a block “S” with a chain
guard attachment bearing the numbers 28, representing 1928, the date
the first pin was sold to Springville seminary students. The pin in the
museum bears the number 27 and does not have a chain guard. Other
marks on the pin include the word “freshman” on the back and the
letters “J” and “S” on the front. In addition, there is no evidence from
microscopic examination that this pin ever had a guard chain attached.
While the shape is a block “S,” it does not seem to fit the other descriptors provided by Tanner. The conclusion is that the date (27 rather
than 28), the lack of a guard or related evidence, and the word freshman on the back suggest that this is not a seminary pin. More likely
it was a high school class pin. Class pins were common at the time,
and this particular pin was part of a donated collection that contained
other school pins not related to seminary. While disappointing, this
pin does not appear to be Tanner’s original pin, and the search continues to determine if the original pins still exist.
Fig. 2. O. C. Tanner, missionary photo, ca. 1924. Courtesy of O. C. Tanner Company.
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did not want to leave his position in the seminary. Tanner went on to form a
national jewelry company, and Tew continued to serve as a successful seminary teacher and influential community leader.
Historical Context

What in the culture of the community and the Church in the twentieth
century encouraged the practice of recognizing seminary graduation with a
jeweled pin? In the 1930s, the use of recognition jewelry was not unique to
the seminary program. Early in the twentieth century, Church use of symbolic jewelry began with Relief Society membership pins. Other Church
departments followed this lead and created their own pins, necklaces, sashes,
and other award emblems. In keeping with practices at the time, seminary
and institute students commonly wore items such as seminary graduation
pins, returned-missionary fraternity pins, and other Church-related jewelry,
including tiepins and necklaces. The Church department of Seminaries and
Institutes ended this practice in the late twentieth century.10 Understanding
the cultural and historical context of the use of recognition jewelry will
help explain why this practice endured for more than fifty years among the
Church’s seminary students.
Humankind’s fascination with jewelry is evident throughout history.11
“As our ancestors did, we see in [jewelry] magic, beauty, personal adornment,
pleasure and wealth. . . . It is the most personal of objects.”12 Jewelry satisfies a
“superstitious need for reinforcing human powers by things that seem . . . more
lasting and more mysterious than man.”13 Jewelry thus provides a window on
the past14 and, as such, provides insight to the history of individuals or groups
living at a particular time.
During the twentieth century, the use of recognition jewelry increased
in popularity with a wide variety of business, social, and educational organizations. Reasons for wearing such jewelry included the desire to display
visible symbols of social status or group association, the need for recognition
of achievement, and the wish to identify sympathy with a particular cause or
position.15 The practice was not new, as evidenced by its ancient origins in the
symbolic jewelry of the Egyptians and other societies as early as 4000 BC. As
skill in working with metal and precious stones developed, so did the market
for various types of jewelry to satisfy social, religious, and political purposes.
Observers note that the wearing of recognition jewelry contributes to a
sense of self-fulfillment through a symbolic display of one’s wealth, position,
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achievement, or association. Such displays enable individuals to achieve a
level of fulfillment of the basic human need for esteem and recognition.16
Because of these realities, it became common for people with shared principles and beliefs to wear symbolic jewelry that enabled others to recognize
their unique position or achievement. The wearing of recognition jewelry
secured symbolically for the wearer a level of status in the community or a
personal sense of belonging to a group within the community. Jewelry used
for these purposes was commonly found in academic, political, military, and
social settings.
One early American use of jewelry for educational-recognition purposes
began with the organization of the Flat Hat Club in 1750 at the College of
William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia. Members of this society wore
a silver membership medal on their coats or jackets to identify their membership in this group. A few years later, students at this college organized the first
fraternal organization in the United States: Phi Beta Kappa.17 The members
of this group wore a small emblem on their individual watch chains to identify their association.18 The society later added badges and other jewelry that
provided members with the additional recognition they desired. From this
beginning, a national college fraternity system developed, each with its own
style of recognition jewelry. The use of such jewelry soon became associated
with academic societies throughout the country.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the use of recognition jewelry
increased as high schools adopted popular college practices. High schools
began using various forms of jewelry and other emblems to recognize membership in particular school classes, athletic teams, school organizations, and
social groups. Early in the century, companies such as Jolsen’s and Balfour
facilitated the use of recognition jewelry in the schools through a national
marketing effort to public schools. Class rings, which had their beginning
at West Point in 1835, became a growing trend, first for colleges and then
high schools.19 Soon national companies led the way in meeting market
demands for recognition jewelry for schools and colleges. Because this practice addressed the basic human need for esteem and recognition, the demand
for school pins increased to meet a growing number of purposes. LDS seminaries and institutes would also adopt this practice as a way to identify and
recognize their students. As one seminary professional observed, “More
than a culture of Seminary (or the Church) I believe it was more of a general
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culture. It was a significant practice in scouting, as well in schools, such as
sports, drama, and other activities.”20
Early Distribution of Seminary Recognition Jewelry

In the 1930s, the O. C. Tanner Company was becoming a national leader
in the manufacture and sale of recognition jewelry. Building on the existing
tradition of marketing high school class rings and pins, Tanner also worked to
increase the sale of seminary pins.21 Finding it more profitable to control the
production of seminary pins as well as the sales, the Tanner Company began
manufacturing and selling its own seminary pin in 1932. The design and construction reflected those commonly used by schools, clubs, and social groups
for recognition purposes.22 The first pin manufactured by Tanner’s company
featured a polished metal design with a blue enamel background. In the years
that followed, Tanner’s pin designs became more sophisticated with the addition of semiprecious jewels placed in elaborate settings with religious symbols
to increase the recognition factor of the pin.
The early process of making seminary pins employed a handstamping process using a sledgehammer and a forge press. The metal would
be placed over the mold or “die,” and a sledgehammer was used to stamp the
metal into the pin die. This “base” could then be decorated with symbols,
stones, or enamel to finish the design.23 While company and Church records
are incomplete, it appears that during the decade that followed, the O. C.
Tanner Company began producing a variety of seminary pins, which were
advertised in high school yearbooks and through mailers to individual seminaries.24 Seminary leaders could then select and order from the O. C. Tanner
catalogue the pin they desired to award their students. Some questioned the
marketing of the seminary pins: “Frankly, in my opinion, the promotion of
recognition jewelry [in the Church] was done primarily by the companies
basically seeking to increase their sales and income.”25 Nevertheless, the use
of pins became accepted among parents, students, and teachers, resulting in
growing sales and distribution.
While the pins proved generally popular, individual student responses to
receiving seminary pins varied. Seminary students outside the more concentrated areas of the Church typically did not receive pins.26 However, in areas
with established seminary programs, high school yearbooks show students
wearing their seminary pin for their graduation photos.27 Student comments
at the time reflect interest in the seminary pins: “I proudly wore my seminary
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pin on my church suit for several years.” “I wore my seminary pin till 1970.
Then I gave it to a girl for a promise.”28
This practice remained consistent until the 1970s, when yearbook photos no longer show students wearing seminary pins. Likely, this development
was related to changing student attitudes. “I was pleased to receive my pin
but did not want to wear it at church or school. That just was not the fashion. I put it in my keepsake box. It was a personal thing for me.”29 While
few corroborating records exist from this period for either the O. C. Tanner
Company or Church Seminaries and Institues, it is assumed that the pins

Fig. 4. First seminary pin designed and manufactured by the O. C. Tanner Company, 1932. Courtesy of O. C.
Tanner Company.

declined in popularity during the decade of the 1970s because “the pin was
just an accomplishment. Didn’t mean much to me.”30 There is no mention
in the minutes of the Church Board of Education regarding seminary pins
until 1981, when the board approved discontinuting the practice of distributing seminary graduation pins.31 “Pins did not continue after the 1980’s. I
wonder if it was part of a big move to stop big seminary graduations and put
them in the wards and stakes.”32 This development did not seem to create a
significant reaction among the students. “I don’t feel the loss of the seminary
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pin was a big deal. In my opinion it had no negative result for the program
in any way.”33 In the years that followed, seminaries used their leftover supply
of graduation pins as rewards for a variety of seminary achievements other
than graduation. In addition to this use of outdated pins, seminary leaders
also awarded a Church-produced, simple, circular pin that became known by
some as a “seminary letter.”34 Students received these pins each year that they
met specific seminary objectives. “I received my seminary letter for accomplishing goals defined by our seminary teacher. It was a big deal but we did not
wear the pins.”35 This practice continued until discontinued in the 1990s.36
Responses to Seminary Graduation Pins

In an effort to gather information relative to the responses of students, teachers,
and administrators to the use of recognition jewelry, the Church department
of Seminaries and Institutes conducted a formal survey of retired personnel.37
The results of this survey reveal patterns within the group regarding how they
responded to the practice. For the most part, students appreciated receiving
a pin as part of the seminary graduation ceremony.38 “I loved my seminary
pin and wore it on my sweater to Church and other occasions. I thought it
was beautiful.” 39 As part of the preparations for graduation, seminary leaders selected and ordered graduation pins, paid for either by stake or family
funds. In selected situations, seminary principals used existing local seminary
funds to purchase the pins. Students received their pin most frequently from
a seminary leader at the same time they received their graduation certificate.40
“I received my pin at graduation. One of the most valued jewelry items in my
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life. I remember that to receive my pin, I had to memorize a scripture. The
scripture became important to me for the rest of my life. I still have my pin
and still remember the scripture.”41 Students frequently wore their pins on
their church clothes along with other jewelry distributed by other Church
youth programs. Those involved felt the pin symbolized accomplishment and
paid tribute to the graduates. Most seminary personnel felt that the pin was
an accepted tradition but unnecessary to the basic success of the program. “I
never saw a real purpose for the pins. It was a tradition at this time in high
school. Students wore a lot of pins for recognition. Seminary did not want
to be left out.”42 Teachers and administrators reported that the distribution
of seminary graduation pins continued because it was part of the general
practice of awarding high school pins; its long tradition was valued more by
parents and students than by seminary personnel.43
Summary of the Use of Seminary Recognition Jewelry

For much of the twentieth century, local seminary leaders awarded recognition pins to seminary graduates. Throughout that period the O. C. Tanner
Company served as the manufacturer and supplier of the pins. Students
accepted the pins and wore them on Sundays and other special occasions.
Parents and students appreciated the pin as tangible evidence of achievement
and recognition. The practice remained imporant until the 1970s, when students began to lose interest. The general practice of awarding high school
pins also declined in importance, and the Church Board of Education recommended that the practice be discontinued in 1981. Nevertheless, the seminary
graduation pin remained the standard for recognizing seminary graduates for
over fifty years.
Recognition Jewelry Distributed as Part of the Institute Program

Fig. 5. Group of seminary graduation pins. Dates from the left: 1936, 1956, 1970. Courtesy of the Church
History Museum.

The history of the use of recognition jewelry in the Church institute program
for college students was different from that of the seminary pins. The institute jewelry helped promote, first, returned-missionary fraternities and, later,
all such organizations that supported LDS college students. The purpose of
such organizations was to encourage LDS student involvement in social and
service groups related to the institute and other Church programs. Church
leadership directed these organizations and provided full, authorized support
from 1920 through the 1990s.
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The use of Church-related recognition jewelry for college students began
in 1920, when LDS college students first used pins as members of a college
fraternity at the University of Utah known as the Friars’ Club.44 The Friars’
Club was endorsed by university president John A. Widstoe, who felt that
the fraternity would be a great support for returned missionaries attending
the school.45 The group members identified themselves with a triangular pin
decorated with three rubies, each side of the triangle representing faith, loyalty, and love—the guiding principles of the organization. In the center of the
pin was the image of a monk on a black enamel background.46 The pin was
to be worn over the heart to remind the members of their responsibilities as
Friars. Produced by Salt Lake jeweler Parry and Parry, the pin cost eight dollars.47 While the purpose of the fraternity was directly related to supporting
Church standards and principles, the pin’s design and imagery followed existing college practices at the time.
Supported by a number of general Church leaders, the Friars’ Club lasted
for a decade, disbanding in 1931, when Church leaders expanded efforts to
assist returned missionaries.48 They advised the Friars to merge with the newly
reorganized Delta Phi fraternity, an organization created to focus more specifically on returned missionaries.49 The members of the Friars’ Club voted
that a merger be accepted and the club disbanded.50 Following contemporary
campus fraternity practices, Delta Phi adopted a symbolic crest and related
recognition jewelry typical of the college fraternity styles at the time. The
crest consisted of a shield with a jeweled star mounted on the shield. Other
symbols on the shield included a lamp of learning, a scroll, and the Greek letters delta (Δ) and phi (Φ) at the bottom of the shield. 51 The membership pins
used images from this crest in their design.
Delta Phi used three pins to identify members and potential members:
the pledge pin, a Greek letter pin, and a membership pin. The pledge pin
identified members who had yet to be initiated. The design of this pin originated with the four-pointed star on the membership crest. The membership
pin, worn by initiated members, was made of 14-karat gold with a black
shield similar to the crest. The Greek letters delta (Δ) and phi (Φ) figured
prominently on the shield. Members could also wear a simple Greek letter
pin displaying the letters delta (Δ) and phi (Φ). The fraternity encouraged
every member to wear a pin.52 The J. S. Jensen Company manufactured the
first membership pins at a cost of fifteen dollars, but soon the O. C. Tanner
Company became the jeweler of choice. 53
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Delta Phi continued as the leading fraternity for returned missionaries
under the leadership of Church leaders such as John A. Widstoe, Matthew
Cowley, Milton R. Hunter, and A. Theodore Tuttle.54 However, as the number of Latter-day Saint students on campus increased, a need was felt for an
additional Church-related fraternity. In response, Lowell L. Bennion assisted
students at the University of Utah to organize a fraternity that Church leaders felt would be less like the Greek fraternities and more in keeping with the
principles of camaraderie experienced in the mission field. As a result, students organized the first Lambda Delta Sigma chapters, one for male returned
missionaries and one for female.55 Lambda Delta Sigma’s open membership
policy became more closely associated with the Church’s institute program,
which was expanding at a rapid rate.
The relationship between Delta Phi and Lambda Delta Sigma proved
interesting because the two fraternities often shared the same members.
However, typically young men joined Lambda Delta Sigma before their missions and Delta Phi as returned missionaries.56 Female returned missionaries
and students did not join Delta Phi and eventually organized their own
Lambda Delta Sigma group. To create their own identity, Lambda Delta
Sigma offered its members several recognition pins.57 The primary fraternity
membership pin, designed by the artist Avard Fairbanks, displayed a rectangular base with a jeweled radial star, four books, and the Greek letters lambda
(Λ), delta (Δ), and sigma (Σ). The fraternity offered several other pins to its
members, including the pledge pin consisting of just the radial star and a simple Greek letter pin. The fraternity also contracted for the manufacture of a
variety of other types of jewelry similar to those used by other campus fraternities, including tie tacks, necklaces, bracelets, money clips, and other items.
Members obtained the fraternity’s recognition jewelry from the national fraternity council office through orders submitted by their individual chapters
and paid for by individual members. The fraternity prescribed how the pin
was to be worn and encouraged all members to wear it.
Changes came to both Delta Phi and Lambda Delta Sigma. In 1961,
a national fraternity requested that Delta Phi change its name due to perceived confusion between the local returned-missionary fraternity and the
larger non-LDS nationwide fraternity of the same name. As a result, Delta
Phi became Delta Phi Kappa. The changes in the recognition jewelry proved
minor with the addition of the Greek letter kappa (Κ). With that simple
addition to its name, and hence to its jewelry, Delta Phi Kappa was able to
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continue. However, more sweeping changes were in store for Lambda Delta
Sigma.
In the 1960s, the Church responded to increasing numbers of LDS college students with the organization of student stakes and the creation of the
Latter-day Saint Student Association.58 As these organizations became successful, some began to question the need for fraternities such as Delta Phi
Kappa and Lambda Delta Sigma. After considerable discussion, Church leaders decided to organize a new male fraternity and reposition Lambda Delta
Sigma as a female sorority. Delta Phi Kappa was not involved in these changes
and moved away from direct Church oversight and administration for its few
remaining years. Sigma Gamma Chi became the new Church-directed fraternity for male students, and Lambda Delta Sigma became the sorority for
female students.
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Lambda Delta Sigma retained the previous membership pin, with few
modifications. Members also commonly wore the simple Greek letters ΛΔΣ
as pins, necklaces, and other jewelry. Because of the preferences of the female
membership, the design of Church sorority pins, necklaces, and other items
became more stylish. Sigma Gamma Chi produced a new pin with a circular, red-enameled base with a sword and shield placed over the base. The
Greek letters sigma (Σ), gamma (Γ), and chi (Χ) figured prominently on the
white shield. Other recognition jewelry included rings, tiepins, and watches

Fig. 8. Lambda Delta Sigma membership pin (ca. 1950) and Sigma Gamma Chi membership pin (ca. 1970).
Courtesy of the Church History Museum.

Fig. 7. Delta Phi membership pin (ca. 1950) and Delta Phi Kappa pledge pin (ca. 1960). Courtesy of the
Church History Museum.

These organizations operated under full Church sponsorship as part of
the institute program and the Latter-day Saint Student Association. These
new groups promoted a variety of recognition jewelry for their respective
members. Unlike previous practices, Church leaders approved the jewelry
and provided for its manufacture and sale through existing Church distribution channels.

with the Greek letters, and a variety of items recognizing different types of
achievements. Unlike prior Church-related fraternities, the wearing of jewelry became optional for both Sigma Gamma Chi and Lambda Delta Sigma.
Members desiring to wear fraternity jewelry placed orders with existing chapter officers and individually paid the cost.
During the years that followed, college fraternal organizations experienced a general decline in membership. This was also true for the Church
fraternity and sorority as well as for Delta Phi Kappa, which had merged with
Sigma Gamma Chi in 1978.59 In 2011, the Church Board of Education voted
to discontinue the Church’s fraternity and sorority. Some chapters continued
to exist for some time but eventually disbanded.60
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Responses to Institute Fraternity and Sorority Jewelry

A survey conducted by Seminaries and Institutes in 2016 included responses
to the use of seminary and institute recognition jewelry. Responses related
to the institute program will be discussed here. Most participants in the
institute portion of the survey observed that the use of recognition jewelry
provided a sense of belonging to both Church programs as well as the general
campus community. “It was important to me at the time I received it to show
my identity. I enjoyed belonging to the fraternity and being involved. The
pin gave it significance.”62 Fraternity and sorority pins were “highly valued”
by 38 percent of the respondents and “somewhat valued” by 63 percent.63
One respondent fondly remembers, “I used my Delta Phi Kappa pin to ‘pin’
my future wife before we were engaged. . . . She still has the pin.”64 It was
not uncommon for males with pins to give them to their girlfriends as part
of a general pre-engagement tradition, thus enhancing the meaning of the
pin. While less than 40 percent of the institutes surveyed distributed the
pins, those who did felt that they were part of the campus tradition at their
university and provided a missionary opportunity. “[My pin was] a symbol
of brotherhood, it identified my membership in the men’s organization at
the institute.”65 Unlike the seminary pins discussed above, the institute pins
were associated with specific social groups that had a defined Church identity.
“Lambda Delt was a huge part of growing our institute program. . . . Receiving
the pins and wearing them was a powerful symbol of belonging.”66 While
most students seemed to value their pins, female members appeared more
interested as evidenced by the variety of pins, necklaces, and other jewelry
worn by the members. “The sisters were more prone to wear a necklace but
the young men did not have the same fashion leaning.”67
Consistent with the general demise of college fraternities and sororities
near the end of the twentieth century, LDS students also appeared to lose
interest in Church fraternities and sororities. There were mixed emotions
regarding the demise of these groups. Some felt that “it was a significant blow
[to the Institute programs] when the LDS [fraternities] and the attendant
jewelry was discontinued.” Others expressed a more commonly held opinion:
“Jewelry was nice for those who wanted it, but was not very important to the
overall purpose of the program.”68 It appears that the end of these programs
and their related jewelry came because “the practice of wearing such things
was not in fashion.”69
61
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Summary and Invitation

For over fifty years, the Church supported the distribution of recognition
jewelry in both the seminary and institute programs. Thousands of former
seminary and institute students have in their possession pins and other jewelry
that marked their participation in these programs. For them, these items have
become symbols of an important part of their personal history. The pins mark
their graduation from seminary and participation in Church-related college
organizations. They prompt memories of times past and the importance of
Church programs in their youth. These items have also become part of the
history of the Church in the twentieth century. They represent an important stage in the development of the youth and young adult programs of the
Church, and the importance of participation in those efforts. While the use
of recognition jewelry has disappeared from the programs of seminaries and
institutes, history does record a time when such things greatly mattered to
the youth of the Church and its leaders. In its mission to preserve such history,
the Church History Museum maintains a collection of Church-program jewelry and supports research that aids in understanding this part of our history,
placing such artifacts in their proper cultural and historical context.
Although the collection of seminary and institute jewelry is considerable,
it is not complete. Therefore, an effort is currently underway to organize the
collection to determine which years are represented so that missing pins can
be acquired to complete the collection.70 This is part of a larger effort that
will eventually catalogue and describe the use of recognition jewelry in the
Church during the twentieth century. Individuals desiring to participate in
this project by sharing their experiences with seminary or institute jewelry
or donating such artifacts to the Church History Museum should contact
the Church History Museum, 45 North West Temple Street, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84150; phone 801-240-3310; or email Churchmuseum@ldschurch.org.

Notes
The authors express special appreciation for Robert Ewer, Po Nien (Felipe) Chou, and
Eric Rogers, colleagues in Seminaries and Institutes who contributed to this work through
historical input and survey research support.
1. For the purposes of this discussion, the terms “Church” and “LDS” refer to The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. The terms “religious education,” “seminary,” and
“institute” refer to the weekday religious education programs provided by the Church for the
youth of the Church. For a full history of this educational effort, see By Study and Also by
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R

ecently, I asked my class of fifty Doctrine and Covenants students if they
felt confident with their knowledge of the doctrines, principles, and
practices associated with the priesthood. Apparently all did! I was so happy at
that moment thinking that we would save several hours of class time on the
topic. In the silence of my office following class, however, I began to wonder
how it was that they knew everything about the priesthood when I myself,
and even Church leaders, were struggling to understand and explain some
of the fundamentals. During the next class, therefore, I had them answer the
following on a slip of paper: How many people in this room hold priesthood
keys?
I was surprised as I read aloud their diverse responses! “1,” “50,” “25,” “4,”
“all of us,” “none of us,” “just the men in the room who hold the priesthood,”
“all who have been through the temple,” and my favorite, most sincere answer,
“I have no idea!” There were almost as many answers as there were students in

Elder Dallin H. Oaks explained that in the Church, organization is hierarchical, but in the family
it is patriarchal, with both husband and wife acting as “equal partners.”
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that room. At least 75 percent of these students, men and women combined,
were returned missionaries! I stood speechless for a moment, then realized
that the hour I thought I had saved was now multiplied.
Over the last few years, I have come to recognize as never before the
importance of helping our students, especially our female students, understand the priesthood and its associated privileges in their lives. We are living
in a day and age when equality, power, fairness, and tolerance are touted
above other virtues. Identity, authority, spirituality, and even God are topics of great confusion for many of our youth and young adults. As a female
member, seminary and institute teacher, BYU religion professor, aunt, and
sister, and having served in a variety of callings in the Church, including stake
Young Women president, Relief Society president, and LDS higher education
chaplain at large, I have come to recognize the strength and influence and
power that comes as a result of knowing and understanding the doctrine of
the priesthood.
Many women, not knowing what blessings they have access to, are on
a mortal journey not taking full advantage of the spiritual feast available to
them, thus minimizing the influence they could have on others. As a result,
some are disgruntled with the Church, feeling undervalued, unappreciated,
voiceless, and not validated. Many women, often our recently returned sister
missionaries, have questions regarding their recent temple and mission experiences and are looking for clarification but end up confused by the variety
of answers they are given, or the lack thereof. Yet the leaders of the Church
are literally pleading for the sisters “to step forward! Take your rightful and
needful place in your home, in your community, and in the kingdom of God—
more than you ever have before.”1 Rather than shying away from what some
may perceive as controversial topics or putting them on the back burner, the
leaders of the Church, both men and women, are facing these topics (such as
women and the priesthood) head on and are asking members of the Church,
including—and especially—religious educators, to do the same.
How can we, therefore, as religious educators, effectively teach and lead
in a way that answers President Russell M. Nelson’s plea, and help our female
students take advantage of their priesthood privileges? Some possible ideas
are to first, humbly seek to understand truths associated with the priesthood
for ourselves, especially the most recent teachings of Church leaders. Second,
recognize possible reasons why many women are living below their privileges.
Third, be aware of what we can do as religious educators to help our women
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more fully take advantage of their priesthood privileges and then help them
act on that knowledge.
Perhaps no one has written more extensively about women in the Church
than Sheri L. Dew, former counselor in the Relief Society General Presidency.
In her book Women and the Priesthood: What One Mormon Woman Believes,
she provides a disclaimer of sorts, which summarizes my sentiments on writing about this topic as well. “First,” she writes, “I am still learning.”2 Second,
she acknowledges that there are many things regarding the priesthood she
still does not understand. Third, she recognizes that she cannot please everyone and some, on both sides of whatever line they draw, will be offended.
Fourth, although neither Sheri Dew nor I have felt seriously marginalized by
members of the Church, we both acknowledge that many women’s experiences are far different. I would add that, fifth, I do not want to come across as
a know-it-all or that I have a monopoly or consider myself a spokeswoman on
this topic for the Church or CES. Rather, I have had many relevant experiences, and I feel a sense of duty to participate positively in the conversation.
What Truths Do We Know Regarding Women and the Priesthood?

In recent years, leaders have given more emphasis to the relationship of
women and the priesthood. Among these are talks given by members of the
Quorum of the Twelve: President Russell M. Nelson’s groundbreaking 2015
general conference address, “A Plea to My Sisters”; Elder Dallin H. Oaks’s
April 2014 clarifying address, “Keys and Authority of the Priesthood”; Elder
M. Russell Ballard’s Brigham Young University 2013 Education Week devotional, “Let Us Think Straight,” titled later in the Ensign as “Men and Women
and Priesthood Power”; as well as Elder Ballard’s 2015 BYU Women’s
Conference talk, “Women of Dedication, Faith, Determination, and Action.”
In addition are Relief Society General President Linda K. Burton’s BYU
Women’s Conference 2013 address, “Priesthood Power—Available to All”
(also reprinted in the Ensign); Julie B. Beck’s 2012 talk at BYU, “Why We Are
Organized into Quorums and Relief Society”; and Young Women General
President Bonnie L. Oscarson’s recent 2016 address “Rise Up in Strength,
Sisters in Zion.” Clearly, there is a call for members of the Church to better
understand the priesthood, especially in regard to women. The following are
some truths that are vital to understand and teach correctly.
To begin, it is critical to understand that even though women are not
ordained to a priesthood office in mortality, as such, they may receive
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priesthood authority, priesthood power, and priesthood blessings and
privileges.
Both Men and Women Are Directed by Those Who Hold Priesthood Keys

Handbook 2 of the Church defines priesthood keys as “the authority God
has given to priesthood [holders] to direct, control, and govern the use of
His priesthood on earth.”3 Elder Oaks explains, “Every act or ordinance performed in the Church is done under the direct or indirect authorization of
one holding the keys for that function.”4 Priesthood authority is directed by
those who hold priesthood keys.5 “Those who hold priesthood keys have the
right to preside over and direct the Church within a jurisdiction.”6 All of the
keys of the priesthood pertaining to his Church are held by Jesus Christ, who
conferred upon all of the Apostles all the keys that pertained to the kingdom
of God in each dispensation. Only the prophet is authorized to exercise all of
these priesthood keys.
The senior living Apostle, the President of the Church, is the only person
on earth authorized to exercise all priesthood keys.7 These keys are bestowed
on presidents of temples, missions, stakes, and districts; bishops; branch
presidents; and quorum presidents. “This presiding authority is valid only for
the designated responsibilities and within the geographic jurisdiction of each
leader’s calling. When priesthood leaders are released from their callings, they
no longer hold the associated keys.”8 Counselors to priesthood leaders and
auxiliary leaders do not hold keys. Therefore, relatively few men hold priesthood keys at any given time. For example, in any given ward, only one man
holds keys for the entire congregation, including both men and women. (The
deacons, teachers, and elders quorum presidents hold the keys to preside over
their respective quorums, but not the ward, and clearly not over the young
women of their age-group.) In any given stake, only one man holds the keys
of that entire congregation.
Women, as Well as Men, May Have Priesthood Authority

Women, young or old, married or single, have authority to perform their callings, under the direction of one who holds priesthood keys, just as men do.
Elder M. Russell Ballard opened the window for a wider understanding of
who has priesthood authority in the Church. “Those who have priesthood
keys . . . literally make it possible for all who serve faithfully under their direction to exercise priesthood authority and have access to priesthood power.”9
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Later in his talk, he elucidated on the role of women in regard to the
priesthood: “We are not accustomed to speaking of women having the
authority of the priesthood in their Church callings, but what other authority
can it be? When a woman—young or old—is set apart to preach the gospel as
a full-time missionary, she is given priesthood authority to perform a priesthood function. The same is true when a woman is set apart to function as an
officer or teacher in a Church organization under the direction of one who
holds the keys of the priesthood. Whoever functions in an office or calling
received from one who holds priesthood keys exercises priesthood authority in performing her or his assigned duties.”10 Therefore, if a female student
is called and set apart as the institute council president, she has been given
priesthood authority to perform that function. When teaching this concept to my students, I often ask, “If a stake is having a joint Young Men and
Young Women presidency meeting, who presides?” “Who has more authority for that meeting, the stake Young Women president or the stake Young
Men president? And why?” Because both the stake Young Women president
and the stake Young Men president were called and set apart by one holding
priesthood keys (the stake president), both have the same priesthood authority. Since neither of them holds keys to the calling, unless otherwise specified
by the priesthood key holder, neither presides over the other. It would make
sense for them to take turns in conducting or presiding in meetings.
Another insight regarding women and priesthood authority comes from
Elder Ballard’s 2015 BYU Women’s Conference talk. Elder Ballard expanded
the idea of priesthood authority when he reviewed several examples of
women in the past and present who played or play crucial roles in the Church.
He continued, “You have been baptized into the Lord’s Church. You have
received the gift of the Holy Ghost, and many of you have been endowed and
some of you have been sealed in the house of the Lord. Like faithful sisters in
the past, you need to learn how to use the priesthood authority with which
you have been endowed to obtain every eternal blessing that will be yours.”11
Note here that Elder Ballard is referring to not only the priesthood authority
that is received by women through their callings but priesthood authority
that comes through faithfully making and keeping covenants, with a strong
emphasis on temple covenants.
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Both Men and Women (Single and Married) May Be Endowed with
Priesthood Power in the Temple

In 1833, the Lord promised to Joseph Smith that in his house, the Saints,
both men and women, would be endowed with “power from on high.”12
Elder D. Todd Christofferson reaffirmed this promise: “In all the ordinances,
especially those of the temple, we are endowed with power from on high.”13
Additionally, Elder M. Russell Ballard clarified: “When men and women go
to the temple, they are both endowed with the same power, which by definition is priesthood power.”14 He also stated, “The endowment is literally a gift
of power. All who enter the house of the Lord officiate in the ordinances of
the priesthood. This applies to men and women alike. Our Father in Heaven
is generous with His power. All men and all women have access to this power
for help in our own lives.”15 Therefore, whether single; married to an active, an
inactive, or nonmember spouse; widowed; or divorced; all worthy members
who have received their endowment have priesthood power. Thus, women,
married or single, have “priesthood power” in their homes. Priesthood power
and blessings may abide in the home regardless of visits from home teachers and other leaders of the Church. Therefore, a question in the recently
published Doctrine and Covenants teacher manual states, “How can those
who do not have faithful priesthood holders in their homes receive the blessings of the priesthood?” could perhaps be worded differently to correct this
misunderstanding.
Can we, as teachers, imagine the strength this truth gives to our single
sisters, living away from home, working, in school, on missions, but with no
male in the home who has been ordained to a priesthood office? Can we recognize the future assurance this may give to a recently divorced young adult
woman who made and continues to keep sacred temple covenants? Can we
see how this may affect a young seminary student being raised by a single
mother, or living in a part-member or inactive-member home?
Sister Dew affirmed, “Endowed, covenant-keeping women have direct
access to priesthood power for their own lives”16 (and, I would add, for those
within her stewardship). She then asks, “What does it mean to have access
to priesthood power?” She responds, “It means that we can receive revelation, be blessed and aided by the ministering of angels, learn to part the veil
that separates us from our Heavenly Father, be strengthened to resist temptation, be protected, and be enlightened, and made smarter than we are—all
without any mortal intermediary.”17 What is the most important outcome of
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this power and how is it received? The Lord has revealed that “the power of
godliness,” including the power to become like him, is manifested through
priesthood ordinances.18 Thus, both men and women are able to ultimately
become exalted beings like their Heavenly Parents.
Women and Men May Receive Equal Priesthood Blessings (Privileges)

Many have a narrow view of priesthood blessings, thinking they are only given
by the laying on of hands for healing, patriarchal blessings, and so on. In truth,
the priesthood provides many blessings, perhaps better understood as privileges, that may come to all members by making and keeping covenants. Those
who hold priesthood keys open the door for all Church members who make
covenants with the Lord to enjoy the associated blessings. For example, many
correctly assert that Aaronic Priesthood bearers may receive the “ministering
of angels.” Many, however, do not understand that the Aaronic Priesthood
holders are among many who also receive the ministering of angels. Elder
Dallin H. Oaks explained, “Those who hold the Aaronic Priesthood open the
door for all Church members who worthily partake of the sacrament to enjoy
the companionship of the Spirit of the Lord and the ministering of angels.”19
Elder Ballard in 2013 similarly taught, “All who have made sacred covenants
with the Lord and who honor those covenants are eligible to receive personal
revelation, to be blessed by the ministering of angels, to commune with God,
to receive the fullness of the gospel, and, ultimately, to become heirs alongside Jesus Christ of all our Father has.”20 Hence, wouldn’t it be wise to make
sure the Beehives understand that they, too, like the deacons, are entitled to
the ministering of angels? I taught this truth to over two hundred BYU students this last year, and few of them “had ever heard it before!”
Providing a broader perspective, Elder Ballard instructed, “While the
authority of the priesthood is directed through priesthood keys, and priesthood keys are held only by worthy men, [with specific priesthood leadership
responsibilities as stated above,] access to the power and the blessings of the
priesthood is available to all of God’s children.”21 Quoting President Joseph
Fielding Smith, Elder Ballard continued, “The blessings of the priesthood are
not confined to men alone. These blessings are also poured out upon . . . all
the faithful women of the Church. . . . The Lord offers to his daughters every
spiritual gift and blessing that can be obtained by his sons.”22
It appears wise then, while discussing something as important as the
oath and covenant of the priesthood, found in D&C 84:33–44, that women
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understand that they too will be blessed to “receive all that my Father hath.”
Perhaps it would be wise to point out to the women that as they go about
their Father’s work, they too are recipients of the blessings in D&C 84:88,
where the Lord teaches, “And whoso receiveth you, there I will be also, for I
will go before your face. I will be on your right hand and on your left, and my
Spirit shall be in your hearts, and mine angels round about you, to bear you
up.”
In addition to the specific truths regarding priesthood authority, priesthood power, and priesthood blessings, helping our female students understand
more regarding their divine nature as daughters of both a Heavenly Father
and Mother is also critical.
There Is a Mother in Heaven!

Another truth that many women cherish is the doctrine that we have a
Mother in Heaven. Still, many Church members feel uncomfortable with this
topic, thinking it is speculative or fringe doctrine. I recently substituted for
a teacher at BYU who taught the new Eternal Family course. Because I had
never taught this class or sat in on it, I asked the students, “What have you
learned so far this semester that has impacted you most?” Instantly, a young
woman’s hand shot up. “The fact that I have an eternal Heavenly Mother and
I don’t have to be embarrassed, ashamed, or secretive about it,” she enthusiastically responded. “Why is that so significant to you?” I inquired. “To know
that I have a Heavenly Mother gives me something so much more real to work
toward, a heritage to be proud of, and a better understanding of who I am
right now. We are always taught that eternal life means that we will become
and live like Heavenly Father. That’s great, but I’m not a man! I get what they
are saying, but it just makes so much more sense now to know that I’m trying
to become like my Heavenly Mother!”
Heavenly Mother had become somewhat of a taboo topic among Latterday Saints over the years. Some state that, among many erroneous reasons,
perhaps the General Authorities and the Lord didn’t speak about her in
order to protect her. In a 2011 publication, however, republished on lds.org,
David L. Paulsen and Martin Pulido compiled over six hundred citations
(many of which are very recent) of Heavenly Mother from prophets, apostles,
and other Church authorities since 1844.23 Elder Jeffrey R. Holland, speaking
as a senior Apostle in the October 2015 general conference, not only publicly
acknowledged, but even gave thanks to, our Heavenly Mother: “To Mother
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Eve, to Sarah, Rebekah, and Rachel, to Mary of Nazareth, and to a Mother
in Heaven, I say, ‘Thank you for your crucial role in fulfilling the purposes of
eternity.’”24
In 2016, Elder M. Russell Ballard admonished religious educators to
“look for and relish these opportunities to explain, doctrinally and spiritually,
why we believe that knowledge of God’s great plan of happiness will answer
most of the ‘why’ questions we may be asked.” He continued, “Expressing our
belief in a premortal life where we lived as the spirit children of a Heavenly
Father and a Heavenly Mother allows us to explain why this earth was created.
One essential purpose of mortal life is that we can replicate that family experience ourselves, only this time as parents rather than just as the children.”25
Additionally, in “The Family: A Proclamation to the World,” the First
Presidency and Quorum of the Twelve Apostles declared that “all human
beings—male and female—are created in the image of God. Each is a beloved
spirit son or daughter of heavenly parents, and, as such, each has a divine
nature and destiny.”26 After hearing Joseph Smith teach the truth concerning
our Heavenly Mother, Eliza R. Snow penned one of our most beloved hymns:
In the heav’ns are parents single?
No, the thought makes reason stare!
Truth is reason; truth eternal
Tells me I’ve a mother there.27

Can we, as teachers, possibly imagine the implications of the truth of
that statement, especially to the young women sitting in our classrooms? For
many, it is a critical part of the answer to the questions, who are we, why are
we here, and where are we going. Hence, we should not shy away from, but
rather “look for,” and even “relish,” the opportunity—especially as CES teachers—to talk about our Heavenly Mother! In so doing, let us also be wise to
teach, following the pattern of Jesus Christ, that we “pray unto the Father in
His name.” President Hinckley reminds us, “The fact that we do not pray to
our Mother in Heaven in no way belittles or denigrates her.”28 For a more
comprehensive understanding of the topic, lds.org has a First Presidency and
Quorum of the Twelve–approved essay entitled “Mother in Heaven.”29
There Are Similarities and Differences Between How Priesthood Functions in Church Administration and in the Family

“My father died when I was seven. I was the oldest of three small children
our widowed mother struggled to raise,” Elder Oaks explained. “When I was
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ordained a deacon, she said how pleased she was to have a priesthood holder
in the home. But Mother continued to direct the family, including calling
on which one of us would pray when we knelt together each morning. I was
puzzled. I had been taught that the priesthood presided in the family. There
must be something I didn’t know about how that principle worked.” Many,
like Elder Oaks was as a youth, are “puzzled” by how the priesthood functions
in the Church administration and in the family, perhaps because, as acknowledged by Elder Oaks, “it is rarely explained.”30
Included in the differences between priesthood in Church administration and family are “keys,” “duration,” “boundaries,” and “calling and
releases.” Perhaps the most important difference is that of “partnership.” Elder
Dallin H. Oaks explained that in the Church, organization is hierarchical,
but in the family it is patriarchal, with both husband and wife acting as “equal
partners.”31
In the Church, the bishop presides over the ward, assisted by his counselors. Some have erroneously suggested that, similarly, the husband alone
presides, while the wife is like his counselor. Elder L. Tom Perry taught:
Remember, brethren, that in your role as leader in the family, your wife is your companion. Since the beginning, God has instructed mankind that marriage should
unite husband and wife together in unity. Therefore, there is not a president or a
vice president in a family. The couple works together eternally for the good of the
family. They are united together in word, in deed, and in action as they lead, guide,
and direct their family unit. They are on equal footing. They plan and organize the
affairs of the family jointly and unanimously as they move forward.32

What happens then when a spouse dies? Elder Oaks emphatically taught,
“When my father died, my mother presided over our family. She had no priesthood office, but as the surviving parent in her marriage she had become the
governing officer in her family. At the same time, she was always totally respectful of the priesthood authority of our bishop and other Church leaders. She
presided over her family, but they presided over the Church.”33
Women Play an Official and Critical Role in the Church

Sister Bonnie L. Oscarson, in the October 2016 general conference, declared,
“All women need to see themselves as essential participants in the work of
the priesthood. Women in this Church are presidents, counselors, teachers,
members of councils, sisters, and mothers, and the kingdom of God cannot
function unless we rise up and fulfill our duties with faith.”34 Both men and
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Can we imagine the strength this truth gives to our single sisters, living away from home, working, in
school, on missions, but with no male in the home who has been ordained to a priesthood office?

women are needed in order to labor in the Lord’s vision for the “salvation of
the souls of men.”35 This work of salvation includes missionary work, temple
and family history work, activation work, teaching the gospel, and caring for
the poor and needy.36
When Joseph Smith turned the key of the priesthood in the women’s
meeting held in the upstairs room of the Red Brick Store in Nauvoo, he,
according to Elder Oaks, “made the Relief Society an official part of the
Church and kingdom of God. This opened to women new opportunities for
receiving knowledge and intelligence from on high, such as through the temple ordinances that were soon to be instituted.”37 In fact, Joseph Smith stated
that the women of the Church were organized after the organization that
existed in Christ’s Church anciently.38 The Church was therefore not complete without the organization of the Relief Society, just as an eternal family
is not complete without the union of two worthy and righteous genders.
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Stumbling Blocks
Confusion by Both Men and Women Regarding the Fundamental Truths
of the Priesthood

Sister Dew, after speaking with many women who were struggling with their
testimonies, concluded, “Often the root cause of the confusion some have
about the gospel comes from the combination of a steady diet of the philosophies of the world juxtaposed against a superficial understanding of the gospel.
The combination is spiritually deadly.”39 Without being disagreeable, I would
simply remind that the more we know about the subject, the more we realize
we do not know. If we, as teachers, are still teaching the truths regarding the
priesthood as found in our old files of more than ten years ago, quoting leaders
that many of our students have never heard of, we are not doing them justice.
I recently went through files that I had for teaching D&C 84. I had two stacks
of paper, one blue and one pink. On the blue paper it said, “What can you
do to worthily use your priesthood?” On the pink it said, “How can you help
the young men you know worthily uphold the priesthood?” I was sick. Not
that these questions were wrong, but I clearly was perpetuating the problem
and adding to the confusion. I could have simply asked both of them, “What
blessings do active covenant-making and covenant-keeping members receive,
according to section 84, because of the priesthood?” Rather, I insinuated that
priesthood was meant only for men, and women were simply bystanders or
supporters. If I did it again, I would probably still use the two colors, but ask
the same question on both, just to make the point. We are told and have been
reminded over and over again that “men are not the priesthood”! If we are not
up to date on the teachings of the leaders of the Church on this topic, we are
doing both our students and ourselves a major disservice by instigating and
perpetuating confusion.
The Erroneous Idea That Only Men Need to Know about the Priesthood

Sister Linda K. Burton, Relief Society General President, poignantly asked
the sisters, “What has been your past experience or attitude when you have
listened to or taught a lesson on the priesthood? Be honest. Was your first
reaction something like, ‘This doesn’t apply to me. This is for the men and
boys over twelve.’ Or when you have read your scriptures and come to a part
that mentions priesthood, have you thought to yourself, ‘I’ll just skip this
part. I don’t need to know this’?” She emphasized that women as well as men
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need to be interested and concerned about the topic of the priesthood. She
continued, “Sisters, we cannot stand up and teach those things we do not
understand and know for ourselves.”40 Clearly, the more the women of the
Church study the priesthood, the more they will recognize how the priesthood functions in their lives. May I suggest that in our classes, we call equally
on the men and the women to answer questions, explain doctrine, and participate in discussions regarding the priesthood.
Fear of Being Labeled a Feminist

For many, the label feminist brings to mind confrontational thoughts or
actions, some of which may be in opposition to the teachings of Christ.
Historically, however, feminism seeks to provide equal opportunities for
women and to empower them to use their agency wisely. Since the Church’s
inception, leaders of the Church have sought to bless and provide opportunities for women, using the true meaning of feminism. As was quoted
in Daughters of My Kingdom, President Joseph F. Smith instructed the sisters, “It is not for you to be led by the women of the world; it is for you to . . .
lead the women of the world in everything that is praiseworthy, everything
that is God-like, everything that is uplifting and . . . purifying to the children of men.”41 From personal experience, LDS women have been granted
opportunities in and through association with the Church. This association
is unparalleled throughout the world and will yield eternal blessings beyond
our imagination in the world to come.
The “All Is Well in Zion,” “I Don’t Have a Problem with It,” or “False
Sense of Security” Approach

When challenged to study the priesthood, some sisters naively respond, “I
don’t need to get into that topic; I don’t have a problem with it,” insinuating
that only the sisters who “have a problem with it” need to study it. Nothing
could be further from the truth! Those faithful sisters are the very ones who
need to be prepared to teach truths regarding the priesthood. If they don’t,
who will? Who will answer the questions of the young women? Who will
mentor their daughters and help them through difficult times (which we have
been told so many times will only get worse) if it is not the mothers, aunts,
sisters, and women leaders? Who will help unify the sisters of the world
with truth if the faithful and strong sisters do not know and understand true
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doctrine? No matter how much we think we know about the gospel, and
especially the priesthood, there is obviously much more we need to learn.
Putting Limits That Aren’t Really There on Women

I remember as a young seminary student asking a leader what I needed to do
to become a full-time seminary teacher. “I’m so sorry, but you can’t,” came
the reply. “They don’t hire women to teach full-time.” Imagine my excitement when I was later hired as a full-time seminary teacher. I remember as
a full-time seminary teacher asking if it was possible to coordinate on the
east coast. “No,” came the uninformed response, “you need the priesthood
to be a coordinator, especially in the East.” Again, imagine my surprise when
I was asked to serve as the institute director/seminary coordinator in the
Boston, Massachusetts, area. Imagine my surprise when I also learned that
I would be the LDS chaplain at Harvard and MIT. I had wrongly assumed
that being ordained to the priesthood was necessary for that assignment. I
was not shocked that both members and nonmembers alike were surprised
to have a woman serving as a chaplain. Frankly, I was too! There was no
change in policy, it just simply hadn’t happened. Finally, imagine my own
feeling of ignorance when, just one week after telling my postdoctoral professor at Harvard that women could not serve as LDS-university presidents, the
LDS Commissioner of Education told me that the General Authorities had
specifically charged the committee seeking for the next President of BYU to
consider both men and women.42
It is clear that some callings in the Church require ordination to a priesthood office, but as religious leaders, we must be careful not to limit our
women simply based on culture, history, false perceptions, tradition, and so
forth. The General Authorities are pleading with the sisters to do more, to
teach more, to lead more. Just because it hasn’t happened before doesn’t mean
it can never happen in the future. I would suggest that rather than limiting,
we empower!
I recall one institute instructor informing me that he did not call women
to be class presidents because it taught them the wrong principle regarding
their place in the family and Church. Although I believe his intentions were
pure, I’m not convinced he himself understood Church and family leadership.
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The Concern That by Empowering Women, We Are Somehow Demeaning Men

There is plenty of room for qualified members and leaders of both genders.
Each role has specific gifts and talents given them. Rather than competing,
unifying is key. The Church handbook states, “The nature of male and female
spirits is such that they complete each other.”43 In an interview I conducted
with Sheri Dew, she stated that whenever there was a major problem with a
decision, she almost always knew that one gender or the other met separately
without including someone of the opposite gender. Perhaps the old proverb
“Thee lift me and I’ll lift thee, and we’ll ascend together” could be of great
benefit to the understanding of male and female roles.
What Can We Do?
Be Up to Date on Prophetic Exhortations and Pleadings by the Brethren
and the Latest Talks by Auxiliary Women Leaders

As President of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, President Russell M.
Nelson exclaimed, “The kingdom of God is not and cannot be complete without women who make sacred covenants and then keep them, women who
can speak with the power and authority of God!” He continued, “We need
women who are devoted to shepherding God’s children along the covenant
path toward exaltation; women who know how to receive personal revelation,
who understand the power and peace of the temple endowment; women who
know how to call upon the powers of heaven to protect and strengthen children
and families; women who teach fearlessly.” Continuing, he expounds, “We
need women who know how to access the power that God makes available
to covenant keepers and who express their beliefs with confidence and charity. . . . It is converted, covenant-keeping women . . . whose righteous lives will
increasingly stand out in a deteriorating world and who will thus be seen as
different and distinct in the happiest of ways.”44
Teachers, President Nelson—the President of the Quorum of the Twelve
Apostles—is speaking to sisters, not in a Women’s Conference but at general
conference! As religious educators, it is critical to be up to date on what the
religious leaders are asking the sisters to do. As demonstrated in this paper, in
the last five years, senior members of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles are
speaking to sisters on extremely important topics and asking them to do more.
Are we staying up to date and carefully listening to these talks so that we can
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help the young women fulfill these mandates? Quotes from decades past
are simply not good enough anymore. The doctrines and principles haven’t
changed, but the applications, policies, and invitations have!
Help All Members Understand the Essential Role of Women in the Work
of the Priesthood

Elder Ballard reminded the women of the Relief Society that their “sphere of
influence is a unique sphere—one that cannot be duplicated by men. No one
can defend our Savior with any more persuasion or power than can you—the
daughters of God who have such inner strength and conviction. The power of
the voice of a converted woman is immeasurable, and the Church needs your
voices now more than ever.”45
Sister Bonnie Oscarson in the 2016 general women’s session of conference declared: “Women of the Church need to see themselves as essential
participants in the priesthood-directed work of salvation and not just as
onlookers and supporters.”46
How many times in a religious setting, especially when referring to the
priesthood, have the women been asked how they can support the men in
their priesthood responsibilities? Shouldn’t the men be asked the same thing
regarding the women? I so appreciated a teacher I observed recently, who,
following general conference, asked what was said not only in priesthood session but also in the general women’s session. He complimented both men and
women for listening to all of conference. In his talk “Keys and Authority of
the Priesthood,” Elder Oaks reiterated the need for men and women alike to
understand the priesthood. He stated, “Since these subjects are of equal concern to men and to women, I am pleased that these proceedings are broadcast
and published for all members of the Church.”47
Create an Environment Where Your Female Students Feel Comfortable
Raising Questions

Many teachers believe they have a safe environment in their classrooms, but
they don’t. When the female students are charged by senior members of the
Quorum of the Twelve Apostles and the Relief Society General President to
better understand the priesthood, you should be concerned if the women in
your classroom are not asking questions or participating in discussions on
this topic. Rather than suggesting specific techniques (although I’d be more
than happy to share what I do if you desire!), the principles of creating a safe
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environment for learning definitely apply to this situation. For example, complimenting students when they raise thoughtful questions, avoiding sarcasm
or demeaning comments of any kind, and treating all students, as Elder Eyring
instructs, as seekers and not doubters.48
Try to See Things from a Woman’s Perspective and Help the Students Do
the Same.

Every semester, I struggle with students pleading for a grade raise during finals
week, and reiterate my “no extra credit” policy. This year, however, after hearing Sister Burton’s invitation to “study, ponder, and come to better understand
the priesthood” and “to memorize the oath and covenant of the priesthood,
which can be found in Doctrine and Covenants 84:33–44,” promising, “By
doing so that the Holy Ghost will expand your understanding of the priesthood and inspire and uplift you in wonderful ways,”49 I decided to change my
policy.
I offered extra credit to all students who took Sister Burton’s challenge to
memorize the oath and covenant of the priesthood, and I had them recite it
to me in my office. I had three students take me up on it this last semester. All
were women. The experience with them was very interesting. Each of these
women passed off the scriptures perfectly, word for word. After they were
done, I asked them what the oath meant to them. “I memorized it with my
brother and it helped me to know how I can help him prepare for his mission,”
the first sister enthusiastically answered. “It helps me be a more supportive
wife so that I can help my husband be a better home teacher and father. We
just got married last semester, so I never really paid attention, but now that
I’m married to someone that has [the priesthood], I need to be a little more
responsible.” The third one quickly responded, “I don’t know but it gave me a
better grade!” I love the honesty!
After listening to these sisters, I realized that as far as I could tell, the only
connection they made between themselves and the oath and covenant of the
priesthood was in how they could support the men in their lives who “had it.”
As I listened intently, I couldn’t help but ask, “OK, but what does this have
to do with you? What oaths and covenants of the priesthood have you made?
What blessings has the Lord promised you?”
Teachers, I ask you the same question: What does the oath and covenant of the priesthood have to do with women? Are we clear in pointing
out that the blessings promised in this oath and covenant are as applicable to
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the women as they are to the men? Or do the women in our classes wonder
if only the men are blessed to receive “my Father’s kingdom” and “all that
my Father hath”? If women, as discussed earlier, receive all of the blessings
of the priesthood, aren’t these their promises as well? Do we sustain the
Young Women General President, speaking under the presiding authority of
President Thomas S. Monson, and teach that sisters too “can be armed with
God’s power, and His name will be upon us, His glory round about us, and
His angels have charge over us”?50
Are we making it clear to the women, lest they think themselves secondclass citizens or perhaps not able to receive all that our Heavenly Father has?
Again, is it possible that some women are living below their privileges because
they don’t know what does and doesn’t apply to them, lest there be some
teacher who can help?51
There are so many magnificent, innocent, and pure motives in our teaching, and it is common to teach from our perspective. Remember that with
so many male teachers and curriculum writers, sometimes our women and
young women rarely hear the gospel taught from a woman’s perspective, and
some things that seem obvious and clear to a man may be confusing for a
woman. For example, can you see why a female student would be confused
by a teacher who, when trying to instruct students about the topic of women
and men in the Church, wrote “power” by the man and “nurture” by the
woman? In our teaching and leading, do we zero in on “preside, provide, and
protect” and leave out the part about “helping one another as equal partners”
and rearing their children together “in love and righteousness?” Is it clear to
us, as teachers, how confusing this is, especially in light of all that our leaders are currently teaching? Can we understand how confusing it is to some
women when teachers state that the Melchizedek Priesthood is a prerequisite
to receiving one’s own endowment? Or when “blessings to priesthood holders” is the topic for a class, and there is no acknowledgment that all blessings
given to a man are also given to a woman?
Give Credence to the Women Leaders

Over the years, and for good reason, great emphasis has been placed on the
teachings of the living prophets. If the female leaders of the Church, however,
have been set apart and given priesthood authority to speak to both the men
and the women of the church, then it seems critical that their words, especially
when spoken under one holding priesthood keys, should be given credence. I
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find it telling that in Elder Oaks’s talk “Keys and Authority of the Priesthood,”
he not only quoted Sister Linda K. Burton, but he also footnoted Sister Sheri
Dew’s book Women and the Priesthood. Could we not follow leaders such as
Elder Oaks? Would it be possible to show more pictures of women in the curriculum we both write and use? When speaking of priesthood, do we show
pictures of beehives partaking of the sacrament, or just men passing it? Do
we show pictures of men and women endowed with priesthood power as they
walk out of the temple? All this requires is a heightened awareness in order
to break old habits.
Involve Women in Councils, Not Only by Title, but with Leadership

Give sisters, as well as brothers, the opportunity to serve in leadership positions, including class and council presidents. As a gentle reminder from Elder
Ballard, “Any priesthood leader who does not involve his sister leaders with
full respect and inclusion is not honoring and magnifying the keys he has
been given. His power and influence will be diminished until he learns the
ways of the Lord.”52
Do Not Give “Authoritative” Answers to Questions the Lord Himself
Hasn’t Answered

Elder Oaks, on a number of occasions, has cautioned members of the Church
to avoid answering questions the Lord has never given answers to. “Let’s don’t
make the mistake that’s been made in the past . . . trying to put reasons to
revelation. The reasons turn out to be man-made to a great extent. The revelations are what we sustain as the will of the Lord and that’s where safety lies.”53
Elder Ballard displayed a perfect example of this when he taught, “Why
are men—and not women—ordained to priesthood offices? . . . The Lord has
not revealed why He has organized His Church as He has.”54 On the same
note, to CES teachers, Elder Ballard also warned all of us “not to pass along
faith-promoting or unsubstantiated rumors or outdated understandings and
explanations of our doctrine and practices from the past. It is always wise to
make it a practice to study the words of the living prophets and apostles; keep
updated on current Church issues, policies, and statements through mormonnewsroom.org and LDS.org; and consult the works of recognized, thoughtful,
and faithful LDS scholars to ensure you do not teach things that are untrue,
out of date, or odd and quirky.”55 Remember that sometimes “I don’t know”
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really is the best answer, but in so saying, we must search diligently in the light
of faith to help ourselves and students know divine truth.

the hands of the Lord in unifying these righteous women, armed with power
from heaven, with priesthood holders serving on the errand of the Lord.

Help Them Understand the Priesthood for Themselves

Help Women Understand That This Is Their Time to Act

Helping sisters become confident in their ability to study and learn from the
scriptures, especially regarding the priesthood and the temple, is critical. If
we, as teachers, can be a guide by their side rather than a sage on the stage, it
will help the sisters become more spiritually self-reliant. Some scriptures we
can help guide our students to include, but are not limited to, Doctrine and
Covenants sections 2, 13, 20, 76, 84, 95, 107, 110, 121, and 124, as well as
Alma 13. Perhaps remind them of the reality that “unto whom much is given
much is required,”56 and a topic of such importance will require great effort
and patience on their part. Attending the temple for the purpose of faithfully
seeking not only for answers but especially for inspired questions regarding
the topic cannot be overemphasized.
Elder Bruce R. McConkie instructed, “This doctrine of the priesthood—
unknown in the world and but little known even in the Church—cannot
be learned out of the scriptures alone. It is not set forth in the sermons and
teachings of the prophets and Apostles, except in small measure. The doctrine
of the priesthood is known only by personal revelation. It comes, line upon
line and precept upon precept, by the power of the Holy Ghost to those who
love and serve God with all their heart, might, mind and strength.”57

Imagine the influence for good in this world if we could help the sisters see
that they, like Esther, have been reserved “for such a time as this”58 and that
they, individually and as a united whole, are needed to lead, not follow, the
women of the world. Indeed, we could help set the stage for immeasurable
miracles!

Help the Women Be Unified in Their Efforts

Recognizing that my assignment coupled with my background would place
me in a unique position to work among women, especially in the Church,
one of the presiding women leaders of the Church gave me some wise counsel. Among other things, she encouraged me to find ways to unify the sisters,
looking for commonalities and building bridges along the way. As religion
teachers, I would encourage us to do the same, especially with our female
students. The world is becoming more divisive and cynical. Women, in many
ways, are being pitted against each other. Opinions are strong and emotions
run deep. Imagine the influence we, as teachers, could yield if we could help
the sisters recognize the strength that comes through righteous united women
working toward and for the cause of Christ. Imagine the great influence we, as
religion teachers, could have for righteousness if we could be instruments in

Conclusion

On 17 March 1832, in the upper room of the Red Brick Store in Nauvoo,
Illinois, after being elected president of the Female Relief Society, Emma
Smith stated, “We are going to do something extraordinary. . . . We expect
extraordinary occasions and pressing calls.” These pressing calls, even “pleas,”
have come from the leaders of the Church to the sisters, over the last five
years as never before. As religious educators better understand the truths
associated with the priesthood for ourselves, recognize possible reasons why
many women are living below their privileges, and are aware of and act on the
knowledge we gain regarding helping our female students take full advantage
of their priesthood privileges, we, like Elder M. Russell Ballard claimed, may
“find the joy and the peace that comes from knowing through [our] teaching that [we] have touched a life, [we] have lifted one of Heavenly Father’s
children on his or her journey to one day be embraced once again in His
presence.”59
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I

Most of the young men stated they would not change the outcome of their missions.
Returning early helped them grow, and by enduring the challenges they faced

n 2002, my world changed when my oldest son returned home from his
mission after only a few months. I was stunned and bewildered, and I
had no idea what I should do. This is not something I knew how to prepare
for. The idea of an early return never occurred to me. My son seemed to do
just fine in his adjustment; I was the one who struggled with grief and loss.
I mourned the spiritual experiences he would not have and the growth he
would not gain. What made it worse was that I knew only one other young
man who had returned early, and his parents moved away shortly afterwards,
so I felt alone. Few friends talked with me about it. My ward family said little.
Some of those who ventured to say anything at all said hurtful things in the
awkwardness of the situation. In the absence of knowing how to handle such
a tender topic and trying to avoid aggravating the pain, most said nothing at
all.
I struggled for years with what it meant. Meanwhile, after a brief period
of inactivity, my son married in the temple, began a family, and moved away
to accept a new job. In time the memories took a back seat, and I seldom even
thought about it. Two more children, both daughters, completed full-time

they chose to be refined by their experience rather than defined by it.
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missions, and that seemed to resolve the challenges of the first. Time indeed
healed the wounds.
Then in 2010 it happened a second time. My youngest son returned
home from his mission after four months due to depression and anxiety. He
was sad, humiliated, and subsequently fell into inactivity. Reeling from the
shock, I found that this time it hurt on a much deeper level. Memories from
the first experience returned with a vengeance, and suddenly I felt as though
my competence as a mother, and in-home missionary trainer, was called into
question.
In both cases my sons returned early, went back out into the field, and
returned early again. After four of these experiences of my sons’ returning
home early, I was beginning to feel like an expert, an expert in pain, embarrassment, shock, and even shame. Why did this happen to my sons? What did
it mean to them? What was our family meant to learn from it?
Sometime later, a student came to meet with me in my university office.
In the course of the conversation, he brought up his experience returning
early from his mission. As he spoke, familiar memories returned, only this
time I was seeing patterns in this phenomenon. As I shared with my student
some of my impressions of my sons’ experiences, we identified some common processes and stages of adjusting to the early return. As I set the parental
feelings aside in favor of the instincts of a social scientist, my student and I
wondered if returning early from a mission had meaning that we could, and
should, explore.
Diving into the literature was short lived. There were some studies on
returned missionaries who served the full term, but no published studies
existed on early returned missionaries (ERMs). As my student and I discussed
it further, we wondered if there were no prior studies because the problem
was so rare it did not require examination. But as time went on, we heard
anecdotal experiences more frequently, so we decided to test the waters. If
nothing else, we felt that studying the issue might provide understanding and
healing for both my student as an ERM and me as a parent. We decided that
outcome alone was worth the effort, so we launched an exploratory study to
ask, what is the experience of early returned missionaries?
Methods

To carry out this study, we used mixed methodology, specifically a sequential exploratory strategy.1 This method entailed gathering and analyzing
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qualitative data through intensive interviewing2 and using that data to subsequently develop a quantitative instrument to survey a larger sample. The
interviews were performed using a constructivist approach with the intent
of building a narrative that represented a shared understanding of the ERM
experience.3 There is some bias in this method because it is difficult to ignore
personal feelings and experiences when filtering qualitative data through
a personal lens. However, the key to making this project work for my team
was to “successfully manage the personal dimension.”4 To do this we used
peer debriefing and cross-checking to gently question our reactions to the
data before beginning the coding process.5
This paper will report the findings of the qualitative portion of the larger
mixed-methods study. A comprehensive report of the quantitative methods
and results were published previously (see Doty et al., “Return with Trauma”).6
To recruit participants, we used purposeful sampling, specifically the
snowball sampling method. 7 My student and I each knew a couple of ERMs,
so we invited them to be interviewed. Those participants knew of other
ERMs who were willing to participate as well. The study seemed to gain
momentum through word of mouth and social media, and we were able to
reach our saturation point, the point in which we were hearing similar stories, 8 in just a few months. We were surprised at the willingness of the men
to discuss this sensitive issue; it made us believe the phenomenon was more
common than we previously thought.
The criteria to participate were fairly broad. First, a participant had to be
a male early returned missionary. We specifically recruited men because of
the social pressure and religious expectation to serve a mission, which is not
the same for women.9 They had to be between the ages of 19 and 65 and willing to grant an interview that would be digitally recorded.
The interviewees included eleven Caucasian men and one Pacific Islander.
Their ages ranged from 20 to 29. All were Utah residents, although one relocated to Utah from an East Coast state just a few weeks after his release. The
participants’ primary reason for their early return differed. Two came home
for medical reasons, four for mental health concerns, two for unresolved
transgression prior to missionary service, two for disobedience to mission
rules during their service, and two for reasons of personal choice.
We conducted the interviews in locations of the participants’ choice,
using a semistructured interview schedule. Interviewers asked the same questions to all participants,10 but the direction the interview took was controlled
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by the participant. The purpose in asking this set of questions was to capture
each participant’s narrative chronologically, allowing each story to unfold
naturally.
As the lead researcher and a licensed clinical social worker, I attended every
interview, accompanied by a student. One of us conducted the interview, and
the other took field notes.11 The interviews lasted between thirty-five minutes
and two hours. The longer interviews were with men who had not previously
talked about their mission experience with anyone, including immediate
family, and they admitted that speaking with a nonjudgmental third party
was a cathartic experience for them. All participants were offered counseling resources to assist them in dealing with unexpected emotional responses,
which occurred in more than half of the interviews.
The digital voice recordings were transcribed by a contracted employee,
and the transcripts were read and checked for accuracy by a student researcher.
Each transcript was coded by at least two researchers in order to identify and
describe broad themes in the interviews.12 Once completed, the team met
together to conduct axial coding, or develop the themes in greater detail,
as delineated by Strauss and Corbin.13 We found several common themes,
which became the basis for this paper. These themes also formed the foundation for the questions developed for the survey instrument that was later
administered.14
The themes logically fell into what seemed to be the narrative of the
entire mission experience: the decision to serve, the mission experience, the
circumstances that led to the early release, what it was like coming home,
the adjustment to postmission life, and what they would change about their
mission. This is the story that evolved from the interviews, supported by quotations from the interviewees (whose names have been changed).
Results
The Decision to Serve

Most young men begin the process of serving a mission in the same way: making the decision to go. And for most young men, this is no small decision,
regardless of how faithful they are. There are still pros and cons to be weighed,
sacrifices to be considered, and future plans to take into account. When asked
how they made the choice to serve, the young men shared processes that are
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probably similar to those who served the full term. They had a variety of reasons for going.
For some, like Brad, the decision was easy and seemed the natural course
to take:
I was just going through the motions, I guess. When it was time to go I thought,
“Okay, this is what you do. This is how it needs to go down.” So I signed up and went.
There wasn’t a whole lot of thought to it.
—Brad (returned due to physical health issue)

Others went because they believed it was expected of them to serve; there
was little choice for them to make. They wrestled with the decision between
expectation and desire. The choice seemed not to be a choice at all, and they
felt guilty for not having the desire, which compounded the difficulty of the
decision.
Ever since I was born, I felt that it wasn’t my decision. I felt it was something that
you had to do. It was a burden, honestly, all growing up, thinking about it. I can’t
remember anyone ever asking me if I wanted to serve. It was just expected of me in
my certain ward and in my family. There was no question around it. It’s just that
when the time comes, you serve, and you do so honorably. It was a burden on me. I
honestly stressed a lot. And I think there’s a lot to that stress. . . . Most of the worry
came with “How am I going to explain that I don’t think I want to be a missionary?”
And that was hard.
—Clark (returned due to depression)
I was dating a girl at the time. I was engaged to her. . . . I talked to her parents, and
they said, “No. Our daughter has to marry somebody who has been on a mission.”
And then the week after that, I was [feeling] kind of down, and my mom sent me an
email, “Hey, here’s how you do your papers.” I don’t really feel like I decided to go
on a mission. I just did it to appease my parents and her parents.
—Conner (returned due to unresolved transgression)

And still others chose to go because they had a testimony and truly
wanted to serve.
I was born and raised in the Church. I grew up always wanting to go on a mission.
When I came to be that age, all my friends were going. You say that’s what you’re
expected to do, but I always had a desire to serve a mission, so I was looking forward
to it when the time came.
—Ethan (returned due to disobedience to rules)
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Regardless of their motivation, none of the participants said they were
forced or bribed to go. Some felt they had little choice. But in retrospect they
all acknowledged the decision was theirs to make.
The Mission Experience

Missions officially begin in the Missionary Training Center (MTC). Many of
the missionaries interviewed admitted to struggling in the MTC but ended
up having a good experience there.
I really actually loved the MTC. It started off pretty bad. The first couple of days
were really rough. My companion was a struggle. He had some mental health issues,
so it was really hard kind of babysitting him. And then I was still close enough to
home, and I was homesick, and it was really, really hard. But a week into it I went
to my branch president and said, “I’m struggling with my companion,” and he just
said, “Look, you’re not having any problem with the lessons. You’re learning it
easy; that part’s coming easy. Your job is to make sure your companion makes it to
California. Right now he’s not going to make it. A week from now he’ll be sent to a
service mission somewhere. You need to make sure that you find a way to get him
to California.” And that gave me purpose and just totally changed my experience.
—Brad (returned due to physical health issue)

We surmised that all missionaries wrestle, to some degree, with making
the decision to serve and getting through the MTC. So far, the experiences
shared by these early returning missionaries seemed fairly typical. The exceptions were those who admitted to struggling with anxiety. For missionaries
with no prior history of anxiety, the onset of those symptoms seemed to
appear in the MTC and were a battle from the start.
I was kind of anxious, and it was pretty difficult because my house was ten minutes
away. I think it was a pretty big struggle for me. But it was positive too. I did have a
little trouble eating sometimes, just because I was so nervous. But again, I think that
just comes back to my anxiety that I didn’t really know I had. Anyway, throughout
the six weeks I’d have great spiritual experiences and revelation . . . and then I kind
of just felt alone, like I’d feel like I’m the only person that’s struggling this bad mentally . . . or feeling these anxiety feelings. It just felt like a roller coaster, just up and
down.
—Rob (returned due to anxiety)
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That was a scary experience. In the MTC, when I got there I was in a panic. The
instant I saw that schedule, it was completely packed full with what was expected of
me and the things that I thought everyone else knew that I didn’t know!
—Sam (returned by choice)

We can help our youth better prepare for missions by teaching them the power of the Atonement in
their own lives. And when they do return home early, we can remind them of that same power and of the
unconditional love Jesus Christ has for them.

When the ERMs completed their training and entered the field, the transition to actual missionary work seemed to begin on a positive note for most
of them. They acclimated to the schedule and approached the work with
enthusiasm and dedication.
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I had companions that were great; they taught me the language. I was learning
Spanish. And my mission president was just amazing, and he was really, really good
with helping out missionaries in the field. . . . And I feel like I got to teach a whole
lot as well while I was out there. My third transfer out I was called to be a district
leader, and that was a really good experience.
—Nathan (returned due to depression)
I enjoyed talking with people, being out . . . [with] the less-active people that we
were working with. . . . I just loved talking to people and helping and serving; that
was all good. I just struggled with my trainer. Then after that it got a lot better. With
my second companion, maybe two weeks into it, I just kind of settled in and quit
worrying about home. I really felt like things were going well.
—Brad (returned due to physical health issue)

Even those who felt pressured to serve or were hesitant eventually caught
the vision of missionary work and worked hard to make the most of their
time in the field.
I got out there and met my companion. Instantly, I just clicked with him. Everything
just went awesome. I loved it. And I kind of got involved in the work. . . . And I just
thought, “I’ll do what I can. I’ll do six months; I can do that much.” And then I
started slowly falling more and more in love with everything that was happening.
—Conner (returned due to unresolved transgression)

Circumstances That Led to the Early Release
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And so I spoke with a therapist on the phone. I went to a local psychiatrist as well to
get some medication, but it wasn’t looking like it was getting any better; it was just
getting worse. So in August we decided that it was time for me to go home, that I
had done what I needed to do and I needed to take care of myself. It took about four
months for my mission president to convince me that it was time for me to go home.
—Nathan (returned due to depression)

Those who came home early for unresolved transgression or for disobedience to mission rules seemed to have mixed emotions about accepting the
early release.
We were at this kid’s house. He was 19 and a member, but he’d fallen away. And
his mom had asked us to talk to him and his sister, so we’d just go over there twice
a week and we’d have question-and-answer time. They’d ask questions, and we’d
answer them. And then one day the boy asked me, “Hey, I was making out with my
girlfriend the other day, and [we engaged in petting]. Is that a bad thing?” And I
was like, “Yeah, you probably shouldn’t do that.” And then I got home that night,
and I was just thinking about that, and I thought, “I did that! I haven’t repented for
that. I should repent of that to just clear things up so that when I teach him, I’m not
being hypocritical.” I set up a meeting with my mission president. I went and talked
to him and was like, “Hey, this is what I did. We never had sex or anything like that.
That was all.” And he was like, “Okay, I’m going to have you go out and sit on the
couch with your companion and I’ll call you back in a minute.” He called me back
in, and he told me he’d received inspiration that because of what I’d done, I needed
to go home, and I couldn’t come back for three years. And that blew my mind!
—Conner (returned due to unresolved transgression)

At a certain point the circumstances changed. Even though the missionaries
were working hard and exercising faith, the situation for each of them took
a turn for the worse. Although they gave their best effort and most wanted
to stay in the mission field, it was not to be. Some resigned themselves to the
decision that they had to return home.

Unresolved issues before my mission finally caught up to me, and I was like, “Okay,
I need to take care of this,” because I realized I’m teaching these people to use the
Atonement in their lives and to become better. I was not necessarily living a full lie,
but to an extent though I realized I need to first use the Atonement in my own life
before I can expect other people to use it in theirs.
—Garrett (returned due to unresolved transgression)

[I was diabetic], and after about a year out I was having a lot [of ] trouble controlling
my blood sugars. The [mission president] made it so I wasn’t in any areas riding a
bike, just a car, because it was just too taxing for me. . . . I was hospitalized once. . . .
And after a while, they asked me if I wanted to go home. The first time I said, “No, I
think I’ll continue [serving],” and after a few months, when they asked the second
time, they said it would probably [be] for the best, and I agreed with them. I needed
to get my sugar down.
—Kevin (returned due to physical health issue)

Once the difficult decision was made, it took little time for the missionaries to make the trip home. Most of the men showed emotion when sharing
this part of their stories, especially when they told how they felt about coming home early.

And then, while I was out on my mission, my depression hit. Not because I felt
inadequate or anything. . . . I don’t know why; it just hit. My companions noticed
that there was something different about me. I wasn’t as energetic as I usually was.

Oh, it was hard. It was an internal conflict. I felt bad that I was leaving early. Even
though I know it’s not really true, it kind of felt a little bit of a failure personally,
because I wasn’t able to keep as good of control [of my health] as I felt like I should
have. But I knew it was the right choice.
—Kevin (returned due to physical health issue)
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When my mission president and I had our final talk, he said that if I didn’t [repent
and] go back out on my mission, I would never be deserving of a worthy daughter of
God. That’s what he told me. And that was the worst thing I’ve ever heard, because
it’s like he threw out the Atonement for the whole rest of my life. It’s just disconcerting or disheartening that someone that is supposed to be so highly respected
would say something so demeaning, and I feel very uninspired, because that really
just shuts up the Atonement for the rest of my life in his eyes. And that’s one of the
reasons I didn’t go back.
—Garrett (returned due to unresolved transgression)

What It Was Like Coming Home

There were a variety of reactions from family to the missionaries’ early return.
For those missionaries whose families chose to be supportive and celebrate
their return, the reunion was a positive and healthy one.
I got on the plane to go home. It was lonely trip, just me, the only missionary flying
back. When I got to the airport my family was waiting there like I was a returned
missionary with honor. They were there with their signs, and they were supporting
me and cheering for me. Then, from behind me, someone hugged me. My mission
president was there! He had flown in from somewhere, and he was catching a transfer flight headed back to the mission, and he walked up behind me and gave me a
hug and said, “Elder, it is so good to see you! I am glad I could make it.” Wow! It
was the perfect arrangement. Then we went home. I talked to the stake president;
he was the only one that seemed to be regretting any of it. But it was probably the
best coming-home experience. I don’t think that it could have been better if I had
stayed my entire twenty-four months.
—Sam (returned home by choice)

Some missionaries had family members who were less sensitive to the
difficulty of the situation. This seemed to cause the most pain for the ERMs.
My companion and district leader dropped me off and gave me a hug, and I just
started walking through the airport, and several people said, “Congratulations,
Elder!” “Well done! Two years!” So I flew home and got off the plane in Salt Lake
and came walking down the stairs. I was the only elder getting off the plane. Family
wasn’t there. No one was there. All these other people started clapping and gave me
hugs and stuff, and I was just like, “Hey, thanks everybody!” I didn’t want to be like,
“Oh, I suck. I came home early.” I got my luggage, and I sat there for a while before
my family even came and got me. I had to use some stranger’s cell phone to call them
and say, “Hey, are you coming?” And they were like, “Oh yeah, I guess we’ll come.”
(Long pause) So there it was . . . , my own family . . . , people who are supposed to
love me no matter what.
—Conner (returned due to unresolved transgression)
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Once the missionaries arrived home, they had to face the reactions of
Church leaders, ward members, and peers. While some people were supportive, others did not know what to say. Some chose to say nothing at all, and
others who were well meaning made unintentionally hurtful comments. This
caused shame and embarrassment to many of the ERMs.
I went to church that Sunday. One of my young men leaders came up to me and
asked what I did wrong. I was like, “I didn’t do anything wrong! It just wasn’t for me.
I just couldn’t do it, I guess.” And then everyone was looking at me. It was just so
off. I think they were glad to see me, but no one came up and shook my hand. I just
don’t think they knew what to do. I really don’t think they knew how to handle that.
—Clark (returned due to depression)
It was hard, really hard, especially being in Utah. It destroyed my mom for a while.
She was really upset. Not mad-upset. She was just sad because in the LDS community it’s looked down upon to come home early, and especially because I was sent
home. But coming home just six weeks early . . . it made it kind of hard for some
people to do the math. But when you come home early, you don’t get to do a homecoming talk in sacrament meeting, so then everybody knew. “Oh, he didn’t come
home honorably.” I don’t know if they thought I was a bad person or what, but it
seems when people don’t know the reason why I was sent home, they come up with
a lot of pretty crazy things, almost like the worst-case scenario. I could tell that I was
being treated differently for that.
—Ethan (returned due to disobedience to rules)

The data supports these feelings. Fifty-eight percent of the respondents
to our survey indicated that they felt their ward members received them
poorly or indifferently, almost half felt uncared for or treated poorly by their
Priesthood leaders, and one-third of the respondents indicated that their
friends and family were indifferent or unkind as well.15 These opinions may
be real or perceived, but everyone’s perception represents their reality.
The Adjustment to Postmission Life

Once the initial shock of their early return passed, the ERMs tried to settle
into a routine. Some were faced with the decision of whether to make the personal adjustments needed to return to the mission field. Others had to figure
out how to move forward with school or work. For those who chose to move
on, the perceived stigma of the early release seemed to follow them, and they
would find themselves in situations that brought painful reminders of their
early returned missionary status.
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I did feel a slight stigma when it came to dating, because with the girls it was kind
of like, “Oh, you didn’t serve a full mission. Why not?” I don’t know why but there
definitely was. I didn’t feel at all [like I stood out] from everyone else when I was at
home, but when I came out to Utah I did. I felt like people were like, “Oh, he didn’t
serve the whole time.”
—Nathan (returned due to depression)

Some of the ERMs found the frequent reminders of their early return
so uncomfortable that their usual coping responses were ineffective. They
turned to alternate coping strategies to escape the pain.
I made new friends. I wanted to be included with them in everything they did, so I
started doing drugs and drinking. I stopped going to church, moved in with them.
I finally took all that frustration out, and I felt awesome. I wasn’t frustrated anymore. I didn’t have somebody looking down on me all of the time. It was great. I was
free. I didn’t go to church other than when my brother went on his mission. I went
to his farewell. I think that was the only time I went to church in like two years.
—Conner (returned due to unresolved transgression)

Photo by Mika Matin.

For two and a half years I turned my back on [attending] church, and I never looked
back. And when my friends came home, I was inactive. I just needed a way to escape.
So I took a job on Sundays, and that way I didn’t have to explain to people anymore.
The pain just kind of resolved itself. But my bishop knew that I was a good person,
and he kept accepting my tithing. He didn’t [consider] me inactive at all. He was
just so great, just an amazing guy. He was just like, “Clark is taking a break. He just
needs some time to himself.”
—Clark (returned due to depression)

Some of the ERMs found their early return so uncomfortable that their usual coping responses were
ineffective. They turned to alternate coping strategies to escape the pain.

A few months after my surgery, when I decided to stay home, I had a job and I
needed to get a car. My dad had cosigned on a car with me before I left, and he’d
cosigned with my sisters to get their first car, but this time he told me, “No. You
decided to stay. You’re man enough to deal with your own problems, so I don’t need
to do that for you.” And that hurt. So apparently what I did now is bad enough
that . . . I’m not entitled to him helping me, right? But he had done it for me before;
he had done it for my sisters. And so I was feeling like, “Why is this different now?”
—Brad (returned due to physical health issue)

Other ERMs chose to endure the discomfort. They held steadfast to their
faith, leaned on family for support, and made it through by holding on to the
memories of the positive experiences of their missions. They stayed active in
the Church, even when it was hard to do so.
I’ve gone to church every week since I’ve been home. I feel like I’ve always had a
very strong testimony. I guess what I want to say is I have a testimony of the gospel,
but I don’t have a testimony of the people in the church. I feel like I’ve been active
in the church, but I’ll admit that I’ve had a hard time dealing with the people in it.
—Scott (returned due to physical health issues)
I’m going to a singles ward, and everyone is looking at me, saying, “When are you
going on your mission?” “Actually, I already returned from my mission.” And then
there’s that whole awkward look, “Oh, medical reasons?” Well . . . there was no label
for what I came home for. I suppose I could have said medical reasons; it kind of fits
along those lines, but I didn’t feel comfortable saying it that way because that’s not
what I see as the entirety of the situation. I see it more as a choice. It started with
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that choice; it started with that thought. I mean I chose to come home; they didn’t
send me home. Even to this day it’s confusing, but I choose not to let that affect me.
I just move on and say, “I’m not going to understand this. In fact the more I think
about it, the more it’s going to consume my life, and it’s not a good thing to consume
my life and thoughts about.” So you’ve just got to move on and try and fill your life
with better things.
—Jason (returned by choice)

Disturbingly, 73 percent of our survey respondents indicated they had
feelings of failure regarding their missions. Forty percent of ERMs felt pressured to return to the mission field. One-third of the respondents had a
period of inactivity, and one-third of that third have not come back to church.
Half of the ERMs said they were not as active as before their missions.16
What They Would Change About Their Mission

Most of the young men stated they would not change the outcome of their
missions. They indicated the process of returning early helped them grow
and taught them important lessons they would use throughout their lives. By
enduring the challenges they faced, they chose to be refined by their experience rather than defined by it.
I wouldn’t change a lot of things . . . because of the things that I learned about myself.
Maybe, I think if I could have tried to figure out my anxiety on the mission and
get through which medications would have helped, maybe tried harder with the
counselors. That’s probably what I would have changed. And I probably would have,
could have, stayed out longer or finished the mission.
—Rob (returned due to anxiety)

Even some of the ERMs who chose the path of inactivity and rebellion
eventually returned to full fellowship. Clark’s bishop helped him to come
back to church and resume activity. He married a woman in the temple and
has three children now. He and his wife are active and are raising their children in the Church. He looks back at his mission experience and recognizes
he had lessons to learn.
It’s like the worst things that happen to me are the greatest things to ever happen to
me. I can’t explain it. But I wouldn’t change anything [about my mission]. I really
am thankful. Heavenly Father knew this experience was what it took to humble
and teach me.
—Clark (returned due to depression)

As for Conner, he also returned to the Church when he found himself
facing consequences for his choices.
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Yeah, something happened in my life that made me think back to my roots and what
I wanted. My girlfriend’s pregnant. I’m going to be a dad! And it made me [think
hard about my life]. “What do I do? What do I want?” It took about a month, just
thinking about it all the time. I want to raise my child [in the Church]. There’s
so much in the Church that made me have the values and the morals I did—even
though I was so hard hearted to not think about them. Hearing that I’m going to be
a dad . . . that hard heart just shattered and everything came flooding back to what
I wanted for my family. I wanted that eternal family, and I knew drugs and alcohol
wasn’t going to do it for me. So I went back, and I ended up going to the bishop.
When I told my girlfriend, she was like, “Oh my gosh! I didn’t know how to bring it
up! That’s what I want too!” So it was awesome.
—Conner (returned due to unresolved transgression)

Discussion

As for my oldest son, he recently shared his testimony about the lessons he
learned from returning early. I admit I gained a new understanding of his
perspective about his return thirteen years after the event. He continues to
remember much of his mission with fondness. My younger son is still struggling. However, I have faith that when the time and conditions are right, the
“tentacles of Divine Providence” will reach out for him, as beautifully explained
by Elder David A. Bednar in his message regarding wayward children.17 I am
not at all worried because I have a deep testimony of the all-encompassing
power of the Atonement.
An early return from a mission does not have to be a tragedy; it can be a
teaching tool, regardless of the circumstances. We can help our youth better
prepare for missions by teaching them the power of the Atonement in their
own lives. And when they do return home early, we can remind them and
reassure them of that same power and of the unconditional love Jesus Christ
has for them.
But the stigma early returned missionaries face is still very real. Even
those who came home honorably admitted they felt the stigma was difficult
to move past. What can we do to reduce it? We can give them unconditional
love and support. Here are five ways we can demonstrate that support which
will help these young people readjust to an unexpected and often painful early
return.
1. Welcome them home. Shake their hand, give them a hug, and thank
them for serving. Regardless of how long they served, all service
should be celebrated and appreciated.
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2. Encourage them to share stories from their mission. The survey data
indicated 62 percent of ERMs had strong spiritual experiences on
their missions.18 They should have the chance to share the positive
stories. Unless there are significant worthiness issues, ERMs should
be given the opportunity to report to the high council and speak in
sacrament meeting.
3. Help them recognize that things may be awkward at first. Many
ward members don’t know what to say to ERMs, and they may say
things that unintentionally cause hurt, or they may say nothing at
all. Taking offense is a choice; ERMs can choose not to be offended.
Encourage them to be patient, and the initial discomfort will soon
subside.
4. Regardless of why missionaries came home, help them to ask, “What
am I meant to learn from this experience?” and “What does the
Lord want me to do now?” Counseling can be an important part of
processing the developmental trauma of missionaries’ early return,
even if they did not suffer any mental health problems.
5. Avoid pressuring them to go back out in the field. Support them in
figuring out for themselves what their path forward looks like and
then cheer them on their way.
As members and leaders, stopping the stigma of an early return begins
with us. We can make a challenging experience less so by providing support
and strength to these young people. They are vulnerable and struggle with a
culture that tends to be judgmental. Elder Jeffrey R. Holland stated, “The vessel is in the hands of the divine potter. . . . While God is at work making those
repairs, the rest of us can help by being merciful, nonjudgmental, and kind.”19
Although this counsel was given relative to mental health issues, it applies to
all early returning missionaries. In reality, we are all vessels, broken in one way
or another. May we rally around and support these young people, offering
unconditional love and encouragement, while they work through these difficult experiences that can be for their good (D&C 122:7).
Notes
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peaking at Brigham Young University in 1981, Ezra Taft Benson, then
President of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, remarked as follows:

While the lengthening shadow of worldwide calamities continues to creep over the world, the promise is sure that

I realize this is an unpleasant topic on which to dwell. I take no delight in its portrayal, nor do I look forward to the day when calamities shall come with increasing
number upon humanity. But these words are not my own; the Lord has spoken
them. Knowing what we know as his servants, can we hesitate to raise a warning
voice to all who will listen that they may be prepared for the days ahead? Silence in
the face of such calamity is sin! But to an otherwise gloomy picture there is a bright
side—the coming of our Lord in all his glory. His coming will be both glorious and
terrible, depending on the spiritual condition of those who remain.1

The “Divine Pulley” of the First Vision

With all the renewed attention now being devoted to the study of Joseph
Smith’s First Vision of almost two hundred years ago, what remains missing is a careful consideration of those other factors in play besides Joseph
Smith’s personal desires.2 In what we might call the “divine pulley” of the
First Vision, the Doctrine and Covenants makes plain that God called upon

the Restoration of the gospel of Jesus Christ is a permanent miracle, a message of lasting good news for all.
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the prophet of Palmyra as much as Joseph Smith called upon heaven. His
vision was a two-way movement of symbiotic purposes. Well known is the
question the Prophet Joseph sought to have answered; but if, as President
Gordon B. Hinckley once observed, young Joseph was “permitted” to enter
the grove that fateful spring morning in 1820, what then were heaven’s interests in sponsoring so rich and powerful a theophany?3
The answers to this question are recorded in the preface to the Doctrine
and Covenants. “Wherefore, I the Lord, knowing the calamity which should
come upon the inhabitants of the earth, called upon my servant Joseph Smith,
Jun., and spake unto him from heaven, and gave him commandments” (D&C
1:17; emphasis added).4 What follows in the succeeding verses is nothing less
than the DNA of the Restoration and a clear explanation of God’s purposes
in bringing it forward when he did and why. They read as follows: “That every
man might speak in the name of God the Lord, even the Savior of the world”;
“that faith also might increase” in what today we see as an increasingly faithless world; “that mine everlasting covenant might be established”; “that the
fulness of my gospel might be proclaimed by the weak and the simple unto
the ends of the world”; that “inasmuch as they erred it might be made known;
and inasmuch as they sought wisdom they might be instructed”; that “inasmuch as they sinned they might be chastened, that they might repent”; and
that the Book of Mormon and the restored church might come forth “out of
obscurity and out of darkness.” In fine, God’s purposes were that the fullness
of the gospel might be restored against “the day [that] speedily cometh . . .
when peace shall be taken from the earth, and the devil shall have power over
his own dominion” prior to the Second Coming of Christ, who “shall come
down in judgment upon Idumea, or the world” (D&C 1:20–23, 25–27, 30,
35–36).
Heralded in the First Vision, therefore, was the restoration of gospel
truths, covenants, divine purposes, and authority against the backdrop of an
ever-intensifying, worldwide apostasy and flight to sin, a “calamity” of such
proportions that it will take the return of Christ, the Savior of the world, to
save the world from itself.
Nothing that follows is meant to imply that the restored church itself
will fall away. Such will not be the case, as the Doctrine and Covenants makes
abundantly clear. “The keys of the kingdom of God are committed unto man
on the earth, and from thence shall the gospel roll forth unto the ends of
the earth, as the stone which is cut out of the mountain without hands shall
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roll forth, until it has filled the whole earth. . . . Wherefore, may the kingdom of God go forth, that the kingdom of heaven may come” (D&C 65:2, 6).
Furthermore, the Lord declared at the time of the establishment of the First
Presidency in Kirtland, Ohio, in 1832: “Verily I say unto you, the keys of this
kingdom shall never be taken from you, while thou art in the world, neither
in the world to come; nevertheless, through you shall the oracles be given to
another, yea, even unto the church” (D&C 90:3–4). Thus from the earliest
days of the Restoration, a pattern of apostolic succession was laid down to
ensure the continuation of prophetic leadership over the Church.
However, if the term apostasy is taken in its literal sense of “a complete
forsaking of one’s religion, faith, political party, or principles,”5 and applied
on a worldwide scale, then clearly modern scripture foretells a deepening and
intensifying universal calamity that the angel Moroni referred to in his second appearance to Joseph Smith on the night of 21 September 1823. “He
informed me of great judgments which were coming upon the earth, with
great desolations by famine, sword, and pestilence; and that these grievous
judgments would come on the earth in this generation” ( Joseph Smith—
History 1:45). Considering the fact that the Napoleonic Wars had barely
ended in a terrifying bloodbath that had stained Europe from Moscow to
Waterloo at the cost of millions of lives, Moroni’s sobering prophecies take on
even greater seismic proportions.
Although it is true that “the church of the Lamb of God” will go forward
throughout the world, “terrible as an army with banners,” it will never win any
sort of popularity contest. Rather, its numbers are destined to be relatively
“few” and “small” because of the wickedness throughout the world (1 Nephi
14:12). The fact is, the gathering of the Saints of God “upon the land of Zion,
and upon her stakes” will be “for a defense, and for a refuge from the storm,
and from wrath when it shall be poured out without mixture upon the whole
earth” (D&C 115:6). Thus the Restoration is not a promise of man’s turning
to righteousness but an ensign to the nations—a preparation for, and to some
extent, an inoculation against, the increasing tide of wickedness now enveloping the world.
Such dire prophecies should not obscure the wonderful good or downplay the incredible advances humankind has accomplished over the almost
two hundred years since Moroni’s vision. If so, what are we to make of the
enormous progress in the fields of science and technology, health and medicine, transportation and communication, agricultural production and human
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equality, to name but a few? Thanks to William Wilberforce, Hannah More,
Abraham Lincoln, and countless others, slavery has largely been abolished
in the Western world. Civil rights have been extended and enshrined. The
impending destructions must, therefore, be tempered by the recognition that
in so many ways life today is so much fuller, richer, and more enjoyable than
at any other time in the history of the world. And much bodes well for the
future. One might almost conclude that a utopia is within our grasp and that
humankind is in an ascendancy, in a continuing revolution of scientific, technological, and cultural improvement.
And yet Restoration scripture persists in speaking of “walking in darkness at noon day”— a contrasting action of righteousness on the one hand
and iniquity on the other—and of an ever deepening calamity in a day of
undeniable improvement. Christ’s parable of the wheat and the tares, so well
explained in the Doctrine and Covenants, lends prophecy to this competing
action of good versus evil.
But behold, in the last days, even now while the Lord is beginning to bring forth the
word, and the blade is springing up and is yet tender—
Behold, verily I say unto you, the angels are crying unto the Lord day and night,
who are ready and waiting to be sent forth to reap down the fields;
But the Lord saith unto them, pluck not up the tares while the blade is yet
tender . . . , lest you destroy the wheat also.
Therefore, let the wheat and the tares grow together until the harvest is fully
ripe; then ye shall first gather out the wheat from among the tares, and after the
gathering of the wheat, behold and lo, the tares are bound in bundles, and the field
remaineth to be burned. (D&C 86:4–7)

Of all Christian peoples, Latter-day Saints should be conversant with
the signs and coming wonders of the last days. Not only do we embrace the
writings of Isaiah and John the Beloved’s book of Revelation, both of which
find abundant commentary in Latter-day Saint scripture, but we also claim
allegiance to Joseph Smith’s many revelations that speak volumes concerning
the conditions of a dying world leading up to Christ’s millennial return. So
much of the early history of the Church played out in Missouri and Ohio in
a climate of the imminent expectation of Christ’s Second Coming. While it
still remains true that no man—or angel for that matter—“knows the hour”
when Christ will return, the surprising thing is how much has been revealed
on the topic. And although one does not want to risk being on the wrong
side of future history, modern prophecies are very clear. A careful reading of
the Doctrine and Covenants shows that it speaks apocalyptically, as did the

Apostle John, of “the calamity of the wicked” and of the need of preparing
God’s servants “against the day of burning” (D&C 109:46). Much of it reads
like a modern extension of John’s book of Revelation. If so, what might these
calamities be?
At the risk of simplifying a great complexity, this paper will attempt to
divide these pending calamities into four distinct, though interrelated, categories and will do so not to deny the power of biblical prophecy but to
emphasize what modern scripture brings to bear on the topic. Structured
in a modern equivalent of the ancient four horses of the Apocalypse, these
calamities are henceforth referred to as first, the calamity of sin; second, the
calamity of faithlessness; third, the calamity of disease; and fourth and last,
the calamity of fear and despair. Our purpose is not to raise fears or to speak
pessimistically about the end times. We know that Christ will eventually
return in great glory and “with healing in his wings” (Malachi 4:2). He is
“mighty to save” (Alma 34:18), and his plan of salvation will neither be interrupted nor foiled. Nevertheless, his prophecies are sure. What follows is a
reexamination of those prophecies in light of the coming calamities upon the
earth.
The Calamity of Sin

The Apostle Paul speaks of the “mystery of iniquity” at work in the latter days,
when “that Wicked [one]” shall be revealed, “whom the Lord shall consume
with the spirit of his mouth and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all powers
and signs and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness”
(2 Thessalonians 2: 7–10). Defining such wickedness defies easy explanation,
as King Benjamin learned over a lifetime of experience. “And finally, I cannot
tell you all the things whereby ye may commit sin; for there are divers ways
and means, even so many that I cannot number them” (Mosiah 4:29). Nor is
it always easy to distinguish the good from the evil. “Wo unto them that call
evil good, and good evil, that put darkness for light, and light for darkness,
that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!” (2 Nephi 15:20).
The Doctrine and Covenants speaks repeatedly not of a static, sinful state
but of a world “ripening in iniquity” (D&C 18:6), an age of progressive deterioration in moral and ethical behavior and of almost irreversible decline in
human virtues. Repentance is always enjoined, but if one were to distill the
many faces of iniquity into their lowest common denominator, those most
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calamitous sins would be pride and its twin evil, prejudice. “Beware of pride”
is almost as constant a warning in the Doctrine and Covenants as it is in
the Book of Mormon. Oliver Cowdery, Emma Smith, William E. McLellin,
Ezra Thayre, and even Joseph Smith himself, who was roundly chastised
for “suffer[ing] the counsel of [his] director to be trampled upon from the
beginning” (D&C 3:15), are warned of the consequences of this deadly contamination, which C. S. Lewis calls “enmity toward God.”6 “For verily I say,
tomorrow all the proud and they that do wickedly shall be as stubble; and I
will burn them up, for I am the Lord of Hosts; and I will not spare any that
remain in Babylon” (D&C 64:24; see also 29:9). Martin Luther summed it
up well: “The god of the world is riches, pleasure, and pride.”7
If under the rubric of pride we can include such related deadly sins as jealousy, envy, strife, enmity, contention, covetousness, rebellion, stiff-neckedness,
stubbornness, and the refusal to forgive, then the Doctrine and Covenants
has little else to condemn. The Doctrine and Covenants is, as it were, a modern Book of Mormon in which is written: “Behold, the pride of this nation, or
the people of the Nephites, hath proven their destruction except they should
repent” (Moroni 8:27). If one can also include under the heading of pride
the recurring commitment to going one’s own way, relying upon the arm of
flesh, and leaning upon mere human understanding rather than obeying the
counsels of God, then the lack of such obedience is a prevalent cause of the
world ripening in sin. “O ye nations of the earth,” the Lord warned in 1832,
“how often would I have gathered you together as a hen gathereth her chickens
under her wings, but ye would not! How often have I called upon you by . . .
the voice of thunderings . . . , lightnings . . . , tempests . . . , earthquakes . . . ,
but ye would not! Behold, the day has come, when the cup of the wrath of
mine indignation is full. . . . For the great Millennium . . . shall come” (D&C
43:24–26, 30).
Section 45 of the Doctrine and Covenants speaks of this increasing
proclivity towards sinning in the latter days. “And calamity shall cover the
mocker, and the scorner shall be consumed”—warnings, almost, against
those who dismiss such talk as meaningless religious gibberish. “And they that
have watched for iniquity”—perhaps in reference to those who watch and
wait for the opportunity to sin without fear of legal or moral consequence
or punishment—“shall be hewn down and cast into the fire” (D&C 45:50).
One perceives from such a warning a falling away from those legal, social, and
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cultural restraints on ill behavior that have protected the rights and privileges
of so many for so long.
Summing up the calamity of a world apostatizing into foolishness, filthiness, and sin, the Doctrine and Covenants is unequivocal: “And the whole
world lieth in sin, and groaneth under darkness and under the bondage of sin
. . . because they come not unto me” (D&C 84:49–50). Put succinctly another
way, “as it was in the days of Noah, so it shall be also at the coming of the Son
of Man” ( Joseph Smith—Matthew 1:41).
The Calamity of Faithlessness and Disbelief

We now come to the calamity of faithlessness and disbelief and with it the
loss of a belief in and a love for the Savior of the world and for others. Some
Latter-day Saints may be disposed to dismiss the teachings of other Christian
faiths as misleading falsities worthy of all condemnation and to believe virtually all faiths other than their own are abominations from which little or
no good was ever derived. In doing so, they may fail to realize that Roman
Catholic and Protestant faiths served as fire walls for centuries against the
oncoming tide of secularism that today seems poised and primed to engulf
the “post-Christian” world.
Yet, on the other hand, who would want to revert to the state-supported
inquisitions of earlier centuries or established state religions that for so long
throttled the introduction of contrary points of view, freedom of thought,
and religious expression? As much as some might condemn the excesses of the
French Revolution and the ego of Napoleon Bonaparte, he did abolish much
religious totalitarianism and freed tens of thousands of Jews and other persecuted religious minorities. Much of so-called secularism has been extremely
beneficial in insuring a modern pluralistic religious age where many faiths,
including our own, are free to teach their views without fear of recrimination or persecution. To dismiss modern secularism, therefore, as an inevitable
enemy of faith, is both naïve and shortsighted.
The provenance of modern secularism is difficult to determine. The
abolition of the Christian calendar and the simultaneous transformation of
the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris into a “Temple of Reason” during the
height of the French Reign of Terror in the late eighteenth century might
well have contributed to the start of the modern secular age—retaliations
to the dominance of what many then perceived as a corrupt, uncaring, and
unforgiving clerical aristocracy. And it is likewise impossible to gauge to what
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extent Charles Darwin’s 1859 publication of On the Origin of Species, with its
attendant doctrine of the survival of the fittest, paved the way for the rise of
scientific evolutionary theory at the expense of religious dogma. The Scopes
Monkey Trial of 1925, most will remember, played out against this intensifying argument over the seat of all truth. One might well argue, however, that
the authority of the Holy Bible and its creation account have been on the
wane ever since.
The noted academic Charles Taylor, in his highly acclaimed A Secular Age,
argues that the place of religion in modern society has profoundly changed
in the last few centuries. Tracing the decline of religion from a former age
when belief in God was virtually axiomatic through the Renaissance, the
Reformation, and scientific revolutions, Taylor argues that Christianity must
today allow for “a purely self-sufficient humanism” where a disbelief in God
has become not merely possible but “inescapable.”8 It is not that Christianity
has eroded to the point of irrelevancy or is without defense or that atheism
has replaced it as the dominant new anti-faith. Secularism does not necessarily
mean a belief in the death of God. Rather, it has created a new philosophical “background” in which not to believe in God has become increasingly
defensible and acceptable. A belief in Deity is only one human possibility
among many others. Such a new philosophical paradigm, an ever-changing
marketplace of what determines truth, has enormous ramifications, many of
which are now playing out in an increasingly pluralistic, multicultural, and
sometimes antireligious society.
Of this enveloping secularism, Elder Dallin H. Oaks had this to say:
Evil that used to be localized and covered like a boil is now legalized and paraded
like a banner. The most fundamental roots and bulwarks of civilization are questioned or attacked. Nations disavow their religious heritage. Marriage and family
responsibilities are discarded as impediments to personal indulgence. The movies and magazines and television that shape our attitudes are filled with stories or
images that portray the children of God as predatory beasts or, at best, as trivial
creations pursuing little more than personal pleasure. . . . An increasing number
of opinion leaders and followers deny the existence of the God of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob and revere only the gods of secularism. Many in positions of power and
influence deny the right and wrong defined by divine decree. Even among those
who profess to believe in right and wrong, there are “them that call evil good, and
good evil” (Isa. 5:20; 2 Ne. 15:20). Many also deny individual responsibility and
practice dependence on others, seeking, like the foolish virgins, to live on borrowed
substance and borrowed light.9
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And if faith in God declines in this increasingly secularist world, surely
the love for him will dissipate in equal proportions. For without faith in him
it seems almost academic to talk of either loving him or worshipping the
Almighty. And with the decline of affection for Deity, will there not follow
a corresponding decline in love for one another? Modern scriptures indicate
that “the love of men shall wax cold” (D&C 45:27) in the last days, that there
will be a diminishment of familial affection, and that hatred and perversion will largely replace natural affections. And as in the days of Noah, the
earth will be “filled with violence” (Moses 8:28). “For all flesh is corrupted
before me,” the Lord reveals in the Doctrine and Covenants, “and the powers
of darkness prevail upon the earth, . . . which causeth silence to reign, and
all eternity is pained, and the angels are waiting the great command to reap
down the earth” (D&C 38:11–12).
The Calamity of Disease

The third calamity repeatedly spoken of in modern scripture and more particularly in the Doctrine and Covenants is the calamity of disease. The irony
is that we live in a day and age of remarkable scientific breakthroughs in so
many different fields of medical research. Smallpox—that dreaded, infectious
disease caused by the variola virus—once had a mortality rate of as much
as 30 percent. In the Americas it killed millions, as many as 90 percent of
the indigenous populations, after contact with Europeans introduced this
dreaded disease. Today smallpox has been eradicated after a highly successful worldwide vaccination program. Likewise, poliomyelitis, a viral infection
spread from person to person and which permanently crippled millions of
children as late as the 1950s, has been all but erased as a public health problem, at least in industrialized nations. The availability of new and stronger
antibiotics has likewise dramatically reduced the incidence of scarlet fever
and tuberculosis. Cases of scurvy, another once-dreaded disease, have dramatically decreased due to our knowledge of the remedial power of citrus
fruits, with their abundant vitamin C. So, too, the incidence of diphtheria,
a very serious bacterial disease that affects the respiratory system or the skin,
has dramatically decreased, with less than one case reported each year in the
United States since 2000.10 The rate of childbirth deaths in America has likewise dramatically declined by over 95 percent since 1930, with fewer than
eight women dying for every one hundred thousand live births—one of the
greatest health achievements of the twentieth century. 11
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The result of these steady improvements in agricultural production,
food preservation, health education, and public sanitation has dramatically
increased the life expectancy of both men and women. In fact, since 1850
the life expectancy in the United States has doubled from 38.3 years to 76.7
in 1998.12 Meanwhile society continues to pour hundreds of millions of dollars into the fight against heart disease and cancer in all their deadly varieties.
One can only hope and pray for cures and contribute to support those tireless
efforts of intrepid researchers at the forefront of medical research who, with
new and advanced computer technology, are improving the lot of millions of
afflicted, handicapped, and injured people. We look forward to the continued elimination of some of life’s greatest physical ills.
These medical advances notwithstanding, public health and wellness
officials continue to warn against increasing and alarming trends in diabetes,
alcohol consumption, drug addiction, and tuberculosis. And such river-borne
diseases as cholera, a bacterial infection of the intestine, continue to decimate
populations where modern sewage and water-treatment systems are lacking.
The horrible global pandemic of HIV/AIDS continues to ravage large parts
of the world. Since AIDS was first recognized in 1981, it has caused nearly
30 million deaths, almost three times the total numbers who died during the
First World War. As of 2010, approximately 34 million people were infected
with this disease worldwide, with sub-Saharan Africa being by far the worstaffected region, with an estimated 22.9 million infected, or 68 percent of the
global total. While the rate of new infections has fallen significantly since
2005, this dreaded disease continues to depopulate entire towns and villages,
with more women now being infected than men.13 And there still remains the
very real concern that another flu epidemic, not unlike that of the “mother
of all pandemics”—the so-called Spanish Flu, which claimed the lives of fifty
million people in 1918 and 1919—will somehow be transmitted so quickly
and with such devastation as to cause panic in the far reaches of the world.
To sense the danger, the twenty-first-century reader need only recall the outbreak of the H1N1 virus in 2009 and how far and fast that contagion spread.
For all the advances modern science has made in agriculture, famine
persists in far too many parts of the world, with thousands dying daily from
malnutrition and hunger, most needlessly. It is estimated that 795 million
people go to bed hungry every day.14 Little wonder Pope Francis pleaded,
“You pray for the hungry. Then you feed them. That’s how prayer works.”15
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Despite these marvelous improvements and hoped-for medical breakthroughs, the signs of the times spoken of in modern scripture almost
reluctantly give place to a return of ancient Egypt’s “angel of death” and
on a scale so terrifying as to stun the world. According to section 97, “The
Lord’s scourge shall pass over by night and by day” (D&C 97:23). And the
Doctrine and Covenants says elsewhere: “And there shall be men standing in
that generation, that shall not pass until they see an overflowing scourge; for
a desolating sickness shall cover the land” (D&C 45:31). And what precisely
is the “abomination of desolation,” as referred to repeatedly in modern holy
writ, is not clear, but it bears all the characteristics of yet another universal
and deadly contagion. Whether or not current diseases figure into this prophetic picture, the message remains: “Plagues shall go forth, and they shall
not be taken from the earth until I have completed my work” (D&C 84:97).
The Calamity of Fear and Despair

The Doctrine and Covenants tells of a fourth and final form of calamity, one
that will destroy humankind’s confidence and peace, leading to distress, disquiet, and profound hopelessness and despair. This is the calamity of fear and
despair, of increasingly harmful natural disasters, climaxing with the catastrophe of war.
In consequential terms foreign to most modern scientific ears, the God of
the Restoration often endows natural disasters with signs-of-the-times, supernatural meanings. “For not many days hence and the earth shall tremble and
reel to and fro like a drunken man,” says the Lord in section 88.
And the sun shall hide his face, and shall refuse to give light; and the moon shall be
bathed in blood; and the stars shall become exceedingly angry, and shall cast themselves down as a fig tree falleth from off a fig tree.
And after your testimony cometh wrath and indignation upon the people.
For after your testimony cometh the testimony of earthquakes, that shall cause
groanings in the midst of her, and men shall fall upon the ground and shall not be
able to stand.
And also cometh the testimony of the voice of thunderings, and the voice of
lightnings, and the voice of tempests, and the voice of the waves of the sea heaving
themselves beyond their bounds.
And all things shall be in commotion; and surely, men’s hearts shall fail them;
for fear shall come upon all people. (D&C 88:87–91)

Such devastating events as earthquakes, tsunamis, ocean surges, hurricanes and cyclones, volcanic eruptions, and other forms of natural disasters
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have been with us since time immemorial. Nevertheless, this cannot take away
from the fact that they have always owned special scriptural meaning, portending impending events of enormous significance. Such was the case with
the birth and crucifixion of the Savior, as indicated both in the Holy Bible
and more dramatically in the Book of Mormon. Whether the difference in
the last days be the increasing frequency, deadlier intensity, and universality
of disaster or the fact that humans, in their sprawling cities and habitants,
have built in harm’s way, the result inevitably will be a calamity of fear and
deepening despair.
Not only will the end-times see such calamities of nature, they will also
witness human-made ecological disorders and disruptions. “Yea, it shall
come in a day when there shall be great pollutions upon the face of the earth”
(Mormon 8:31). What, precisely, these “great pollutions” might be are not
itemized, but to the modern observer they might point to contaminations
of all kinds on the land, in the atmosphere; in the rivers, lakes, streams, and
oceans; and in a climate of global warming.
The hard truth is that all these events will occur in an age of early warning
signs, rapid satellite observations and transmissions, and instant worldwide
communications that can predict and warn millions against another Pompey,
another San Francisco earthquake and fire, another 2004 Indian Ocean/
Indonesian tsunami, or another Hurricane Katrina or Hurricane Harvey.
The final source of fear will stem from intensifying, ruinous war. Echoing
the words of Moroni spoken just eight years before, section 1 of the Doctrine
and Covenants speaks of an impending time “when peace shall be taken from
the earth, and the devil shall have power over his own dominion” (D&C
1:35). Section 87 likewise anticipates war being “poured out upon all nations,”
beginning with the American Civil War, after which “war shall be poured out
upon all nations” (D&C 87:2, 3). Other prophecies indicate that in the latter
days “shall be heard of wars and rumors [news] of wars, and the whole earth
shall be in commotion, and men’s hearts shall fail them, and they shall say that
Christ delayeth his coming until the end of the earth” (D&C 45:26).
Although the Congress of Vienna had convened just a few years before
Moroni’s visit— where Great Britain’s Lord Castlereagh, Austria’s Klemens
von Metternich, and Russia’s tzar Alexander I had hammered out a remarkable
“lasting peace” and a Holy Alliance that would endure for a century—modern
scripture affirms that, tragically, it would eventually surrender to a worldwide conflagration. The Great War of 1914–1918 ended in the staggering
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loss of over nine million lives. Its vindictive Treaty of Versailles led inexorably
to the Second World War, with its death toll perhaps as high as sixty million, including racial genocide of staggering proportions. Today, in fear of a
nuclear holocaust, wherein “all men are cremated equal” (to borrow Dexter
Gordon’s famous phrase), the modern man and woman live in an age of “wars
and rumors of wars” and of terrorism on a worldwide scale, wondering if and
when an even greater, more horrible conflict awaits. “Watch, for the adversary
spreadeth his dominions, and darkness reigneth; And the anger of God kindleth against the inhabitants of the earth; and none doeth good, for all have
gone out of the way” (D&C 82:5–6).
Though Latter-day Saints applaud every effort at forging peace in our
time, Restoration scriptures predict that wars will end the political world’s
state as we now know it.
And thus, with the sword and by bloodshed the inhabitants of the earth shall
mourn; and with famine, and plague, and earthquake, and the thunder of heaven,
and the fierce and vivid lightning also, shall the inhabitants of the earth be made to
feel the wrath, and indignation, and chastening hand of an Almighty God, until the
consumption decreed hath made a full end of all nations. (D&C 87:6)

In terminology that repeatedly refers to people’s kindling the “wrath of
God,” the Doctrine and Covenants nevertheless lays responsibility for the
increasing tempo of war not at the throne of heaven but at the feet of humankind. “Man’s inhumanity towards man” and the vengeful nature of so many
are the causes of God’s withholding his Spirit of peace.
Conclusion

To summarize, taken in their aggregate, the calamities spoken of above leave
little doubt that unless the world repents of its evil ways, sin will abound,
faith in Christ and love of God will dissipate, deadly diseases and famine will
become ever more rampant, natural disasters and human-made pollutions
will abound, and war will be waged on so grand and punishing a scale as to
instill an appalling fear and jeopardize the very future existence of the planet.
Christ’s Second Coming, though signifying the end of the world as we now
know it, will save the world from itself. “And except those days should be
shortened, there should none of their flesh be saved; but for the elect’s sake,
according to the covenant, those days shall be shortened” ( Joseph Smith—
Matthew 1:20). And again, “And plagues shall go forth, and they shall not be
taken from the earth until I have completed my work, which shall be cut short
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in righteousness” (D&C 84:97). And elsewhere the Lord speaks of “hastening
his time” and of coming “quickly,” perhaps another way of saying “just in time”
(D&C 39:24). Speaking of this ultimate ecological miracle at a time of almost
universal apostasy, the Doctrine and Covenants puts it this way: “I am holding my Spirit from the inhabitants of the earth. I have sworn in my wrath, and
decreed wars upon the face of the earth, and the wicked shall slay the wicked,
and fear shall come upon every man; and the saints also shall hardly escape;
nevertheless, I, the Lord, am with them, and will come down in heaven from
the presence of my Father and consume the wicked with unquenchable fire”
(D&C 63:32–34).
The purpose of this paper has not been to enthrone evil at the expense of
good, to destroy faith in the presence of fear, or to downplay the affirmative
in the face of the coming negative. So much of a positive, constructive nature
has occurred in the world since the First Vision in almost all walks of life that
one marvels. In the divine pulley of the Restoration, Joseph Smith surely had
much in mind when he entered the grove that spring morning in 1820. But
so, too, did the Father of Lights, who, “knowing the calamity which should
come upon the inhabitants of the earth called upon [his] servant Joseph
Smith, Jun. and spake unto him from heaven, and gave him commandments.”
While the lengthening shadow of worldwide calamities continues to creep
over the world, the promise is sure that the Restoration of the gospel of Jesus
Christ is a permanent miracle, a message of lasting good news for all. As an
ancient Old Testament prophet phrased it: “For the Lord will not cast off
for ever; but though he cause grief, yet will he have compassion according to
the multitude of his mercies. For he doth not afflict willingly nor grieve the
children of men” (Lamentations 3:31–33). Good will ultimately prevail, and
Christ will yet come with healing in his wings.
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ormons in the Piazza: History of the Latter-day Saints in Italy is a tour
de force and has immediately become a model for future histories written about Latter-day Saints living, working, serving, and struggling to find a
place in nations outside the United States.
Toronto, Dursteler, and Homer have given an invaluable gift to those
who served LDS missions in Italy; LDS men and women who worked for
private companies, US military, and various government agencies in Italy;
immigrants who encountered and joined the Church in Italy; and most importantly, Italian Latter-day Saint converts and their descendants. Additionally,
the authors have provided a compelling and well-crafted narrative for nonLatter-day Saint Italians, especially religious studies scholars and academics
who are interested in “Italy’s transition from a monolithically Catholic country to a condition of modern religious pluralism” (back jacket blurb).
The nearly six-hundred-page book covers the period from when Mormon
missionaries first turned their attention to the Kingdom of Sardinia in
1849–51 (Italian unification did not occur until 1861) until the “Mormon
Moment” in the twenty-first century. One expects a book written by three
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different authors to be somewhat uneven, but the authors and the editorial
staff at BYU’s Religious Studies Center have done a remarkable job to even
out the differences in tone, writing style, and depth of analysis by each author.
The book is a superb example of the historian’s craft even though only one
of the authors is a university historian (Eric R. Dursteler, PhD in history from
Brown University). The other two authors are independent historians with
impressive publication on a number of historical topics ( James A. Toronto,
PhD in Middle Eastern studies from Harvard University and Michael W.
Homer, JD from University of Nebraska at Lincoln).
Using a wide array of sources, including non-LDS sources in Italy, the
authors have written a compelling and nuanced story of the Mormon experience in Italy. That story actually began in the United States when the Second
Great Awakening, a period of intense religious excitement and activity, was
waning in the 1850s. At this same moment, The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints witnessed a greatly expanded missionary effort beyond the
United States, Canada, and the British Isles, which had been its focus from
1830 until 1849.
In a bold move, Brigham Young and other Church leaders announced
a major missionary effort in 1849 that included non-English-language
missions. They hoped to establish the Church around the world, primarily
in continental Europe. Specifically, Church leaders hoped to establish a base
of operations in the Apennine or Italian Peninsula that would allow them
to expand their missionary effort to the Middle East and as far away as the
Indian subcontinent.
This proselytizing effort was based on the “Great Commission,” as it is
known by New Testament scholars. The “Great Commission” is found at
the end of Matthew’s Gospel, “Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost:
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and,
lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world” (Matthew 28:19–
20). From the very beginning, Mormons had taken the “Great Commission”
very seriously. LDS Apostle Lorenzo Snow and his missionary companions
believed they were fulfilling this commission when they “opened the Italian
Mission in the Kingdom of Sardinia in 1850” (1).
The authors outline those efforts, which included spreading the restored
gospel among the people of the Italian peninsula and eventually to the islands
of Sicily and Sardinia, through well-organized, well-written, and brilliantly
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argued chapters. Of course, Mormons in the Piazza is not the first effort to
tell the story of LDS missionary efforts beyond North America. However, it
is the best book-length treatment, building upon significant articles, chapters,
and books that cover similar themes. Generally, such histories have usually
been told from the perspective of the LDS missionary and LDS mission leaders. In this case, the authors make sure those important voices are heard, but
they have also incorporated the voices of others, including some of those who
“dropped out” (see chapter 13, “Why Some Dropped Out: Challenges to
Church Growth,” 453–87).
Although every chapter adds to our understanding, Mormons in the
Piazza makes several critical and important contributions to our understanding of the emergence of Mormonism in Italy. First, the book places
Mormonism in a larger scholarly conversation about the “emerging portents
of a ‘new religious tradition’” (ix). Although the Restoration is considered
unique in its message, authority, and history, it is also one among many new
religious movements to emerge in the recent past. As Rodney Stark suggests,
therefore, Mormonism provides historians and sociologists an opportunity
to examine why some new religious movements succeed and why others fail.1
Second, the book considers LDS missionary work at the macro and
micro levels. The authors go well beyond sources readily available at the
Church History Library in Salt Lake City, sources that often focus on the
perspective of the missionaries (generally North Americans), to examine “the
personal experience of the converts themselves” (xi).
Third, the authors also survey carefully the “strategies, methods, and challenges of missions since the mid-twentieth century” (xi). This brilliant study
is one of the few that examines “issues such as organization, policies, immigration, and conversion/retention over an extensive time period” (xi).
Fourth, although this book cannot be a “comprehensive account and
thorough analysis of the people, events, and issues related to” the history
of the LDS Church in Italy, the authors “fill [a] gap in [LDS] literature
by presenting historical information and analysis concerning the growth
of Mormonism in Italy, issues surrounding the internationalization of the
church, the emergence of new religious movements in Europe’s evolving religious marketplace, and conversion and retention in faith communities that
aggressively pursue missionary outreach” (x).
Chapter 1, “From the Great Basin Kingdom to the Kingdom of Sardinia,
1849–51” (1–44); chapter 2, “Expansion and Opposition, 1851–52” (45–80);
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chapter 3, “Strife, Despair, and a Spirit of Emigration, 1852–55” (81–104);
chapter 4, “Outreach to Catholics and Dwindling Mormon Presence,
1855–67” (105–36); and chapter 5, “Emigrating to the ‘Land of Ephraim’”
(137–76), cover the early beginnings and end of the very first missionary
push in Italy. Much of these chapters draw heavily upon Michael Homer’s
and James Toronto’s earlier work (see “Bibliography,” 564–65 and 574–75).
Nevertheless, these chapters provide new insights, mature thinking about specific topics that can only occur after dozens of years researching, writing, and
publishing on a specific topic. These chapters are fresh, crisp, and nuanced.
The authors argue that the timing of the arrival of Latter-day Saint
missionaries was perfect to win numerous converts because “three positive factors converged: political reforms in the Kingdom of Sardinia, socioreligious
ferment and spiritual seeking in the Waldensian community [in the Cottian
Alps], and renewed evangelical enthusiasm within the Mormon community
[in the Great Basin, United States] following the migration westward” (530).
Chapter 6, “Retreat or Return: Mormons and Italy, 1867–1945” (177–
212), is a bridge to help connect the first successful missionary effort in the
1850s with the next successful missionary effort beginning in the late 1960s.
Based on Dursteler’s important essay “One Hundred Years of Solitude:
Mormonism in Italy, 1867–1964,”2 this chapter carefully outlines the various
factors that prevented the Church in making Italy a focus of its missionary
effort during a long period.
Some of those factors originated in Utah with the Church and others
in Italy itself. As the authors opine about the last phase of the retreat, “From
1929 on [because of Italian Fascism’s suspicion of Protestant groups and its
alliance with Catholicism], the door for the Mormons to return to Italy was
effectively closed, and it would not reopen until the years following World
War II” (211).
Chapter 7, “Prelude to a Second Mission: The Postwar Period in Italy,
1945–65” (213–58); chapter 8, “Reopening the Italian Mission, 1965–71”
(259–314); chapter 9, “Struggling to Take Root: Organizational, Media,
and Social Challenges” (315–50); chapter 10, “The Golden Age of Church
Expansion, 1971–85” (351–82); and chapter 11, “Increasing Maturation and
Acceptance in Public Life, 1985–2012” (383–422), cover the second successful missionary effort during the second half of the twentieth century until the
present day.
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The authors argue again that timing for the second missionary effort was
perfect to win numerous converts because post-Second World War “social
dislocation, economic upheaval, and political change” provided an opportunity for minority religions to prosper. However, the authors argue the Church
“missed a golden opportunity . . . that could have provided deeper and stronger
roots to nurture growth during the second mission” by delaying direct missionary efforts in Italy after the war by twenty years (530).
Richard Lyman Bushman noted, “The art of the historian is to extract
useful information from original sources whether negative or positive.”3
Toronto, Dursteler, and Homer have not shied away from doing that kind of
historical spade work among the sources, and as a result, they have produced
two insightful chapters about conversion and deconversion among Italian
Latter-day Saint converts: chapter 12, “Why They Joined: The Appeal of the
Contemporary Church” (423–52), and chapter 13, “Why Some Dropped
Out: Challenges to Church Growth” (453–88).
These chapters are informative, candid, careful, and cautious. The questions raised and the observations made in these two important chapters seem
particularly relevant today as many Latter-day Saints deal with conversion

Reprinted from Papini, Come Vivevano.
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and deconversion of family, friends, and associates—people they deeply care
for and love.
It is not surprising for any Italian returned missionary—all three authors
served as young missionaries in Italy—to discover that “moral drift and
lack of clear values in [Italian] society” and “disaffection with the Catholic
Church” explain why some early converts joined the Church (425–26). Like
in any country, “personal crises and the search for existential meaning” and
“seeking alternative paths to spiritual fulfillment” opened the door for many
missionaries in Italy (428–29). The authors also identify the importance of
LDS doctrine, worship, community, and practice, including spiritual experiences, as important factors in why people joined the Church.
In discussing why some dropped out, the authors identify challenges
that any faith community will experience in an increasingly secular world.
Toronto recently served as a mission president in Italy and certainly thought
about “real growth,” an important discussion and contribution of the book
(455–59). While many would attribute inactivity to a lack of testimony, the
authors correctly observe that this idea “oversimplifies and distorts the complex reality surrounding religious change” (486). Thoughtfully, the authors
note, “A constellation of personal motives, social forces, and internal church
dynamics are at play as spiritual seekers weigh options in the religious marketplace, and most converts make a multifaceted decision based on innate
human needs for meaning in life, group affiliation, and physical and economic well-being” (486–87).
In the penultimate chapter, chapter 14, “The ‘Mormon Moment’ in Italy:
An Intesa and a Temple” (489–528), the authors argue the hard-won Intesa
(full religious status and rights to religious communities given by the Italian
government) and the building of a LDS temple on the outskirts of Rome
have been significant benchmarks in the history of the Church in Italy—part
of the “Mormon Moment.” From an individual perspective, these two events
provided many Italian Latter-day Saints a sense of vindication—validation
for their individual sacrifices in joining the Church. Nevertheless, the authors
observe, the Latter-day Saint story “reminds us that, in Italy as elsewhere, a
declaration of civil rights is a far cry from the realization of civil rights” (527).
Toronto, Dursteler, and Homer provide an important analysis and synthesis of their study of the rise of Mormonism in Italy as the final chapter of
the book, chapter 15, “Reflection on the Rise of Mormonism in Italy” (529–
42). Most importantly, the authors point to their contribution to understand
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“the nature, challenges, and outcomes of Mormon expansion in Italy” (529) as
a means of understanding the nature, challenges, and outcomes of Mormon
expansion into other international areas. Such insights make this book more
valuable than a country history of the Church, but a lens by which one could
look at any land where Mormonism has and is attempting to make a permanent community of believers.
Mormons in the Piazza is certain to become the seminal work not just
of the history of the Latter-day Saints in Italy but also of “how new religious
movements arise, expand, and take root in societies around the world” (530).

Notes
1. See Rodney Stark, “Preface,” and, “The Basis of Mormon Success,” in The Rise of
Mormonism, ed. Reid L. Neilson (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005), ix, 114–38.
2. Eric Dursteler, “One-Hundred Years of Solitude: Mormonism in Italy, 1867–1964,”
International Journal of Mormon Studies 4 (2011): 119–48.
3. Richard Lyman Bushman, “Foreword,” in From Darkness unto Light: Joseph Smith’s
Translation and Publication of the Book of Mormon, by Michael Hubbard MacKay and
Gerrit J. Dirkmaat (Provo, UT: Religious Studies Center; Salt Lake City: Deseret Book,
2015), vi.
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Benjamin E. Park (bpark@shsu.edu) is an assistant professor of history at Sam Houston
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Matthew J. Grow, Ronald K. Esplin, Mark Ashurst-McGee, Gerrit J. Dirkmaat, and Jeffrey D. Mahas, eds. Council of Fifty,
Minutes, March 1844–January 1846. Vol. 1 of the Administrative Records series of The Joseph Smith Papers, ed.
Ronald K. Esplin, Matthew J. Grow, and Matthew C. Godfrey. Salt Lake City: Church Historian’s Press, 2016.

he Council of Fifty, a clandestine organization founded by Joseph Smith
in the final months of his life, has remained one of the most controversial
episodes in LDS history. Created during Smith’s 1844 presidential run and
while internal and external tensions in Nauvoo were reaching a boiling point,
the council embodied both the Church’s growing anxiety and its desperate
attempts to find some path to resolution. And because the written records
of the council have been restricted from scholars since their origin, the many
historians who have tried to reconstruct these meetings were forced to do the
equivalent of seeing a picture through its negative: tracing all the contours,
purposes, and activities simply through outlining everything taking place
around it. But despite these valiant efforts, there remained a poignant hole at
the center of Nauvoo’s history.
With the publication of the Council of Fifty minutes as the sole volume
in the Joseph Smith Papers’s Administrative Records series, that hole can now
be filled. These are richly detailed notes from two years’ worth of meetings
that took place between March 1844 and January 1846. They were written by
William Clayton, the council’s secretary, who took loose notes at the moment
RE · VOL. 18 NO. 3 · 2017 · 183–87
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and then copied them into three small minute books. He was instructed to
destroy the original records, but the books remained in Church possession
ever since. The minute books were handed over to the Joseph Smith Papers
Project a few years ago as reference tools for their work on Nauvoo-related
volumes, and they soon received permission to publish the entirety of the
Nauvoo records. The very existence of this volume is a testament to the
Church’s commitment to historical transparency.
The immediate prompt for the council’s organization in early March
1844 was a report from several Saints living outside of Nauvoo of potential
new settlement opportunities in the Southwest. As problems with their
Illinois neighbors continued to grow, it made sense to look elsewhere for further expansion, and Texas seemed a promising option. This news came on
the heels of Smith publicly announcing his run for the White House and
when an earnest effort to send electioneering missionaries across the nation
was underway. The Church’s leadership was busy. It was logical, then, to create a new council that could oversee these activities, both public and private,
in a pattern that matched Smith’s consistent desire to correlate developments
through governing bodies. This was not to be a simple rubber-stamp assembly
either: Smith urged that “he did not want to be forever surrounded by a set
of doughheads” (39). Participants were sworn to secrecy, and the group met
nearly weekly for the rest of Smith’s life.
Discussions, which were structured to hear from the oldest down to the
youngest, revolved around political questions. Disillusioned with America’s
democratic system, they imagined alternate forms of sovereignty. “All seemed
agreed,” noted minutes from the first meeting, on 11 March, “to look to some
place where we can go and establish a Theocracy either in Texas or Oregon
or somewhere in California &c” (40). They believed their council, organized
“after the pattern of heaven” (43), was a prototype for world governance during the Millennium. This new political structure was based on several crucial
elements. First, since modern secular governments overlooked the divine
origin of laws, God’s authority would reign supreme. And second, building
off of the Church’s mistreatment in Missouri and Illinois, the government
had to preserve the rights and liberties of all religious minorities. The council even appointed a committee to draft a new constitution that was related
to but diverged from America’s model. The resulting document, presented
at the 18 April meeting, fit into a larger tradition of alternate constitutions
drafted by marginal and outcast players in America’s political body. Yet even
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that was not enough, as Smith received a revelation a week later that declared
the entire council was “my constitution” (137). God’s governance was too
sacred and living to be reduced to text.
Though the council focused on overseeing federal petitions and political
machinations in the spring and summer of 1844, Smith’s martyrdom proved
a turning point. The council members took a six-month break following their

Courtesy of Wiki Commons.
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president’s death in June and did not convene again until January 1845. Once
reassembled, Brigham Young used the council to centralize his authority and
coordinate the Church’s defense against external accusations. The tone of the
meetings also became more ominous. Smith had allowed three non-Mormons
into the council as a testament to his nonsectarian commitment, but Young
dismissed them and reaffirmed ecclesiastical loyalty. In many ways, the “Lion
of the Lord” tested his roaring voice within the meetings of the council. Many
had given up hope that America’s democratic system could save them. As
participants condemned the state and federal governments for failing to protect the adherents of the Mormon faith, discussions often became unwieldy.
Clayton complained at an earlier meeting that “in consequence of so much
disorder and confusion,” with “three or four members . . . speaking at the same
time,” the “minutes could not be taken in full” (169).
Most of the council meetings throughout 1845 and the first month
of 1846 were dedicated to organizing the coming exodus west. Members
explored possible alliances with indigenous tribes, enticing correspondence
with Texas officials, and geopolitical developments in the Northwest. During
the summer, most of the focus was on either the Southwest, particularly Texas,
or the Oregon Territory. Yet American attention on those regions eventually turned Mormon sights to Mexico, as war broke out in 1846. California
was the council’s first desire, as access to the Pacific trade and the scarcity of
European residents made it a tantalizing option. But by the fall the Saints
had turned their attention to the Rocky Mountains, an interest that would
never subside. These minutes fill in many gaps of our understanding of the
Saints’ planning for their trek, as we see significant discussion concerning
their attempts to organize an entire city for westward mobilization.
Put simply, the story of Nauvoo can no longer be told without a deep
familiarity with the Council of Fifty minutes. These records provide a firsthand account of a religious community that felt under siege, as their rhetoric
and actions became increasingly radical. Though there are plenty of portions
that might seem scandalous when used as proof texts, together they tell a
story fit for a modern drama.
Religious educators will find plenty of material for both personal and
classroom use. Perhaps most importantly, and perhaps most surprisingly,
given this was Joseph Smith’s council, these minutes include a crucial view of a
broad range of ideas. Following Smith’s original counsel to embrace dialogue
and debate, readers will be introduced to competing visions for the Church’s
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future. For example, the day that council members received a first draft of
the council’s new constitution, the afternoon’s meeting was devoted to debating crucial questions regarding the separation of church and state (118–29).1
In the 1845 portion, there’s a debate over whether British or American
governments provided a better model of liberty (265–68). Throughout, differing opinions concerning the nature and limits of religious liberty are also
a constant feature. These minutes provide a vantage point to find ideological
diversity nearly unmatched during the Nauvoo period. Assigning portions of
the minutes to students will cast early LDS history in a very different light.
While there were no major “surprises” or “grenades” within these minutes,
there was plenty to make the Nauvoo period come alive. Furthermore, the
expert work by the Joseph Smith Papers team provided helpful introductions,
exhaustive footnotes, and useful images and graphs throughout the volume.
With all these resources available, it is nearly impossible for the reader to
come away confused. In a historiographical field filled with documentary histories, it is difficult to determine a “classic” that stands out from the others.
Yet Council of Fifty, Minutes, March 1844–January 1846 fits that bill. The LDS
community would do well to study its contents and learn its lessons.
Notes
1. See Benjamin E. Park, “The Council of Fifty and the Perils of Democratic
Governance,” in The Council of Fifty: What the Records Reveal about Mormon History,
ed. Matthew J. Grow and R. Eric Smith (Provo, UT: Religious Studies Center, 2017), 43–54.
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Recent and Upcoming Publications
To purchase any of the following publications, please visit www.byubookstore.com and
search by book title or ISBN number, or call the BYU Store toll-free at 1-800-253-2578.

The Council of Fifty:
What the Records Reveal
about Mormon History
Edited by Matthew J.
Grow and R. Eric Smith

Three months before
his death, Joseph Smith
established the Council of
Fifty: a confidential group
that he believed would protect the Latter-day Saints
in their political rights and
one day serve as the government of the kingdom of
God. The Council of Fifty
operated under the leadership of Joseph Smith and
then Brigham Young. The
council’s minutes had never been available until they were published by the
Joseph Smith Papers Project in September 2016.
ISBN: 978-1-9443-9421-9; US $17.99

An Introduction to the Book of Abraham
John Gee

When the Book of Abraham was first
published to the world in 1842, it was published as “a translation of some ancient
records that have fallen into [ Joseph Smith’s]
hands from the catacombs of Egypt, purporting to be the writings of Abraham while he
was in Egypt, called ‘The Book of Abraham,
Written by his Own Hand, upon Papyrus.’”
The resultant record was thus connected
with the papyri once owned by Joseph Smith,
though which papyrus of the four or five in
his possession was never specified.
ISBN: 978-1-9443-9406-6; US $19.99

Prophets and Prophecies of the Old
Testament: 46th Annual Sidney B. Sperry
Symposium
Edited by Aaron Schade, Brian M. Hauglid, and
Kerry Muhlestein

This book explains Old Testament
prophecies in their original linguistic, historical, and theological contexts, helping us
more fully understand the Old Testament
and its relevance. Prophetic books such as
Amos, Micah, Jonah, Daniel, Jeremiah, and
Obadiah are contextualized. Topics include
rhetorical questions and prophetic voice,
imagery of salvation, and symbolic naming.
ISBN: 978-1-9443-9422-6; US $24.99
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Dixie Saints: Laborers in the Field
Douglas D. Alder

In Dixie Saints, you’ll learn about the
daily lives of Saints who grew up between
the late 1800s and the early 1900s in the villages of southern Utah, including St. George,
and nearby Nevada and Arizona. Explore
the many stories detailing their struggles
and their achievements during childhood in
large families, their experiences in one-room
schools, their physical work (all without
machines), their health challenges and herbal
medicine, and their dealings with American
Indians and with the Mexican exiles from the 1912 Revolution.
ISBN: 978-1-9443-9420-2; US $21.99

Voice of the Saints in Taiwan
Po Nien (Felipe) Chou and Petra Chou

This book shares the contribution of
American missionaries among the people in
Taiwan and the sacrifice of early Chinese pioneers to help establish the restored gospel of
Jesus Christ among their own people. It provides a comprehensive overview, along with
personal stories of faith and devotion, covering the sixty-year history of the growth and
development of the Church in Taiwan.
ISBN: 978-1-9443-9416-5; US $31.99

The Field Is White: Harvest in the Three
Counties of England
Carol Wilkinson and Cynthia Doxey Green

Wilford Woodruff told the story of his
remarkable missionary success among the
United Brethren in the Three Counties of
England for many years after his initial meetings with them in the mid-1800s. This book
examines how this group of people, along
with their friends and neighbors who were
also seeking religious truth, were prepared
to receive the message of the restored gospel,
and how they helped the Church membership grow in the Three Counties. Readers will learn about American and
British missionary exploits in this area along with converts’ stories.
ISBN: 978-1-9443-9415-8; US $23.99

No Other Success: The Parenting
Practices of David O. McKay
Mark D. Ogletree

“No other success can compensate for
failure in the home” is a statement made
famous by President David O. McKay, who
taught Church members the importance
of focusing on the family. This book takes
an unprecedented and in-depth look at
President McKay’s parenting and family life
in his own home and invites readers to learn
from his best practices. There are no other
books available that take a contemporary
parenting theory and apply it backward into history—in this case, taking a
closer look at a modern-day prophet who advocated a prominent emphasis
on families.
ISBN: 978-1-9443-9414-1; US $17.99
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Upcoming Events
Jesus Wept: Emotions in the Scriptures

February 2017–November 2018
New exhibition at the Education in Zion Gallery in the Joseph F. Smith Building
Can you imagine life without emotions? Emotions create texture and richness that illuminate our everyday lives and punctuate our mortal experience.
Learn about the wide range of emotions found in the scriptures, universal
emotions across time and cultures, and emotional coping tools. Visit http://
emotionsinthescriptures.byu.edu for more information.

Staff Spotlights
Student Editor
Emily Strong is one of our editors at the RSC and is loving the
opportunity to work with language. She was born and raised in TriCities, Washington, and is currently a senior at BYU. Her lifelong
passion for reading and writing led her to pursue an English major
and an editing minor, and after three years she has not regretted this
choice. She also loves hiking and anything related to the outdoors,
fantasy novels, doodling, superheroes, all animals, and—most of
all—her large family. Emily hopes to someday make editing her
career, travel to exotic places, and have several kids and many dogs
of her own.

Council of Fifty Lecture

Thursday, 21 September 2017
Join us to hear several presentations from the authors of The Council of Fifty:
What the Record Reveal about Mormon History.
Sidney B. Sperry Symposium

Friday and Saturday, 27–28 October 2017
The 46th Annual Sidney B. Sperry Symposium will be held in the Joseph
Smith Building ( JSB) auditorium on BYU campus. The theme is “Prophets
and Prophecies of the Old Testament.” Presentations will cover the Savior’s
restoration of foundational truths, doctrines, and covenants. For more information, visit https://rsc.byu.edu/sperrysymposium.
Religious Education Student Symposium

Friday, 16 February 2018
This event is held in the Wilkinson Student Center from 9:00 a.m. to noon.
The annual student symposium provides a forum for students to research,
write, and present papers about religious subjects from a faithful perspective.
For more information, visit http://rsc.byu.edu/studentsymposium.
These events are free of charge and registration is not required. Some event details
are subject to change. For more details, please visit us online at rsc.byu.edu
/conferences or contact Brent Nordgren at 801-422-3293.

Media Specialist
Erin Gazdik was born in Japan, grew up in Ohio and California,
and now studies advertising at BYU. She loves eating fruit, waking
up early, being on time, doing something creative every day, being
active, soaking in the sun, learning, and playing along with people
who mistake her as her twin sister. She enjoys being the media specialist at the RSC because she gets to tell people about the amazing
influence that learning about the gospel and Church history can
have on their lives. And she believes there’s nothing better to advertise than that.
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Submission Guidelines
The Religious Educator serves the needs and interests of those who study and teach the restored
gospel of Jesus Christ on a regular basis. The
distinct focuses are on teaching the gospel; publishing studies on scripture, doctrine, and Church
history; and sharing outstanding devotional
essays. The beliefs of the respective authors do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Religious
Studies Center, Brigham Young University, or The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Complete author guidelines are provided at
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The Religious Educator Has Gone Digital
The Religious Educator now has a digital subscription option. The cost of a digital subscription is
$10 a year. A regular subscription, which includes
a physical copy of the journal as well as digital
access, is now $15 a year.

Due to rising postage costs, we no longer offer a
mailed physical copy of the journal to subscribers outside of the continental United States. All
foreign subscriptions will now be offered only in
the digital format.
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